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Dear Customer,
2017 has been a tremendous year for airBaltic.
Brand-new aircraft entered our service, we
launched 13 new routes, and now we have
also been named Regional Airline of the Year
by CAPA – the first award for our recent work.
Receiving this award, which recognises our regional
leadership and innovation, is a big honour for the
airBaltic team.
While our roots lie in Riga, and the Latvian
capital still remains the main hub for our
operations, we identify more and more as a
pan-Baltic airline, aiming to provide the best
connectivity and affordable prices from Tallinn and
Vilnius as well.
This month marks three years since we launched
our operations in Tallinn and Vilnius. As of now, we
already serve 11 direct routes from the Estonian and
Lithuanian capitals, and we plan to remain there
for the long run. With a combination of direct
routes and more than 60 convenient connections
via Riga, we have seen the number of passengers
increase significantly in these two cities.
Hope to see you on board airBaltic again soon!

Yours,
Martin Alexander Gauss

AVAILAB LE AT:

Montres de Luxe
Street Kalku 2-67 ● (entrance from street Kungu)
Tel. +371 67221122

EDDIE
R E DM AY N E ’ S
CHOICE
SEAMASTER AQUA TERRA
MASTER CHRONOMETER
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November LIFESTYLE
Text by ZANE NIKODEMUSA
Photos by TOMS KALNIŅŠ
(Chancery of the President
of Latvia) and from
publicity materials

The ultimate
NOVEMBER checklist
Meaningful celebrations

In Latvia, the last month of autumn arrives
with beautiful, subdued tones of grey and
wraps the country in a pleasant stillness
suited to meditative contemplation. This is
the time of year when Latvians often choose
to spend a peaceful, warm evening with close
friends or family – a sort of compromise
between a loud party and complete solitude.
On the national level, however, November
is when Latvia’s most significant holidays take
place. November 18 is Latvia’s Independence
Day – the country’s birthday – and this year
it celebrates 99 years since proclaiming
independence. The schedule includes a host
of concerts, parades, ceremonial speeches,
and fireworks.
November 11, for its part, is Lāčplēsis Day.
It’s a commemoration of the Latvian army’s
victory over the Western Volunteer Army in
1919, also known as the Bermondt Affair,
which secured the independence of the
young nation. On this day you’ll see candles
in the windows of many homes in memory
of those who lost their lives for their country.
In addition, for decades Latvians have flocked
to the banks of the Daugava River in Riga
on the evening of November 11, where they
light candles along the ancient walls of Riga
Castle. It’s a beautiful and emotional sight.

MUSIC

DESIGN

FASHION

Marina Rebeka is one of the most
successful sopranos of her generation.
In anticipation of ‘Rossini Year’ in 2018
(150 years since the composer’s death on
November 13, 1868), the world-famous
Latvian singer has recorded an album of
highly dramatic opera arias. The album,
titled Amor fatale, lets listeners reacquaint
themselves with the great soprano arias
from Rossini’s less known but musically
powerful tragic operas.

Nowadays natural fabrics are the biggest design
trends, and linen is surely one of them. This
timeless and elegant yet modern fabric is the
ultimate neutral and pairs well with brightly
coloured furnishings and accessories. Studio
Natural, founded by Latvian designer Laima
Kaugure, is a prime stop for beautiful examples
of this delicate textile. Since its founding in
1995, Studio Natural had forged successful
partnerships with Calvin Klein and Armani as well
as other well-known brands.

In honour of the national holidays, many
Latvians add a patriotic touch to their clothing in
November in the form of a small maroon-whitemaroon ribbon or flag. Now BOLD, the Baltics’
largest design concept store, has also joined in
with a contribution of its own: a t-shirt with an
Andy Warhol-inspired pop-art portrait of former
Latvian president Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga. She
served two terms in office (1999–2007) and was
very popular among Latvia’s citizens, with regular
approval ratings between 70% and 85%.

marinarebeka.com

studionatural.lv

boldconceptstore.lv

Getting to know Rossini
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Timeless elegance

Introducing
The new VolVo XC40
From convenience to performance. From smart
storage to smart technology. The new Volvo XC40
was designed with one thing in mind: you.
The unique combination of expressive design,
the latest technology and 90 years’ experience
of building cars, makes for an experience where
every little detail is there to answer your needs.
MADE BY SWEDEN

Message wear

VOLVOCARS.COM

November CALENDAR
Text by
DOVYDAS KIAULEIKIS,
LIINA KARO and
ZANE NIKODEMUSA
Publicity photos

ANDREA
BOCELLI CONCERT

Arēna Rīga, Riga
November 7
Make sure you see one of the best-selling artists of our time,
Andrea Bocelli, and prepare for an experience that will last a
lifetime! The Italian tenor and singer-songwriter has sold over
80 million records worldwide, earned a place on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame, and won over 25 awards. Bocelli lost his sight in
his early teens as the result of an accident, but this did not deter
him from discovering his talent for music.
Tickets at bilesuserviss.lv
Skanstes iela 21

DANCE

THEATRE
Lithuanian National
Opera and Ballet
Theatre, Vilnius
November 12 and 14
The Dance Theatre
of Harlem (DTH)
was founded in New
York in 1969 and was
the first major ballet
company to prioritise
black dancers. Today
it’s a world-renowned
dance company.
In Vilnius DTH will
feature its signature
show of originality,
inclusivity, and
New York spirit.
Tickets at opera.lt
A. Vienuolio g. 1

Photo by Rachel Neville

OF HARLEM

NOVEMBER 2017

Michael Jackson
and Bubbles,
famous life-sized
porcelain sculpture
by American artist
Jeff Koons, 1988

REMEMBER
THE TIME – MICHAEL
JACKSON TRIBUTE SHOW

Nordea Concert Hall, Tallinn
November 9
Perhaps the most famous tribute show of the
legendary king of pop Michael Jackson is performed
by Europe’s top Jackson impersonator, Sascha
Pazdera, a professional singer, dancer, musician,
and choreographer with 30 years of experience. The
show is choreographed by LaVelle Smith Jr., who
worked with the legend himself for over 15 years.
Tickets at piletilevi.ee
Estonia puiestee 9

CONTEMPORARY
JEWELLERY EXHIBITION
Anthony Javier Savoy

BETWEEN TWO
SPACES BY
NORITAMY
Putti Art Gallery, Riga
November 17–29
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Noritamy creates
handcrafted
contemporary
jewellery and
accessories inspired
by art, architecture,
and sculpture.
The brand was
established in
2007 in Israel by a
creative motherand-daughter duo,
whose names make
up the title of the
brand, Noritamy.
Their necklaces,
bracelets, rings, and
earrings reflect the
appealing encounter
of fashion
and architecture.
putti.lv
Peitavas iela 5

PAYMENT PROCESSING SOLUTIONS
FOR ONLINE BUSINESSES

No Intermediaries

Personal Manager

Multi-currency Processing

OCT (Original Credit
Transaction)

Full Customisation

Antifraud System

Latvijas pasta banka: Excellent Service and Modern Technologies

ecom.lpb.lv
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BENJAMIN
CLEMENTINE
CONCERT

Compensa Concert Hall, Vilnius
November 15
Often called the brother Nina Simone never
had, British singer Benjamin Clementine makes
audiences weep with his live performances.
The phenomenal success of his debut album
turned Clementine from a poor man into
a superstar, but he remains humble and
concentrated on his music. ‘The Wandering
Tour’ presents his second album, I Tell a Fly.

MAYDAY.
MAYDAY.
MAYDAY.
INTERACTIVE EXHIBITION

POETRY IN GLASS,
PORCELAIN, AND SILVER

meremuuseum.ee
Vesilennuki tee 6

Tapio Wirkkala.
Paper Bag
Vases. 1977

TAPIO WIRKKALA:

Seaplane Harbour, Tallinn
Until January 14
This exciting exhibition
answers questions such as
how to behave at sea or by
the sea, what to do if you are
in trouble, and who will come
to help you. The exhibition
features many interactive
exhibits and simulators.
Participate in training rescue
workers, receive a distress
signal as the leader of a rescue
mission, test the thickness of
ice on water, and much more.

Tickets at bilietai.lt
Kernavės g. 84

Museum of Decorative Art and Design, Riga
Until December 5
This extensive exhibition, organised in honour of Finland’s centennial, introduces audiences to
the classic Finnish designer Tapio Wirkkala (1915–1985). An icon of Finnish design and a vivid
phenomenon in 20th-century art, Wirkkala inspired several generations of artists not only in Finland
but all over the world. He designed everything from plastic ketchup bottles and metal art to furniture
and iconic glass and porcelain vessels.
lnmm.lv | Skārņu iela 10/20

SUITSUPPLY TALLINN ROTERMANNI 14, ROTERMANN CITY, 10111 TALLINN
SUITSUPPLY RIGA GALLERIA RIGA SC, 2ND FLOOR, DZIRNAVU 67, RIGA
SUITSUPPLY VILNIUS EUROPA SC, 3RD FLOOR KONSTITUCIJOS PR. 7A, VILNIUS

November CITIES OF THE MONTH
Text by UNA MEISTERE,
anothertravelguide.com
Publicity photos
Fly to

Frankfurt

with airBaltic

€49

from

one way

Jack Smith, Untitled,
1958-1962/2011
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Photo by David Vasicek (pix123 fotografie)

Maggi Kochstudi

Courtesy of Jack Smith Archive, Gladstone Gallery New York and Brussels

Jil Sander
Marie Claire Germany, 1991

© Peter Lindbergh

Frankfurt

‘I am a problem’ – yes, that’s the name of an exhibition
staged by theatre director Ersan Mondtag at the
Frankfurter Museum für Moderne Kunst (Domstraße 10;
mmk-frankfurt.de; until February 18). As can be
imagined, it focuses on all of the neuroses, complexes,
fears, and weaknesses of people today. The conceptual
point of departure is the legend that famous opera
diva Maria Callas (1912–1977), who was overweight,
once swallowed a tape worm along with a gulp of
champagne. According to the rumour, the tape worm
helped her to lose 50 kilograms in a relatively short
amount of time. The efforts of Callas (and so many
others) to adapt her appearance to some mythical ideal
and the resulting breakdown of her body is one of the
themes of the exhibition. Visitors are taken inside a
gigantic stomach and tapeworm made by the Plastique
Fantastique art group, and along these darkened
passageways they meet the side effects of people’s often
absurd and fanatic aspirations of becoming something
they are not. The artists featured in the exhibition
include some of the most prominent names in art in the
20th and 21st centuries: Andy Warhol, Vanessa Beecroft,
Oliviero Toscani, Robert Gober, Kader Attia, and
Bruce Nauman.
The Jil Sander exhibition, for its part, which
is on show at the Museum Angewandte Kunst
(Schaumainkai 17; museumangewandtekunst.de) from
November 4 until May 6, is the first ever devoted to
one of the best-known names in German fashion. An
advocate of minimalism, Sander’s first declared mission
in fashion was to focus on design that emphasises the
person – in other words, clothing should serve as a
frame within which a person’s individuality can blossom.
As she said in a rare interview in 2010 with The New York
Times: ‘Initially, it was the unpractical in fashion that
brought me to design my own line. I felt that it was
much more attractive to cut clothes with respect for the
living, three-dimensional body rather than to cover the
body with decorative ideas.’
Even though in this day and age we’ve come to
expect that physical things become virtual, sometimes
the opposite happens, too. The popular German food
blog Maggi Kochstudio has recently materialised
in a real bricks-and-mortar space in Frankfurt (Neue
Kräme 27; maggi.de/maggi-kochstudio). Transforming
digital virtuality into analogue reality was a welcome
challenge for the Seel Bobsin Partner design office. The
Maggi Kochstudio features a store with the atmosphere
of a real, working kitchen, and the centre’s schedule of
activities is as dynamic as the brand’s website. Visitors
can stop by for a quick salad at lunch time or stay a bit
longer and take part in a cooking class.

November CITIES OF THE MONTH

Fly to

Helsinki

with airBaltic

€35

from

one way

Helsinki

Photo by Mikko Ryhänen

Juhani
Riekkola, from
the Shapes
series, 1963

Photo by Juha Åman

Jackie bar

Pekká & Teijá Isorattya, Nature
morte, mechanical installation, 2017
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Ars Fennica is the most prestigious art award in Finland.
It was established in 1990 by the art collectors Henna
and Pertti Niemistö and includes a prize of EUR 40,000
for the winner of the award – a young artist from
among four or five candidates selected by a panel of
judges. This year the candidates are Maija Blåfield, the
artist duo Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, Perttu Saksa, Kari
Vehosalo, and Camilla Vuorenmaa. The media these
artists work with range from photography and painting
to sculpture, installations, and video art. The final
decision is made by an expert from the international
art world, and this year that expert is Beatrix Ruf, the
director of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam. However,
anyone can vote for their favourite candidate at the Ars
Fennica 2017 exhibition, on show at the Kiasma museum
of contemporary art in Helsinki until February 18
(Mannerheiminaukio 2; kiasma.fi). Both winners – the
official prize winner and the winner of the people’s
award – will be announced in February 2018.
Meanwhile, the exhibition Abstract! 100 Years
of Abstract Photography 1917–2017 at the Finnish
Museum of Photography is honouring the centennial
of a genre (Kaapelitehdas, Tallberginkatu 1 G;
valokuvataiteenmuseo.fi; from November 1 until
January 14). Interestingly, although today abstract
photography is an integral part of visual culture, it was
initially met with sharp criticism. Called an aimless
activity, it was derided for contradicting the true essence
of photography, namely, to depict and immortalise
reality. In addition to classics of the genre such as Alvin
Langdon Coburn, László Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray, and
August Strindberg, the exhibition also features the work
of many Finnish photographers.
Sentimental, nostalgic, stylish – it seems that
this trinity of adjectives best describes Jackie (Iso
Roobertinkatu 21), a recent addition to Helsinki’s bar
scene. The bar’s name takes inspiration from a song
sung in 1968 by British baritone Scott Walker, while the
interior is inspired by the 1960s Milan club scene with a
shot of 1970s French cosmic disco. To top it all off, the
local design office Studio Joanna Laajisto skillfully set the
glamorous, energetic mix of styles into a Scandinavian
aesthetic. The Medici chairs designed by master of
industrial design Konstantin Grcic stand out against
the steel-green walls, marble floor and tables, and bar
featuring African mahogany. There’s also a decadent
leather sofa stretching along one entire wall and a Gae
Aulenti table lamp, an icon of design from 1965. Jackie’s
owner is a former DJ and passionate music collector. In
addition to a wide selection of drinks, the bar also serves
truly great, northern Italian-style pizzas.

November CITIES OF THE MONTH

Fly to

London

with airBaltic

€29

from

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

London

Amedeo Modigliani,
Jeanne Hébuterne, 1919

Andaz London
Liverpool Street hotel

Peter Whitehead in action with the
Ferrari 125 F1. The Pilot will win the
GP of Czechoslovakia in Brno 1949
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one way

Although Italian artist Amedeo Modigliani’s life came to
a tragic end at the young age of 35, his name has been
immortalised as one of the most legendary personalities
in 20th-century art. Considered the moderniser of figural
painting, he is, however, most famous for his nudes;
Modigliani’s first and only solo exhibition in Paris turned
into a bona fide scandal, even involving the attention
of the police. The fact that the exhibition contained
nudes was controversial enough, but one of the museum
guards was especially shocked that the paintings also
showed female pubic hair. The police are said to have
demanded that the paintings be removed, but there is
no information about how the scandal eventually ended.
Whatever the case, Modigliani gained a reputation for
being a stormy playboy. He drew wherever he went,
sometimes even pulling out a pencil and paper on
street corners, and referred to his obsession as ‘graphic
gymnastics’. He suffered from financial difficulties his
entire life and could never have dreamed of the amounts
for which his art is sold at auction today. The Modigliani
retrospective at Tate Modern (Bankside; tate.org.uk)
from November 23 until April 2 is the largest exhibition
to date of the artist’s work in the United Kingdom.
London’s Design Museum, for its part, is celebrating
an icon in another genre. Ferrari: Under the Skin
(224-238 Kensington High St; designmuseum.org; from
November 15 until April 15) marks 70 years of glamour
and passion since the company came out with its first
model, the 125 S. The hum of a Ferrari motor is music to
the ears of auto lovers, and the fabled Italian automaker
is undoubtedly the best-known name in all of car
history. The Ferrari concept unites all of the madness
of humanity and consumer culture: technology, speed,
power, lust, thrill... As founder Enzo Ferrari once said,
‘The Ferrari is a dream – people dream of owning this
special vehicle, and for most people it will remain a
dream, apart from those lucky few.’ The exhibition at the
Design Museum contains a few particularly rare Ferraris,
Michael Schumacher’s prize-winning Formula One car,
hand-drawn sketches, filmed interviews, and, of course,
many stories about some of the most intriguing Ferrari
owners and their driving habits.
On London’s hotel scene, the 267-room Andaz
Liverpool Street (40 Liverpool St; londonliverpoolstreet.
andaz.hyatt.com; prices from EUR 188) has gained new
life following a recent reconstruction. When it opened
in 2007, it was the first luxury lodging in East London
and a major contributor to the area’s development.
Designed by the Conran and Partners architecture office,
the hotel’s reconstruction has skillfully merged East
London’s gritty character with elements of five-star
accommodation as well as clever, humorous details. For
example, the striped carpets call to mind the suits worn
by clerks in the nearby City, and the bed skirts are made
of a rebellious jeans-like material. BO

21 Brivibas blvd., Riga. www.podium.lv

November STOP BY
Fly to

Riga

with airBaltic

€29

from

one way

Did you
know?
The statue at the
top of the Freedom
Monument is
affectionately
called
Milda
by locals.
There are
countless stories
as to why exactly
this name was
chosen, but
none have been
acknowledged as
the official version.

Text by ZANE ŪSELE
Photo courtesy of
REINIS VILNIS BALTIŅŠ

The soul of

Riga

Hundreds of people recently shared
this photo by Reinis Vilnis Baltiņš on
their Facebook profiles. Why so much
excitement about a picture? It’s
because this was the first time many
people had gotten such a close view
of the three stars atop the Freedom
Monument, a very significant site
for Latvians.
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At

the place where beautiful Old Riga
meets Brīvības iela, the city’s main
street, stands a 42-metre-tall granite
and copper statue called Brīvības
piemineklis, or the Freedom Monument. It was unveiled
on November 18, 1935, and erected in honour of all those
who were killed in the Latvian War of Independence.
The 56 individual sculptures around the base of the
monument symbolise Latvian statehood, national unity,
independence, and freedom. The unveiling date was
no coincidence – November 18 is the anniversary of the
proclamation of the Republic of Latvia. In other words,
it’s Latvia’s birthday.
The competition for the monument’s design lasted
a whole seven years and was won by Latvian sculptor
Kārlis Zāle (1888–1942) with a design titled ‘Shine like a
star’. A female figure made of copper stands at the top
of the obelisk. She symbolises freedom, and in her hands
she holds three bright gold stars symbolising Latvia’s
three cultural and historical regions: Kurzeme, Vidzeme,
Latgale. The gold plating on the stars gets scratched off
by birds’ claws and has therefore been replaced several
times, including this past year in preparation for Latvia’s
centennial in 2018.
The monument was funded by citizens’ donations
collected throughout the 1920s. Many families still
have their original certificates of donation, preserved
in albums as cherished mementos of the past. The
response from the people was overwhelming, with
donations totalling three million lats. People were also
generous when donating funds for a major restoration of
the monument at the turn of the millennium.
Nowadays, Latvian Independence Day is celebrated
in front of the monument every November. Foreign
dignitaries – among them American president Bill
Clinton, Queen Elizabeth II, and the Emperor of Japan –
have also placed flowers at the foot of the monument
during official state visits. The honour guard has
been a feature of the Freedom Monument since its
unveiling and was renewed in 1992, after Latvia regained
its independence.
In 2011, on the initiative of Guntis Gailītis, the
director of the Riga Monument Agency, a Room of
Honour was installed at the monument. This small
room located behind a heavy wooden door at the back
of the monument was formerly used only for technical
purposes. Now it houses an impressive collection of
ribbons that are carefully removed (and then ironed
out) from each bunch of flowers or wreath laid at
the foot of the monument, including banners from
official visits by foreign presidents. The room is open to
everyone, although prior reservation is needed. Also,
the room is only open during the warm months of the
year, because it is not heated. Visitors can sign the guest
book, learn about the history of the monument, and
climb up a small wooden staircase to the feet of the lady
in copper. There they can gaze out across a panorama
of Riga through a small hole in the base of the statue.
Unfortunately, they can’t reach the three shining stars,
because the stairs do not go any higher. BO

November URBAN ICONS

Vienna’s

famous coffee
houses
Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Publicity photo

Fly to

Café Central

Greeks pile it up with ice,
the Irish make it sassy by
adding a whiskey, Italians
do it while standing.
But nobody does coffee
as majestically as
the Austrians.

WORTH A VISIT
Viennese coffee houses
for enjoying delicious
cake, good coffee, and a
charming atmosphere

LIVE MUSIC: For more than a
century, Café Sperl has been an
opening act for visitors to the
Theater an der Wien.
Gumpendorfer Str. 11; cafesperl.at

PLACE OF LEGENDS: Leon Trotsky,
Arthur Schnitzler, and Sigmund
Freud were all among the loyal
customers of Café Central.
Herrengasse 14; cafecentral.wien

MODERN VIBES: The minimalistic
Kaffeefabrik roasts its own
coffee beans.
Favoritenstraße 4-6; kaffeefabrik.at
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Vienna

T

he history of Viennese
coffee-house culture was
born during the Battle
of Vienna, when the
Turks tried to conquer the city. In
1683 the Austrians so masterfully
overcame the invaders that the
only thing they left behind was
sacks of coffee beans. These are
said to have sparked the new coffee
culture, as coffee houses started to
spring up around Vienna. Despite
two world wars and a popularity
crisis in the 1950s brought on
by the introduction of Italianstyle espresso bars, many of the
old coffee houses have survived
to the present day. Apart from
offering fine dining, Wifi, and nonsmoking areas, very little in them
has changed.
The features of a traditional café
include round marble tables, velvet
seats, magnificent chandeliers,
and waiters in dinner jackets
exhibiting a bit of arrogance.
The pleasant atmosphere and
piles of newspapers invite one
to linger, causing locals to call

with airBaltic

€39

from

coffee houses their extended living
rooms. Writers such as Hugo von
Hofmannsthal, Karl Kraus, and
Arthur Schnitzler even wrote
entire novels in coffee houses,
which are now regarded as ‘coffee
house literature’.
Certain elements of coffeehouse etiquette have also
remained intact. Coffee is still
served on a silver plate and with
a glass of water. And no one says
a thing if you order a single cup of
coffee and stay all day. But to avoid
eye-rolling by the waiters, know
your beverage of choice. If you like
espresso, then Kleiner Schwarzer
is your order. For an addition of
cream, ask for a Kleiner Brauner.
A Melange – a coffee lengthened
with hot water and steamed milk
with foamed milk on top – is the
way to go for latte lovers. Do as the
locals do – if the coffee house is
busy, share your table with others.
Who knows, this could lead to a
fascinating conversation and even
sharing a piece of Sachertorte or
Apfelstrudel together. BO

one way

November MY FAVOURITE PLACE

Madinat Zayed Shopping
Centre & Gold Centre

MADINAT ZAYED SHOPPING CENTRE & GOLD CENTRE

This is one of the cornerstones of
Abu Dhabi that has remained the
same over decades. Every time I
visit this shopping centre, I’m taken
back to my early twenties. It’s like
walking down memory lane in an
old part of Abu Dhabi. To this day,
I enjoy browsing the fabric and
fashion accessories shops. Just
some window shopping is enough
to trigger my imagination and
creativity. The gold jewellery shops
also fill me with joy when I take
in the beauty of intricately crafted
22-karat gold and diamond sets.

Fly to

Abu Dhabi

with airBaltic

€129

from

one way

My

ABU DHABI
Courtesy of TDIC/Saadiyat Beach Club

madinatzayed-mall.com

SAADIYAT BEACH CLUB

SUMAYYAH AL SUWAIDI

The serene Corniche seaside has
always been an integral part of
Abu Dhabi. Now I can experience
the same bliss at Saadiyat Beach
Club situated on Saadiyat Island.
This award-winning beach club
has stunning facilities that include
a spa for some pampering and
a variety of wellness treatments.
Whether by the beach or the pool,
Saadiyat Beach Club is where I
can truly relax while enjoying the
natural surroundings.
saadiyatbeachclub.ae

Al Seef Village Mall

Photo by Shovan Parial

With the opening of the
airBaltic route to Abu Dhabi
last month, an oasis of
opportunity is available for
travellers who ache for a
taste of authentic Emirati
culture. Sumayyah Al Suwaidi
is a pioneering Emirati digital
artist, a renowned art curator,
and the creative director
of the wearable art fashion
line Seen X Seen. She talks
with Baltic Outlook about
her favourite places in the
capital city of the United
Arab Emirates.

AL SEEF VILLAGE MALL

No matter where you are on
Abu Dhabi Island, it’s so easy to
get to Al Seef Village Mall, which is
close to the city’s natural Eastern
Mangroves. The mall has an
extraordinary mix of restaurants
and cafés, which I like to explore
every time I visit it. Make sure to
try the Walk, a charming, outdoor,
Mediterranean-style pedestrian
zone lined with palm trees and lots
of cafés. My favourite is Molten
Me, where they serve lava cakes
that are available in flavours such
as cinnamon, red velvet, raspberry,
and hazelnut.
alseefvillagemall.ae

Yas Mall

YAS MALL

Text by JAN D’SA
Publicity pictures, courtesy of
SUMAYYAH AL SUWAIDI,
and by Alamy
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Saadiyat Beach Club

The biggest shopping mall in
Abu Dhabi also happens to be
my favourite shopping paradise
because it has all my brands of
choice under one roof. It is located
on Yas Island, which offers a quick
getaway from the city buzz, if only
for a few hours. The mall’s got
everything I love, from fashion to
confectionery and specialty stores.
And when I’m done with my retail
therapy, I have a quick bite to eat or
head to the VOX state-of-the-art
cinemas and catch a movie.
yasmall.ae BO
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November THING OF THE MONTH
Text by LĪGA VALKO
Illustration by
AGNESE TAURIŅA

Black Friday

EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE 1 SEPTEMBER - 31 DECEMBER 2017

The story behind the
famous shopping day

O

ne of the biggest shopping days of the year
is fast approaching. Black Friday marks the
start of the Christmas shopping season,
which quickly gets into full swing with
all manner of flashy marketing gimmicks. Every year,
this black hole pulls in millions of shoppers on the day
after the American Thanksgiving holiday, with bargainhungry shoppers ready to break down the front doors
of department stores to get the best doorbuster deals.
Come November 24, your inbox will likely be bombarded
with brands promising big discounts and deals.
How did it all start? Like McDonald’s and Coca-Cola,
Black Friday was brought to Europe from America. The
idea of holiday shopping dates back to the 19th century,
when big retailers started releasing Christmas adverts
and hosting parades. One of these, Macy’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade, has been running since 1924.
The notion of Black Friday itself comes from 1960s
Philadelphia, where the police used the phrase to
describe the crowds who skipped work on the day after
Thanksgiving in order to go shopping. A few years later,
retailers started to embrace the idea of Black Friday,
referring to the accounting term ‘in the black’, which
means profit. By the end of the 20th century, Americans
were caught up in the pure madness of consumerism,
and Black Friday turned into an unofficial retail holiday.
The shopping day eventually spread across the Atlantic
to the United Kingdom with the help of US retailer
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Amazon, which began offering pre-Christmas discounts
in 2010. Even now, the UK is leading the adoption of
Black Friday in Europe. In 2016, Britons spent nearly
six billion pounds in stores, with the local company
John Lewis surpassing such global brands as Apple
and Amazon.
Black Friday has also become a thing in Europe,
with sales growth of 124% between 2010 and 2014.
The annual shopping event has been widely adopted in
Scandinavia and central and eastern Europe.
When it comes to shopping craziness, Black Friday
is famous for mind-blowing deals on gadgets and
electronics. In 2016, the greatest price drops were
recorded for tablets (25.4%), televisions (23.2%), and
toys (11.6%). Likewise, many leading fashion brands,
including Topshop and Zara, cut prices and turned Black
Friday into a week-long event.
Something not many people know about Black Friday
is that it has recently been surpassed by Singles’ Day, a
Chinese celebration that falls on November 11. In 2016,
total sales on Singles’ Day, which has become a 24-hour
e-commerce event, reached almost 18 billion US dollars.
What does the future hold for Black Friday? Consumers
are changing their shopping habits, so there’s no doubt
that Black Friday will be increasingly focused on online
and mobile shopping. But it’s also very possible that
a new shopping phenomenon might emerge and take
centre stage during the holiday shopping season. BO

Hästens Tribute is a celebration of our 165 years
of bed making expertise, a beautiful exercise in
handcraft, quality and aesthetics. Clad in a fresh,
modern Taupe Check, Tribute brings a timeless
elegance into any bedroom. Its look can be
enhanced effortlessly by styling with brights or
more neutral tones.
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November TREND

O

Text by CHRISTOPHER WALSH
Photo courtesy of CARL HONORÉ

Slow
down!
Technology is
getting faster every
day. Do you have to
keep pace?
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ne-click ordering. Sameday delivery. Instant
messaging. ‘Fast casual’
dining. 24/7 news cycles.
In just about every arena you can
possibly imagine, technology is getting
faster and faster. And with each new
development, we push ourselves
to move even faster. The mark of a
successful employee is how much
work they can squeeze into every hour
of the day.
Or is it?
While some may encourage their
employees to move faster, one man
has made a career advocating for the
opposite. Carl Honoré, a Canadian
writer based in London, is the leader
of what has become known as the
‘slow movement’.
‘The slow movement is about
doing things well instead of fast.
It’s about moving between fast and
slow, and having the ability to choose
when to be fast and when to be slow,’
explains Honoré.
Honoré penned his first book, In
Praise of Slow, in 2005. As he tells it,
the book was a reaction to years spent
as a broadcast journalist, working
harder and harder to do things as fast
as possible. When he realised that
he was even pushing himself to read
bedtime stories to his son faster by
turning multiple pages at a time, he
decided to change course. In Praise
of Slow became an international
bestseller, and the two books that
followed it expanded on Honoré’s
theory of slowing down.
In the years since he first published
his treatises on slowness, the world
has gotten exponentially faster.
However, Honoré argues that our
behaviours are actually trending more
in his direction. He points to a new
phenomenon known as ‘stacking’ as
one example: a group of friends that
meets for drinks or dinner challenges
each other to stack their phones in the

centre of the table; the first person
to succumb to the temptation of
reaching for their phone has to pick up
the tab.
Another example of the trend
towards slowing down can even be
measured in numbers: the beats
per minute (BPM) of a hit electronic
song. A recent article in The Guardian
tracked the average speed of popular
music and found that BPM has fallen
to 90.5 from a noticeably faster
113.5 in 2012. The frenetic tunes of
dance-music stars like Calvin Harris
typically peaked at around 128 BPM.
‘We simply can’t handle more speed,’
argues Honoré.
Of course, the slow movement
faces heavy opposition from nearconstant technological developments;
the potential of technologies like
drone delivery and facial recognition
could serve to make our lives even
faster. Should we shun these new
tools and instead retreat into the
relative calm of the past? Honoré
offers a compromise.
‘New technology is not a bad
thing,’ he cautions, noting that our
Skype interview would not have been
possible a decade ago. However, he
advises that we apply a ‘slow lens’
to our interactions with technology.
The first step: turning off all mobile
notifications. While it may seem
radical to those of us who have
become addicted to the instant
gratification of a vibrating phone or
chiming ringtone, Honoré claims that
it is a key aspect of controlling our
technology instead of technology
controlling us. ‘You get to decide when
notifications reach you. It could take
fifteen minutes to regain focus after
receiving a message, and that could be
fifteen of the most-focused minutes
of your day.’
Slowing down can make us happier
and healthier. Can you bring yourself
to do it? BO

Carl Honoré
is the global
leader of the
‘slow movement’,
advocating for
a more slow
and thoughtful
approach to our
work and personal
lives. He is the
author of three
books and is
also known for
his popular TED
Talk, ‘In Praise
of Slowness’. His
advocacy efforts
have included a
BBC radio series, an
Australian television
programme, a
podcast, and
lectures given
at schools and
businesses around
the world.
Digital detox will
be one of the hot
topics at the Digital
Freedom Festival,
held in Riga on
November 27– 28.

November STYLE
Text by DACE VAIVARA
Publicity photos

Andris Vītoliņš, Fundamenta nova

ADDRESS:

Sonia Rykiel flagship store, Paris

DISTINCTIVE
KNITWEAR
Warm and comfortable,
modern and universal –
knitwear is a coolweather classic and a
fundamental element of the
autumn wardrobe.
The trend this season is for
bulky and coarse-knit wool
sweaters and jackets. For
contrast, they are matched
with dainty, feminine blouses
and flouncy, transparent,
floral-print dresses or
skirts, with knee-high boots
to finish the look. Just as
effective is the combination
of a knit sweater with balloon
sleeves paired with a narrow,
fitted pencil skirt. Another
new item this autumn is the
chunky-knit sweater with
extra-long sleeves and a high
turtleneck collar, which takes
the place of a scarf.
Solid-colour knitwear
in classic colour schemes
featuring thick cables
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and decorative patches is
especially popular right now.
Elegant, knit garments in
a single nut-brown shade
from head to toe – as those
offered by Michael Kors, Max
Mara, Jil Sander, and others –
are a classic of Italian style
and also a great fashion
statement this season.
The Missoni fashion
house in Italy was the first
to discover the stylistic
potential knitwear held for
cheerful colour combinations
and introduced them to
the fashion world in the
late 1960s. The founders,
Ottavio and Rosita Missoni,
created their own ‘puttogether’ style – luxury
knitwear with colourful,
innovative patchwork that
gained popularity across
the world. The Missoni
style is still recognisable by
its iconic zig-zag patterns
and jacquard technique
as well as geometric and
ethnic motifs. BO

Sportmax

THIS MONTH’S TREND

One of the most striking French fashion
designers, the flaming redhead Sonia Rykiel
became popular in the late 1960s for her
androgynous sweaters and knit dresses, which
became symbols of the free-thinking, bohemian
era. Refined knitwear is still characteristic of
French fashion collections. When in Paris, it’s
worth stopping by the unique Sonia Rykiel
store, which actually resembles a library.
Displayed between the ceiling-height bookcases
containing more than 50,000 books are the
Sonia Rykiel clothing and accessory collections,
which since 2014 have been designed by Julie
de Libran, the fashion house’s new artistic
director. The shop is a blend of fashion and
culture located near the Café de Flore and
L’Ecume des Pages book shop in a bohemian
neighbourhood popular with artists and writers.
175 Boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris
soniarykiel.com

MUST HAVE
Scarf by
Missoni,
EUR 250,
missoni.com

Sweater by
Sonia Rykiel,
EUR 790,
soniarykiel.com

Boots
by SAZ,
EUR 500,
saz.lv

Sweater by
H&M Studio,
EUR 79.99,
hm.com

Sweater
by H&M,
EUR 59.99,
hm.com

November STYLE

For those who
always search for
new perspectives.

Secret
agent

style

Kingsman: The Golden Circle
just might be the most stylish
movie this fall. The spy film
starring Taron Egerton and
Julianne Moore features
several exceptionally dressed
characters. Get inspired to
upgrade your travel style!
Style by ANNA KUSTIKOVA
Publicity photos

Shoes by Giorgio Armani,
EUR 810, armani.com

Watch by Frederique Constant,
Runabaot collection, EUR 2950, Laiks

Sunglasses by Gentle Monster,
EUR 273, net-a-porter.com
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Scarf by Ralph Lauren,
EUR 69, Stockmann

Fedora hat by Emporio
Armani, EUR 160, armani.com

Gloves by Samsøe & Samsøe,
EUR 69, Stockmann

Ankle boots by Emporio
Armani, EUR 660, armani.com

Handbag by Michael Kors,
EUR 175, net-a-porter.com

Brooch by Gucci,
EUR 850, net-a-porter.com

Store addresses in Riga: Laiks – Galerija Centrs shopping centre, Audēju iela 16; Stockmann – 13. janvāra iela 8.

Airplane model by
Authentic Models,
price upon request,
authenticmodels.com

The new Kia Stonic. For those who can’t get enough of life.
The new Kia Stonic’s 1.0 Turbo GDi engine satiates your craving for adventure. Thoughtful details trigger
boldness and confidence. A dynamic 1.0 Turbo GDi engine and agile handling make each drive more exciting.

Prices from 13 990 € *
Discover more on kia.ee | kia.lv | kia.lt

* The offer is part of the new model’s launch campaign. For the current price list see our website or contact your nearest dealership.
The Kia 7-year/150,000 km new-car warranty is valid in all EU member states (plus Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Gibraltar), subject to local terms and
conditions. Fuel consumption (l/100 km)/CO² (g/km): urban from 4.9/127 to 7/158, extra-urban from 3.8/99 to 4.6/106, combined from 4.2/109 to 5.5/125.

Photo by Kadi-Liis Koppel

November DESIGN
Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Publicity photos and courtesy
of Tallinn City Tourist
Office & Convention Bureau

“Прежде чем взбираться по
лестнице к успеху, убедитесь,
что она прислонена к тому
зданию, которое вам нужно.”

Fly to

Tallinn

with airBaltic

€29

from

one way

Стивен Кови
Art piece
Prince Ludwig
from jewellery
designer
Tanel Veenre

N o r d ic m in im a l is m
in Tallinn

“Management is efficiency in climbing the ladder of success; leadership
determines whether the ladder is leaning against the right wall.”
Stephen Covey

Wandering through the streets of Tallinn is
like taking an Architecture 101 course.

T

he Old Town may be
all about cobbled
streets and red-roofed
medieval houses, but go
a little further, to the Kalamaja
neighbourhood beloved by hipsters,
and see a different side of Tallinn –
that of the seaside city. Kalamaja
has a divine collection of classic,
bohemian Estonian architecture in
the form of two- and three-storey
wooden houses that were once home
to local fishermen.
Next to Kalamaja is the newly
renovated Balti Jaam Market. Mixing
19th-century warehouse façades with
wooden details, the market perfectly
embodies the trendy aura typical of
European street-food markets. The
reconstruction project was done
by local architectural wizards Koko,
who also designed Tallinn’s Seaplane
Harbour, which is now home to the
Estonian Maritime Museum. But
Tallinn’s architectural assortment
does not end there.
The Baroque style reached the city
in the 17th century and left a beautiful
memento in the form of Kadriorg
Palace. Later came the Scandinavian
Art Nouveau style and the luscious
Estonian National Opera. The Soviet
era left its mark on the city as well.
Possibly the most impressive of these
buildings is Cinema Sõprus, built in a
strong Soviet Modernism tradition.
Modern-day Tallinn can best be
seen in the Rotermann Quarter, a
former industrial district where the
19th-century warehouses have been

skillfully fused with elements of
contemporary urbanism. The masters
at Koko have had a hand in the
development of this neighbourhood
as well.
Today Tallinn’s local design scene
is experiencing a ‘golden age’, and
the number of local design concept
stores peppered around the city
just keeps growing. Head to Tallinn
Design House or the TALI design
salon to meet the biggest names in
Estonian fashion, such as Kristina
Viirpalu, Roberta Einer, and Marit
Ilison, whose vivid Longing For Sleep
collection is now offered through the
London-based luxury fashion retailer
MatchesFashion.com.
The essence of true Estonian
design lies in quality and natural
materials such as linen, wool, wood,
and cork, with much attention given
to sustainability. As for aesthetics,
Nordic minimalism dominates at
the moment. A prime example is the
elegant simplicity of the dishes by
Nüüd Ceramics. But what surprises
people the most is the jewellery.
Names such as Tanel Veenre and
Birgit Skolimowski are known even
by those who don’t have their ears
pierced. However, the youthful
SOMA brand has taken the local
fashion scene by storm with its new
collection, POP. The tiny popcornshaped gems are made using
3D printing technology and then
gently decorated with gold details.
The best place to get acquainted with
Estonian jewellery is A-Gallery. BO

Popcorn earrings
by SOMA

Kristina Viirpalu’s latest
collection La Vie

Nüüd Ceramics items
designed by ceramic
artist Mariana Laan

OTHER ADDRESSES:

Estonian Design House
has an extensive
collection made by
Estonian designers
that includes furniture,
ceramics, jewellery, and
even products for pets.
Solaris Keskus, Estonia
pst 9, Tallinn

JUUR is a restaurant
in an old factory in the
Ülemiste district of
Tallinn. It embodies the
best of Nordic cuisine
not only on the plate
but also in its simple and
warm open-plan interior.
Valukoja 10, Tallinn

Kumu, the main
building of the Art
Museum of Estonia,
is a work of art itself.
In 2008 it was named
European Museum of
the Year.

Квартал Маакри – 110-метровое высотное здание в исторической среде
бизнес-центр в самом сердце Таллина
110-metre high-rise in historic surroundings, commercial complex in the heart of Tallinn

Weizenbergi 34, Tallinn
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www.maakrikvartal.ee/ru/

Информация по аренде: Colliers International, www.colliers.ee
Тармо Калвисте +372 50 13 544, Виктория Китсик +372 53 447 234
Rental Information: Colliers International, www.colliers.ee
Tarmo Kalviste +372 50 13 544, Viktoria Kitsik +372 53 447 234

November GADGETS

BLUE RASPBERRY

Text by ROGER NORUM
Publicity photos

Audiophile Files

Sound
decisions

Pick up some cool audio gadgets to keep your autumn from falling apart

FUGOO STYLE XL
Speaker of the house

Probably

the best Bluetooth
speaker you’ve never heard of. This
relative newcomer to the active audio
market features eight acoustic drivers
for true 360° sound. The controls and
mic work for music, calls, and also Siri.
What else? It boasts a 48-hour battery,
which charges via USB. It even floats
in water. That’s right, it’s completely
waterproof. The Sport XL version adds
glow-in-the-dark control buttons.
EUR 169 | fugoo.com

SONOS ONE

EUR 169 | bluemic.com

Sounding Home

Baltic Outlook reviewed the first generation
Sonos nearly five years ago, when it hit the
home audio market with a splash. Several
generations on, the world’s sleekest multiroom audio system now features far-field
microphones that enable it to work with
digital assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa.
The new and improved version, launched in
late October, can now be controlled entirely
with voice, playing requested music as well
as controlling your smart home. A light on
top illuminates when the microphone is
listening and turns off when the device is
not listening – a great privacy feature.
EUR 229 | sonos.com

KUAIFIT

Fit to be Kuaied
These recently updated small,
multi-sport headphones
automatically measure your body
and performance during any sport,
using sensors and algorithms and
providing adaptive real-time voice
coaching that give you accurate
feedback about your performance,
real time. The customised voice
alerts and live voice coaching help
you to fine-tune your workout.
You can visualise and share your
fitness data with the app or on
the web. 8GB of memory stores
your workouts, plans, and over
2000 songs, and the battery
lasts for seven hours. No phone
required! The optional cycling
package includes a bike sensor to
record additional ride metrics.
EUR 135 | kuai.fit
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A retro microphone that actually
sounds good? Yes, this upright
microphone’s dynamic condenser
capsule lets you record optimal 24-bit
sound wherever you place it, reducing
distortion and delivering the clarity of a
large-diaphragm studio mic. It’s decked
out with a stylish grill, hinged metal
kickstand, and just two simple controls:
playback volume and recording level.
An internal acoustic diffuser highlights
voices over ambient distractions,
making vocals clearer – perfect for
starting that podcast you’ve always
wanted to. Plugs directly into an iPad
or iPhone and comes with a soft suede
carrying pouch.

SENNHEISER
FLEX 5000

Voices in your head
Part hearing aid, part wireless headset,
this sleek and elegant television audio
transmitter/receiver set is an absolute
must if you have older listeners in your
household or want to watch the dialogueheavy scenes of Game of Thrones in
peace. The docking station links directly
to your TV, and a wireless dongle lets
you plug in your headphones across the
room. The unique speech intelligibility
feature reduces TV background noise for
enhanced clarity, making voice dialogue
much clearer. Comes with a pair of
Sennheiser MX 475 earphones.
EUR 199 | sennheiser.com

November FOOD TREND

Fly to

Stockholm

and Gothenburg
with airBaltic

€39

from

one way

Why you
should embrace

fika

The Swedish art
of having a coffee
and cake
Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Photos by Steampipe Production
Studio AB (Göteborg & Co),
ELISABETH DUNKER
(Göteborg & Co) and from
publicity materials

W

hen the first chilly evenings
arrive in autumn, we tend
to bundle up in woollen
sweaters and get comfy on
the sofa, mastering the Danish concept of
hygge (cosiness), so to say. But little is known
about fika, another Scandinavian tradition
that perfectly suits the cold season. To put
it simply, it is the Swedish word for taking a
coffee break.
However, it is not the process of ingesting
caffeine that matters, but the way it is done.
Fika is a method of socialising, a way to
meet up with friends, colleagues, or family
at the local coffee shop, café, or bakery. And

nowhere is fika taken as seriously as in the
corporate world. Fikapaus is taken twice a
day, in the morning around 10 am and again
in the afternoon at 3 pm. This event, when
the whole office gathers around the coffee
pot, normally lasts about 15 minutes.
But coffee is not enough. Some even say
that fikabröd, the sweet baked goods that
accompany the hot, brown brew, is the
core element of fika. Croissants, cookies,
marzipan-covered princess cakes... However,
the most lauded fika-treat is the cinnamon
bun. The glazed roll even has its own
celebration in Sweden – Cinnamon Bun Day
on October 4. BO

LOCALS RECOMMEND THREE PLACES FOR FIKA IN STOCKHOLM AND GOTHENBURG

Drop Coffee

Da Matteo

Café Pascal

Wollmar Yxkullsgatan 10, Stockholm,
dropcoffee.com

Several locations throughout the city, Gothenburg, damatteo.se

Norrtullsgatan 4, Stockholm,
cafepascal.se

Indulge in heart-shaped cappuccino foams
made by a true master, Linnea Vannesjö,
the winner of the Swedish Barista of the
Year award. Drop Coffee makes brews so
fully flavoured that no additives are needed.
However, the attentive interior and free
Wi-Fi will make you linger for some sweet
delicacies to compliment your cup of coffee.
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There’s no better place to experience fika in Gothenburg
than the Da Matteo chain of specialty coffee shops. Born
in 2007 in the tiny café on Victoriapassagen, Da Matteo has
made a place for itself on the international coffee industry
map. The company has now expanded to four cafés around
the city, but the most exiting is the one on Magasinsgatan.
Located in a former riding hall, the café also has its own
roastery and bakery, letting guests watch the production
process while enjoying their coffee and cake.

Situated just around the corner
from busy Odenplan is a winner of
the extolled Gulddraken Award for
best café in Stockholm. The cosy
coffee house, which also serves
Instagram-perfect avocado toasts
and an array of sweet pastries, is a
great place for a morning fika.

November YOUR NEXT DESTINATION

November YOUR NEXT DESTINATION

Text by UNA MEISTERE,
anothertravelguide.com
Photos by AINĀRS ĒRGLIS
Illustration by AGNESE TAURIŅA

A FEW STOPS IN WARSAW
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It

was Sunday morning, and everything
was silent when I arrived at the Katyn
Museum, a memorial opened last year
in Warsaw commemorating the victims
of the Katyn massacre. Autumn had already brought
colour to the trees, and the air was filled with the
slightly bittersweet smell of decaying leaves. The
Katyn Museum is located within the 19th-century
Warsaw Citadel complex in the south of the city. The
museum’s project, created by the Polish firm BBGK
Architekci, has been shortlisted for the Mies van der
Rohe Award 2017.
The Katyn massacre is one of the darkest hours in
Polish history. In the spring of 1940 the Soviet secret
police ordered the execution of captured members
of the Polish officer corps. As a result, more than
20,000 people were brutally shot in the Katyn forest,
among them 760 doctors, 1040 teachers, more than
100 lawyers, and other members of the Polish elite,
including distinguished athletes, writers, engineers,
musicians, and artists.
On my way to the museum I mused about whether
it is at all possible for architecture to embody such
unspeakable pain – a tragedy for which all words seem
superficial. Can it express barbarity and forgiveness
in one place? The Katyn Museum is designed as a
huge park with 100 newly planted trees at its centre.
A concrete path winds through this symbolic forest,
but the museum buildings themselves are located
below ground. Thus visitors proceed as if through a
trench, a reminder of the path of death from which
the victims will not return. Their bent, grey shapes
are projected on the museum walls and quiet steps
are audible in the background, while all around are
thousands of witnesses to this tragedy – personal
relics and everyday items discovered in the excavations
of the massacre sites, such as glasses, army overalls,
muddy boots, scissors, letters, pencils, notebooks,
cigarette cases… Among them is also a display
cabinet containing bullet casings, each of which took
a human life.
The museum’s two floors are connected by a heavy
metal elevator; its doors fall shut with a shrill, slightly
disturbing sound, almost like the lid on a coffin. The
first part of the exhibition outlines the general events
of that time, while the second part relives the history
through personal stories. To exit this underground
museum, visitors pass through a dark, 20-meterlong ‘tunnel of death’, filled at this time of year with
autumn leaves. It’s not so much an exit as a trench
with a red-brick wall on one side and a 12-meter-high
earthen wall on the other. The path is lined with white,
concrete pillars on which are engraved the names

of professions: scientist, physician, mathematician,
philosopher, lawyer… More reminders of the lives and
careers so tragically eradicated.
Next the visitor enters a series of glazed arcades
with 15 large, concrete plaques on which the names
of all 21,768 persons killed in the Katyn forest
are listed. The engraving makes for a terrifyingly
decorative pattern. The doors to the arcade are
graced with religious symbols indicating the victims’
religious denominations: a Christian cross, a Jewish
Star of David, an Islamic crescent moon. A visit to
the museum ends with another passageway – a
red-granite trench, at the end of which the blue sky
appears as a sign of hope. Stairs lead back up above
ground, towards a salvation not made accessible to
the bodies of the executed but perhaps granted to
their souls.
The first thing one sees when emerging into the
daylight are the golden trees and a large oak cross.
According to the architects, they wished to incorporate
three existential quantities in the Katyn Museum: evil,
good, and forgiveness. This visit lingered with me for

A visit ends with another
passageway – a red-granite
trench, at the end of which
the blue sky appears as a
sign of hope
a long time. I kept thinking not only about the Katyn
tragedy but also about the whole world and the people
in it, about evil and good, about the relative nature of
safety and reason. Arguably, I believe that there are
few nations who can commemorate their history in as
grimly compelling a way as the Polish do.
On a previous trip to Warsaw, I remember being
overcome by similar emotions when visiting Ulica
Próżna – the Empty Street, formerly known by locals
as the Street of Death. It is located near the heart of
Warsaw, only a 10-minute walk from the 237-meterhigh Palace of Culture and Science. This was once one
of the fanciest streets in the neighbourhood, and one
can still sense the former glory in the surviving details
on the buildings. During the Second World War, the
Empty Street was part of the Jewish ghetto. Oddly, the
houses on this street were not destroyed by wartime
bombing, but nor did life really return to them after
the war. The buildings slowly fell into disrepair, their
balconies eventually needing to be supported by
scaffolding in order to protect passers-by. Portraits of
former inhabitants embellished the building fronts
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like ghostly decorations. Today, thanks to a recent
renovation and a couple of cafés, some life has
returned to the Empty Street. But these efforts cannot
hide the street’s horrific history, which lives on in the
façades of the buildings. The street truly flourishes
only once a year, during the Jewish festival.
WARSAW’S WAY OF COMMEMORATING ITS MOST
FAMOUS CITIZENS IS NO LESS IMPRESSIVE. THE
FRYDERYK CHOPIN MUSEUM OPENED IN 2010 –
THE COMPOSER’S 200TH ANNIVERSARY – AND
REMAINS ONE OF THE MOST UNIQUE MUSEUMS
OF ITS KIND IN
EUROPE. Up-todate technologies
ensure a truly
interactive audiovisual experience but
also create a very
personal museum
visit. Designed by
the Italian firm Migliore+Servetto Architects, the
museum is located in the 17th-century Ostrogski Castle
in the city centre.
The exhibition instantly draws the visitor back in
time and into Chopin’s music. For instance, in one
room visitors can play the sounds of various musical
instruments simply by stepping on sensors hidden in
the floor. Another room is designed like an ascetic cell
with only a table, a pair of headphones, and a music
book. By activating their tickets, visitors can browse
through the book and enjoy the music.
Though many different things and places in Warsaw
are named after the famous composer, including a
brand of vodka and the airport, Chopin was actually
born in a town called Żelazowa Wola 50 kilometres

Neon became an integral
part of the city’s architecture,
and Warsaw became
the ‘neon capital’
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from the capital. It is said that little Fryderyk began
learning to play the piano at age four and by his eighth
birthday had already performed in what is now the
Presidential Palace. Soon after graduating from the
Warsaw Conservatory and already widely respected as
a young composer, Chopin left for Vienna and never
again returned to Warsaw.
In 1831 he arrived in Paris, where he stayed until his
death at age 39. Chopin’s death remains as mysterious
as was his life. Some sources claim that until his
very last moments he kept with him a lock of hair
belonging to George Sand, the love of his life but
possibly also his undoing. Other sources state that
he kept with him an urn filled with Polish soil. The
composer’s body was laid to rest in the Père Lachaise
Cemetery in Paris, but, following Chopin’s wishes, his
heart was removed after his death, and in 1882 it was
placed in an urn in Warsaw’s Holy Cross Church. To
this day, Warsaw and Paris cannot settle the question
of which of the two metropolises the composer’s heart
belonged to more.
One room in the Chopin Museum resembles a black
cube and is dedicated to Chopin’s death. It even has
the faint aroma of a burial chapel (but perhaps this
is only a trick of the imagination). Among the relics
displayed are a lock of Chopin’s hair and a copy of his
death mask.
ANOTHER VIVID PAGE IN WARSAW’S HISTORY
IS THE NEON MUZEUM, WHICH IS LOCATED
IN THE SOHO FACTORY (ONE OF THE OLDEST
FACTORY BUILDINGS IN THE CITY) IN PRAGA
DISTRICT, ON THE RIGHT BANK OF THE VISTULA
RIVER. The museum documents the “neonisation”
of Warsaw, a phenomenon of the Cold War era. The
heavy bombardment of Warsaw during the Second
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World War resulted in a city drowning in darkness
and depressing greyness. In the 1960s and 1970s, the
Soviet government decided that neon would be the
best way to make the city look alive and exuberant
again. In other words, a breath of Western glamour,
socialist-style.
Neon became an integral part of the city’s
architecture, and Warsaw became the ‘neon capital’.
However, maintenance of the many neon signs
proved complicated and expensive because of their
fragility. The city’s neon history is full of various
‘neon tragedies’ linked to falling signboards and
other problems. Neon signs also became a new form
of expression for graphic designers, among them
artists from the country’s legendary Polish School of

Hala Koszyki

Posters. After the Soviet regime collapsed, many neon
signs were destroyed in an effort to sever ties to a
painful past.
The Neon Muzeum was created as an initiative
to preserve this phenomenon of cultural history. It
currently hosts over 100 neon signboards, among
them the mermaid Syrenka with her sword and
shield, who had somehow managed to become the
symbol of Warsaw and was displayed outside the
city library. Other exhibits include signboards for
a Chinese restaurant, hotels, a shoe store, and the
label ‘Berlin’, which once graced a store selling East
German textiles. Wandering through this cacophony
of signboards, one has to admire their scale – some of
them exceed a whole metre or more in height. Most of
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the inscriptions continue to shine in bright neon lights.
Others rest against the wall, their lights having gone
out, yet having lost none of their charm. No doubt,
neon possesses a nostalgic magic. It’s impossible to
not crack a smile when at this museum – neon has
done its job, so to say, even on this greyest of autumn
days in a grey city. Later that evening, as I saw the
Palace of Culture and Science shining in all colours
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of the rainbow, I pondered whether this
icon of Stalinist architecture (built in
1955 by Russian architect Lev Rudnev)
might perhaps also be a reminiscence of
Warsaw’s neon culture.
Praga, where the Soho Factory and the
Neon Muzeum are located, is currently one
of Warsaw’s most fashionable districts.
Before being incorporated by Warsaw in
the 18th century, Praga was an independent
town. It is located on the right bank of the
Vistula River some distance from the city
centre, which explains why it remained
relatively unharmed in the Second World
War. Only 15 years ago it was considered to
be a working-class district with a criminal
reputation on the city’s outskirts. Although
there are still some streets that locals
recommend avoiding for midnight strolls,
Praga has today rightly become Warsaw’s
epicentre of alternative culture.
The transformation of industrial
territories into creative quarters has been
happening in major cities since New York’s
legendary Soho district emerged in the
late 1960s. However, there’s a special
authenticity to Warsaw’s Praga district. At
first glance nothing has changed here –
decrepit, time-worn buildings; bricked-up

windows; balconies with metal railings on
the brink of collapse; houses, walls, fences,
and firewalls covered in graffiti. But behind
the former factory walls life pulsates with
creative energy.
Next to the Neon Muzeum, the Soho
Factory hosts the restaurant Warszawa
Wschodnia, which is run by Mateusz
Gessler, one of the new stars in the world
of gastronomy. On a Saturday at lunchtime
this large industrial space, which calls to
mind a New York loft, is filled to bursting.
The menu combines traditional Polish
dishes with a touch of nouvelle cuisine
française.
ANOTHER OF GESSLER’S RESTAURANTS,
WARSZAWSKI SEN, IS LOCATED ON
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER IN
HALA KOSZYKI, A HISTORIC MARKET
HALL THAT OPENED A YEAR AGO AS A
CENTRE FOR MODERN LIFESTYLE. The
interior was created by Tomasz Górnicki,
one of the new generation of Polish
sculptors. It has all the characteristics
expected of a trendy destination: an
industrial space, approachable but with a
hint of glamour, art in the design and on
the walls. In the adjacent enormous, open
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kitchen chefs and their assistants bustle around like
ants. Every once in a while a wooden table is rolled
into the restaurant and a venison tartare is prepared
for a table of guests, while piano music plays in the
background. Only the hostesses, dressed in short beige
skirts and long suede boots of the same colour, remind
one that Poland is an Eastern European country.
Opposite the restaurant is another of Gessler’s
creations – Ćma. At the centre of the eatery is an
open kitchen surrounded by a bar counter. Meals are
prepared in front of the guests’ eyes, while some of
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Warsaw’s top DJs play music in the background.
Ćma is open round the clock, making it a perfect
destination for both early birds and night owls.
Hala Koszyki, commonly known as the ‘People’s
Bazaar’, is an Art Nouveau building from the early
20th century designed by the city’s main architect,
Juliusz Dzierżanowski. At the time, Koszykowa
Street was home to many members of the Polish
intelligentsia, including doctors, professors, and
various cultural figures. The socialist era after
the war was a turbulent time for the market hall,
and it offered goods typical of Soviet department
stores. In 2012 a new developer took over the
building and renewed it to its former glory. Today
it hosts gourmet shops and restaurants as well as
art galleries. At night concerts are held under the
decorative metal ceiling beams, and it’s easy to
forget that this is a market, not a night club.
Koszykowa Street also hosts a small shop with
the most ingenious name I’ve ever heard: Pan tu
nie stał, which translates as ‘You weren’t standing
here, were you?’ This phrase was commonly
uttered in the long queues that were typical during
the Soviet era of deficits. Of course, the phrase
was rarely expressed politely. Today, Pan tu nie
stał is a clothing and accessories brand inspired
by Soviet-era iconography. Here you’ll find bed
linens featuring images from traditional Polish
food labels and jackets made of Soviet-era woollen
blankets, which once provided comfort in every
Polish home.
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is currently one of the brightest stars
on the Polish design scene. Her product
designs are produced by companies such as
Ligne Roset, Cinna, and DesignMarketo. She
works between Warsaw and London.
What do you love most about Warsaw?
Its diversity. Warsaw doesn’t have one single
face. Its ugliness is also inspiring and forces
one to reconsider preconceived ideas about
beauty. Above all I love its energy, which is
constantly changing and improving. It’s a city
that’s constantly improving.

Which are your favourite architecture
landmarks in Warsaw?
There isn’t one, as the city was totally
destroyed during the Second World War. I think
we cherish every pre-war building that’s left:
the Zachęta gallery, Królikarnia, Łazienki Park.
But we also cherish the incredible Modernist
legacy of the interwar period, like the National
Museum, the Glass House, and so on.
Which are your favourite restaurants/cafés in
Warsaw and why?
For a casual dinner or drink I tend to favour
Bibenda. I love sitting at the bar and watching
the food being prepared and chatting with the
bartenders. If I have a reason to celebrate, I go
to Alewino, which offers a wonderful selection
of seasonal food and great wines.
Which places do you recommend for
someone who wants to see and feel what’s
happening on the current Polish design scene?
I would recommend having a look at
Cloudmine in the beautiful neighbourhood
of Saska Kępa. Marianna Grzywaczewska, the
face behind Cloudmine, offers in her store a
great selection of pieces by up-and-coming
Polish fashion designers, product designers,
and graphic designers. Koszykowa Street near
Plac Zbawiciela (Saviour Square) is great, too,
and has many nice shops. For example, there
you can find the beautiful bags designed by
Zofia Chylak.
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WHERE TO SHOP
Pan tu nie stał (Koszykowa 34/50;
pantuniestal.com) – A repository for
stylish souvenirs and design with a touch
of irony, inspired by the iconography of
Poland’s socialist era.
Risk Made in Warsaw (Szpitalna 6;
riskmadeinwarsaw.com) – A shop that’s
full of humour and good design. Features
Polish fashion and an interior like an
upside-down living room.
WHAT NOT TO MISS
Museum on the Vistula
(Wybrzeże Kościuszkowskie 22;
artmuseum.pl) – While the new Warsaw
Museum of Modern Art is under
construction (anticipated to open in
2020), a temporary exhibition space has
been established on the banks of the
Vistula River. The pavilion was designed
by Austrian architect Adolf Krischanitz
and created in cooperation with the
Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary
(TBA21) foundation in Vienna.
Nowy Teatr (Madalińskiego 10/16;
www.nowyteatr.org) – One of the newest
cultural spaces in Warsaw, founded by
Krzysztof Warlikowski, one of today’s
most prominent Polish directors. The
Nowy Teatr building is intended not only
for theatre productions but also as a
platform for exhibitions, concerts, and
various workshops.
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Which is the neighbourhood to visit at the
moment and why?
The Mokotów neighbourhood, where my
office is. It has a beautiful park, Morskie Oko,
and a new theatre, called Nowy Teatr, also
recently opened. The Królikarnia palace with
its wonderful park and museum is nearby. And
then there are the cafés, and the old Iluzjon
cinema house.

WHERE TO EAT
Belvedere (Agrykoli 1; belvedere.com.pl) –
Contemporary, classics-inspired Polish
cuisine among the palms and orange trees
inside an ornate, 160-year-old orangerie
in the middle of Łazienki Park.
Butchery & Wine (Żurawia 22;
butcheryandwine.pl) – Appreciated
not only by locals but also by the
Michelin Guide, this restaurant has a
great selection of wines and a small but
superb menu.
Stary Dom (Puławska 104/106;
restauracjastarydom.pl) – Established
75 years ago and still serving classic Polish
cuisine at its very best.

Nearby is one of Warsaw’s most
unusual accommodations, Autor
Rooms. Inspired by the old adage that
no one known a city as well as its own
residents, the four-room B&B located in
a 19th-century apartment building is the
brainchild of the Warsaw-based graphic
design firm Mamastudio. They describe
the place as a key to the city. The interior
is an eclectic mix of modern Polish
design and retro elements, enriched by
contributions from local artists. These
can also be purchased on site, making
Autor Rooms a kind of showroom for
current Polish design, architecture, and
art. The four rooms share a common
living space and kitchen, where guests
can meet, share a meal, and exchange
their Warsaw discoveries.
The H15 Boutique hotel is another
stylish landmark in this area. When it
opened four years ago, it was the first
design hotel in Warsaw. In pre-war times
this historic Secession-style building,
built in 1892, was home to the Soviet
embassy (complete with hammer and
sickle above the door), but during the
Second World War it was occupied
by the Nazis. The building underwent
several more changes after the war
before finally becoming a hotel. The H15’s
interior is an elegant ode to black-andwhite with accents of daring, colourful
design elements and Polish artist Rita
Zimmerman’s pop-art-style graphic art.
The 46 rooms are surprisingly spacious.
The glazed garden in the courtyard shines
brightly even on a grey day.
Close by is Tel Aviv – a vegan café
popular with local hipsters that remains
lively well after midnight – and at least
ten more bars and restaurants on the
same street. When I enquired in the
hotel lobby at what time things quiet
down around here (my room faced the
street), the polite young man dressed in
a smart suit replied: occasionally only
around four in the morning. It turns out
that New York and Tel Aviv are not the
only cities that never sleep – neither
does Warsaw! BO
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What should one definitely do to catch the
vibe of Warsaw in all of its diversity?
I think just walking around the city offers
a wonderful glimpse of how diverse the
city is. Start in the Old Town and finish at
Łazienki Park.

WHERE TO STAY
H15 Boutique Hotel (Poznańska 15;
h15boutiqueapartments.com; prices
from EUR 104) – A great place for those
who appreciate both design and history.
The hotel is located on one of Warsaw’s
oldest streets, in a building from the
19th century that was once the site of the
Soviet embassy.
Autor Rooms (Lwowska 17/7;
autorrooms.pl; prices from EUR 98) –
Accommodations created by creative
people for creative visitors to the city.
The hotel is at once a showroom of local
design and a key to the city.
Hotel Bristol (Krakowskie Przedmieście
42/44; hotelbristolwarsaw.pl; prices from
EUR 102) – The grande dame of Warsaw’s
hotel scene, this elegant Art Nouveau
institution has hosted famous politicians,
musicians, and royal families.
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Diane Venet wearing
a necklace by Roberto Matta

THE WORLD’S SMALLEST

MUSEUM

Diane Venet, Frech art collector
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Text by UNA MEISTERE
Photo from
DIANE VENET’S archives

In collaboration with French jeweller François Hugo
(the grandson of author Victor Hugo), Pablo Picasso
created a series of gold and silver jewellery in the
1960s. It embodied the bulls and mythological
figures so characteristic of his artwork. But for many
years he kept these pieces of jewellery hidden away
from others; he even avoided showing them to his
close friends.
This story, and many others like it, is contained
within the jewellery collection of Diane Venet, a French
art collector and the wife of famous French sculptor
Bernar Venet. Her collection is one of the world’s
most unique, emotional, and also intimate collections
of art. Assembled over the course of 20+ years and
consisting of more than 200 pieces of jewellery, it
reflects an essence of 20th- and 21st-century art in
miniature. Pablo Picasso, Man Ray, Roy Lichtenstein,
Max Ernst, Yayoi Kusama, Louise Bourgeois, Jean
Cocteau, Georges Braque, Niki de Saint Phalle, Lucio
Fontana, Damien Hirst, Anish Kapoor, Yoko Ono, Frank
Stella – these are only some of the names represented
in Venet’s collection.
Venet calls her collection an ‘intimate museum’. Not
because it’s so compact that it all fits into just a couple
of boxes, but because jewellery made by artists is
essentially a very special key that connects the artists
as private people with art history in general. Many of
the pieces in her collection were made specially for
Venet. For example, Orlan made her a brooch that
is a miniature portrait of the artist herself. But other
pieces Venet literally spent years tracking down at
auctions, galleries, and through acquaintances of
acquaintances, with the search itself becoming a true
learning process.
Venet’s mission has always been to share. She
wears jewellery from her collection every day, and
the collection has been exhibited in a number of
venerable art institutions around the world. In 2011,
the exhibition From Picasso to Koons: Jewellery by
Artists was shown at New York’s Museum of Arts and
Design (MAD). The exhibition later travelled to Athens,
Valencia, Miami, Seoul, and Venice. From November 3
until December 3 it is on show at the Latvian National
Museum of Art in Riga, an event that is organised
by the culture and art portal Arterritory.com. After
that, the exhibition will move to the Musée des Arts
Décoratifs in Paris.
What fascinates an artist about making jewellery?
It’s a challenge. How can I do something very small,
something that is me and yet at the same time is
not just a miniature of my work? It’s a challenge, it’s
humour. And it’s a love story, too. Bernar is never
going to buy me a Hermès bag; he’s going to give me a

piece of jewellery instead. Each piece of jewellery has
its own story. For example, the Chilean artist Roberto
Matta once said that his desire was to make ‘objects
to touch rather than to look at’. I never met him, but
I know his wife, and she lent me his necklace for the
exhibition in New York. It’s so beautiful, because he
took mother-of-pearl and twisted gold thread around
it and then around her neck. She is a tiny woman, and
you feel the artist’s hands in the necklace. It’s very
touching and very intimate. And you feel that he did it
with love, which I think is beautiful.
It seems that most artist jewellery has been inspired
by a romantic story.
Picasso made jewellery for his mistresses Dora Maar
and Marie-Thérèse Walter. When he was on the
beach, he just picked up pebbles and then painted
them for Dora. He also did a piece of bone on which
he engraved the portrait of Marie-Thérèse.
There are many great stories. The Greek artist
Vassilakis Takis is a good friend of mine. I’ve known
him forever. He’s a crazy old man now. Not easy. But
when he was about 45, he was living with a young
gallery owner who was only 20 years old at the time.
A few years ago, I saw a piece of jewellery made by
him at a gallery in London, and, thanks to the iPhone,
I quickly took a picture of it and called a friend of
mine in Athens, who was that very same gallery
owner, and I said, ‘It’s expensive, but is it unique,
is it good, and what should I do?’ She immediately
answered that if I could afford it, I should buy it.
‘It’s a unique piece, it’s good, and there’s a story
behind it.’ So I bought it. I brought it to Athens and
I showed it to her, and I said, ‘You didn’t tell me the
story.’ She said: ‘I was twenty, I was very close to
him, and he moulded it on me... And then we didn’t
have any money, and we sold it. I’ve been looking
for it for about thirty years, and now you found it.’ I
said, ‘I bought it, but if you want it back...’ ‘No, no,’
she replied, ‘keep it for the collection.’ So, that’s an
intimate story.
You call your collection an intimate museum.
Yes, because these pieces are works of art. Mini works
of art that aren’t miniatures of the artist’s other work,
but at the same time they definitely bear the artist’s
creative signature. Bernar, for example, has made
almost all of his jewellery only for me. And each piece,
in turn, corresponds to a specific period of his creative
work. So, I possess an exhaustive and representative
collection of jewellery that corresponds to the
Indeterminate Lines, Arcs, Angles, and Straight Lines
that have made up his artistic vocabulary for the past
few years.
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Indeterminate
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bariole,
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At the same time, the artists do not
wish to make these pieces of jewellery
commercial, which preserves their
intimacy. Their main field is painting and
sculpture, not jewellery.
Jewellery is a specific genre that
demands certain skills. For some artists,
that could pose a challenge as well.
For example, the previously mentioned
jewellery made of pebbles – Picasso made
that himself. But in the late 1950s and
1960s, he worked a lot with the goldsmith
François Hugo, whom he had met when
looking for someone who could make his
ceramic platters out of silver. Later, the
two of them together developed the idea
about medallions inspired by motifs in
Picasso’s drawings. That was two years
before Picasso died. They’re in editions
of twenty. But what’s twenty compared
with Picasso’s editions on paper? The last
ones are in editions of hundreds. So, his
jewellery is still very special and unique.
Max Ernst, Jean Cocteau, Man Ray –
they all worked with François Hugo. Niki
de Saint Phalle, for her part, had help
with her jewellery from her Italian friend
GianCarlo Montebello. She wanted the
jewellery to be made of enamel and just
as colourful as her sculptures. But working
with enamel is very complicated, so she
turned to Montebello. Bernar, on the other
hand, makes all of his jewellery himself. I
bring him long bars of silver or gold from
47th Street here in New York, and then he
bends them and does everything himself.
So, they’re all unique.
But sometimes artists have an idea and
they make a drawing, but they don’t know
how to make it into a piece of jewellery,
because they don’t have the skills. It’s not
their job. But it doesn’t change anything.
That’s like saying, oh, Jeff Koons, Koons
doesn’t do his own things, Koons has
120 assistants. Well, in Italy during the
Renaissance, they had 250 assistants. It
doesn’t matter. The main thing is who has
the idea and the desire to realise it. But,
of course, if an artist has made a piece of
jewellery with his own two hands, it’s got
added value.
How many copies do artists usually make
of their jewellery?
It depends. Picasso has twenty copies of
one piece. Some have made several copies
of a piece of jewellery, others make only
one. Montebello, who made jewellery not
only for Saint Phalle but also Man Ray,

Lucio Fontana, and Giò Pomodoro, was
the one who started the idea of editions of
an artist’s jewellery in the 1960s. Usually
editions are from 8 to 20. It depends. For
example, Man Ray’s Optic-Topic (1974)
gold mask is an edition of 100, but I’m
not sure that 100 were actually made. On
the other hand, Warhol, who had never
before shown any interest in jewellery,
was persuaded by the Swiss watchmaker
Movado to create a watch design in 1987,
shortly before his death. This limited
edition of 250 copies was presented at the
Basel fair in 1998. But, as far as I know,
not all of the copies were actually made.
When I was still going to school in New
York, I bought a piece of jewellery by Roy
Lichtenstein that was made in an almost
unlimited edition and at the time cost
three dollars at an art gallery. Now it
would sell for 5000 dollars, if you could
even find one, of course.
There’s always this discussion – is
jewellery an art or a craft?
I know. When I exhibited in Venice,
my collection was shown in cases, like
jewellery. And it’s possible that the pieces
also looked more like jewellery when they
were presented in such a way. In Miami
and Athens, on the other hand, I exhibited
them on the walls. Protected, of course,
but more as if they were works of art on a
wall. It looks different that way. It depends
on the way you present it.
It’s true, when women visit the show,
they see jewellery. But men see art. And
also, there’s always this moment of
surprise. Many people don’t even know
that Fontana and Picasso did jewellery. You
have people who are very art-oriented and
who immediately see art. And then you
have others who see just jewellery, because
they see necklaces, rings...
In the same piece?
Yes, in the same piece. I myself try to insist
on the fact that it’s art. But I think that
with time, as the market develops and
more and more collectors and new artists
in the field emerge, jewellery’s status as art
will only grow stronger.
But there are surprisingly few collectors
of artist jewellery.
Very few, but the number is growing. In
the beginning, I bought a lot at auction.
But I can’t anymore, because it’s so
expensive. I think I helped to build up the
market. Currently there’s a Chinese guy
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was much interested in it. The people who go to
jewellery auctions in Monaco, they go for rubies, for
diamonds, and for sapphires. They don’t go for the
necklace by Pomodoro. They didn’t even know who he
is. So, sometimes I bought very well.

Photo by Gérard Schachmes

Diane and Bernar Venet
photographed in front of
his sculptural relief, Surface
indéterminée hachurée, at
their home in Paris, 2005.

Diane and Bernar Venet in Foundation
Bernar Venet, Le Muy, August 2017

After the auction sale, they
just put the artwork in boxes,
the boxes are put on a plane,
and then it all goes directly
into safes
who’s collecting with no money limit, and he’s buying
unique pieces from all over the world. His collection
will most probably become the best in a few years’
time! Alexander Calder’s pieces nowadays sell for
300,000 and 400,000 dollars. I can’t afford that.
Have you yourself bought much at auctions?
A lot, but that was years ago. For example, I bought
Pomodoro at auctions in Monaco. It was OK, nobody
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But why are people so crazy about rubies,
diamonds, and all the precious stones?
Because in their souls, women are very classical. Let’s
say, if you were born into aristocracy and saw your
mother and grandmother wearing things like that,
you don’t think about it and just assume it’s normal.
And then you have young women from middle-class
families, and they want to look like those from the
aristocracy – they dream about their weddings, the
white dress, the diamond on their finger. And then
you have women with maybe a little more personality;
they go for something different. You know, it’s funny,
but when I wear pieces like this and I’m at some social
event, sometimes nobody asks me what it is. They all
have diamonds, and nobody comes up to me to ask
what I’m wearing. It’s funny, no?
Yes, it is strange.
It’s very strange. Because these pieces are special. You
either like them or you don’t.
From your point of view, how do you feel when
so much money flows into the art market? Is
that helpful to the development of art or quite
the opposite?
No. I think it’s terrible. You know why? The terrible
flow of money arises because people don’t spend
it in another way. A year ago, Bernar and I were in
Singapore. There’s a duty-free space next to the airport
where you can store artwork without having to pay
taxes. There’s one like it in Geneva, too. The works
of art there are mostly bought by companies or rich
collectors. Of course, they don’t give their names.
After the auction sale, they just put the artwork in
boxes, the boxes are put on a plane, and then they
arrive in Singapore. At the end of the drive there’s
a gate, and it all goes directly into safes. I think it’s
terrible, because nobody will see those works of art
again. It’s just about the money. It’s very sad.
But is there still a correlation between the real
value of art and the price?
Rarity determines the price, of course. But I think
prices have gone too high. For example, if you buy
Cézanne, a very good Cézanne for a high price, it’s
maybe too much money for art, but OK, Cézanne is
a part of art history. But if you’re going to buy one of
those Chinese guys or Richard Prince for 20 million
dollars – come on, what does that mean? And the
money doesn’t even go to him. When a piece by Jeff
Koons is sold by a collector at auction, it’s not Koons
who makes the money. I think people like Pinault,
Arnault, and the big collectors are very responsible
for this situation. Because what do they do? They just
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10,000 dollars – people are crazy! But not long ago we
saw Yves Klein sell for one million. Bernar commented,
‘Oh my God, people are paying one million for a
painting!’ It’s a bubble, and it’s going to burst. Now it’s
30 million. It’s crazy. But at the same time, museums
don’t have money. The Centre Pompidou, for example,
has a budget of one million per year to buy art. They
live on donations. What can you buy as a museum for
one million?

Diane Venet and Jean Tinguely
with Le Lion de Belfort, 1990

There’s a difference
between owning something
and living with it
do business. They send some knowledgeable young
art advisors to artists’ studios all over the world, and
when they see the studio of a young artist who’s doing
interesting things, they buy the whole studio. Pinault
or Arnault – let’s call them by those names – they keep
a part of it, and they sell the rest at an auction sale,
therefore building up the price. The poor artist thinks,
oh, it’s done with him... So he changes his studio, he
buys cars...
...he loses his mind...
Exactly. And three years later, he’s out.
Because he’s not creative anymore?
Exactly. Or, the price of his work slowly increases until
the collector, who owns most of the artist’s work, puts
it all up for sale at auction, and then the price falls.
Maybe the artist lives better compared to when he
didn’t have any money at all...but Pinault, Arnault, and
people like them have earned twice as much as the
artist. I think that’s wrong.
Do you think the current market bubble could
collapse in the future?
I think some artists could disappear. A few might
remain. But could the whole market collapse? I don’t
think so. There’s so much money in this world. Look at
the Dubai Art Fair – it was bad at the beginning, and
it’s much better now. And there are new museums
everywhere, and they all have to put art on the
walls. Bernar told me that when he was going to
auction sales 25 years ago and he saw an artist sell
for 10,000 dollars, he said to himself, oh my God,
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Based on your experience as a collector, why do
people have this desire to possess, to own things?
After all, you can go to a museum and see it
all there.
Yes, in a museum it’s available to everyone. And this is
why I like to show my collection. But before showing,
I own, that’s true. So, I think it’s a very human desire.
It’s true that you can rent an apartment, but if you can
own an apartment, you prefer to be at your place. No?
It’s human. But there’s a difference between owning
something and living with it, and owning something
and keeping it locked away in a safe.
After living with an artist and being in the art world
for so many years, is art still able to surprise you?
Of course. Even more so now. There are many young
artists, and I feel I’m too old, I don’t understand
them. I’m 70 now, but when I was 25 and 30 years
old, 70-year-olds seemed so old to me. Now, when
I’m this age myself and I visit the studios of 25-yearold artists, I either smile because it looks like what I
knew from before (but many times they don’t know
this themselves) or they do completely different
things and sometimes I don’t get it. I would be
tempted to say it’s junk. But maybe not. I don’t think
that I have the same fresh eye as I had before, but
I think it’s always been like that. I think that when
you’ve done a lot, when you’ve seen a lot, when
your computer is full, then you don’t have a fresh
eye anymore.
But maybe your eye improves with age?
Your knowledge improves, because you learn, but
your eye... I don’t know. I know that it’s interesting
when I don’t understand, that’s for sure. Because
then it might be something very new. But when I see
a pile of whatever on the floor at an exhibition, it
makes me smile, because Bernar did a pile of coal in
1963. The first one. That was fifty years ago. It’s been
done already.
I think there’s been a hole for the last fifteen or
twenty years in which not as much has happened
that will remain. That’s just reality. Of course, there
are always exceptions. But now, I think we probably
have a new generation that is completely different,
because it’s a generation of different techniques.
And these techniques make a different mind – the
new generation thinks differently, and they will do
something that is very different. Art never stops. And,
of course, there will always be new things coming. BO
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BRUSSELS.

FROM THE OTHER SIDE
During the cold and dark season, checking
e-mail at work can inadvertently turn into
studying the map of Europe and wondering
where one might escape to for some
joie de vivre. Paris may have croissants,
Vienna a majestic opera house, and Prague
the best beer. But what does Brussels offer?

In

fact, Brussels has all the features needed for a
perfect epicurean getaway. With majestic Art
Nouveau buildings on one side of the street and
elegant Art Deco buildings on the other, walking
through Brussels is a true feast for the eyes. And for the taste
buds there are approximately 138 restaurants per square mile. But
the vast array of theatres, art centres, and museums is where the
real catharsis can be found.
So, leave the grey suit and boring office shoes at home. Pack
a sweater that you’re not afraid to spoil with some hearty mayo
dripping from the frites, and throw in your best attire for a glam
jazz concert. But this time let’s skip the clichéd Manneken Pis and
Atomium and seek out the hidden gems, because we’ve spoken
with a few locals and gathered some insider tips par excellence to
get the best out of the city.
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European Parliament
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Follow in the steps of the Builder King

At the Place du Luxembourg, the old Neoclassical Brussels–
Luxembourg station building has been incorporated into the grim,
glass giant of the European Parliament. But Brussels is not only
about ‘European glass’. In the words of Pierre Lemaire, the project
manager for the European Quarter at the regional planning
agency perspective.brussels, Brussels is a perfect hybrid of modern
office buildings and 19th-century bourgeois architecture.
Actually, the Luxembourg station was built to complement
other 19th-century residential buildings around the European
Quarter, which back then was called the Leopold Quarter in
honour of King Leopold II, also known as the Builder King, who
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ruled for almost 40 years (1865–1909). Using the profits generated
from the exploitation of natural resources from the Congo,
a Belgian colony in Africa, he commissioned a revamping of
medieval Brussels to make space for new avenues, boulevards,
and, of course, Art Nouveau architecture. It was a great time for
the avant-garde style and its masters, such as Victor Horta, Paul
Hankar, and Paul Saintenoy. However, the cobbled streets in the
centre of the city still deliver a taste of the Middle Ages. Not to
mention the astonishing Grand Place, where elements of the
Baroque and Gothic styles are all stitched together.
Historically, Brussels has been divided into an eastern and
western section. The affluent residents lived in the west and the
working class in the east. In recent years, urban planners have
tried to mitigate this distinction by placing more important
institutions on the east side. Just now, for example, the old Citroën
Yser garage along the canal is planned to become the location for
the new museum of modern and contemporary art. Two novel
institutions already sit on the banks of the canal: the MAD fashion
and design platform (new.mad.brussels) and the Millennium
Iconoclast Museum of Art (MIMA, mimamuseum.eu) in the
former Bellevue brewery.
For architecture aficionados wanting to grasp the best of the
city, Lemaire suggests contacting one of the many associations
that organise tours centred around special districts of the city or
specific architectural styles. For example, L’ARAU (arau.org), an
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Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium

Oudergem, Rue du Vieux Moulin

Oldmasters Museum

At the Royal Museums of
Fine Arts of Belgium

head to the medieval Abbeye de la Cambre ensemble in Ixelles.
Finally, this list would not be complete without Art Nouveau
architecture, which can best be studied and admired in the Victor
Horta Museum, located in the house where the father of this style
once lived (hortamuseum.be).
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Find your own museum

A wall in Saint-Josse-ten-Noode neighbourhood

association of Brussels residents, gives guided tours such as ‘From
Art Nouveau to Art Deco’, ‘The Ixelles Ponds’, and many others.
There’s also Brussels On Wheels (brussels-on-wheels.be), which
gives guided, motorised tours for the lazier people among us. Sit
in the back seat of a cherry-red vintage Citroën 2CV as the driver
tells you about the views out the window.
But for those who want to wander around on their own,
Lemaire suggests not missing Place Flagey, which is the home
of the former Maison de la Radio building, a true Art Deco
masterpiece. He also recommends seeing another consequence
of the Builder King’s reign, the majestic Parc du Cinquantenaire.
But for a view of Brussels before the diligent king came to power,
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Moving from architecture to other cultural delights, Brussels is
the best place to fall in love with museums. Here there definitely
is something for everyone. Mont des Arts, meaning ‘the mountain
of arts’, is the perfect place for art lovers (montdesarts.com).
Here reside the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium (fine-artsmuseum.be), the René Magritte Museum (magrittemuseum.be),
and the Brussels Centre for Fine Arts, also called BOZAR (bozar.
be). Another area to delve into the museum world is at the Parc du
Cinquantenaire. The U-shaped complex at the heart of the park is
home to the Cinquantenaire Museum (kmkg-mrah.be), the Royal
Museum of the Armed Forces and Military History (riebedebie.be),
and Autoworld (autoworld.be).
While navigating through the city, perhaps you’ll also meet
Tin Tin, Le Chat, Asterix, and other comics characters. More
than 50 walls around the city are painted with colourful murals,
constituting the Brussels Comic Strip Walk, a map of which can be
obtained at the Tourist Information Centre. If inclined to see more
of the comics, go to the Belgian Comic Strip Centre, another tour
de force by architect Victor Horta (comicscenter.net).
But the city’s cultural map doesn’t end with museums. We
can’t not mention the newly renovated Opera La Monnaie/De
Munt (lamonnaie.be), which is now as breathtaking on the outside
as the arias coming from the inside. Another cultural mecca in
Brussels is the innovative Kaaitheater, which produces shows in
Dutch, French, and English (kaaitheater.be).

What to find at BOZAR?

‘Sparkling!’ That’s how Sophie Lauwers, head of exhibitions at
BOZAR, describes the overall culture milieu of the city. We meet
Lauwers during her lunch break at EXKi, the healthy Belgian
grab-and-go food chain. This is a true belle époque for culture in
Brussels, she explains, with more and more art associations and
culture spots opening every month. For years misconceived as a
cold-blooded centre of bureaucracy, Brussels has finally earned a
spot on the international cultural stage.
BOZAR is one of the main hubs of culture in Europe. The
building itself is a masterpiece, built in the aftermath of the First
World War by the wizard of Art Nouveau himself – yes, the very
same Victor Horta. The centre was created in the avant-garde
spirit of its time, uniting various fields of art under one roof. And
with jazz concerts, cinema, visual art exhibitions, contemporary
dance, and theatre shows, the centre continues to stay true to its
roots even today. The stunning corridors merge into each other
endlessly, symbolising the interconnection between the many art
disciplines. Lauwers laughs that sometimes she feels like Alice
in Wonderland here. BOZAR also pays much attention to other
cultures from around Europe and the Middle East. Lauwers calls
it a reflection of the society of Brussels, where on the metro one
regularly hears French, German, English, etc. Indeed, BOZAR has
thought about everyone, also offering a vast programme of music,
theatre, and cinema for the youngest audiences.
Of the upcoming events, Lauwers suggests not missing
the blockbusters of the coming year: the exhibition of French
interdisciplinary master Fernand Léger and the exhibition of
Spanish still-life painting (from Goya and Dalí to contemporary
art), both opening in February 2018. But there’s always something
going on at BOZAR, every day. Start with a lecture by a worldclass architect, then drift into the exhibition room to look at some
ancient Indonesian artefacts. Afterwards, get some coffee and
cake at Victor Bozar Café, and finish the day listening to a concert
by a world-famous musician. Time flies at BOZAR.
Lastly, we ask Lauwers to name one field that Brussels is
currently mastering, and she tells us to not miss a show by the
local contemporary dance companies such as Rosas or the Anton
Lachky Company.
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Le Botanique

Catch a concert in the orangery

Democracy is maintained not just in the corridors of the European
Parliament but also at cultural venues. And whom better to ask
about the alternative culture scene in Brussels than Yamina El
Atlassi, a radio host at Radio Panik and the author of the blog
I’m Not On The Guest List. The title of the blog is a manifesto: it
means that she’s not promoting anyone and even refuses to have
her name on the guest list. Atlassi started the blog in 2011. Before
that, she considered Brussels a boring city. To illustrate this fact,
she recalls that ten years ago jazz concerts were minor events
usually held in cafés. But now there’s even an event called Brussels
Jazz Weekend, held annually at the end of May. The contemporary
art scene has also grown, with the Brussels Art Fair in April and
the exciting Wiels contemporary art centre.
Because Atlassi was born and raised in Brussels, we asked her
to describe the local event-goer. She says the people are very laidback and love to just meet friends for some beers and good food.
If surrounded by foreigners, Brussels natives are usually quite
humble. But with other Brusselians around, they can become
real dikkeneks – a word locals use to describe someone who has a
big mouth.
For an expat point of view of the cultural happenings, we
turned to Sarah Schug, a German-born culture connoisseur
and the editor-in-chief of the online event page seeyouthere.
be. She thinks that the decision in 2017 of New York’s highly
praised Independent Art Fair to choose Brussels as the site for its
first edition abroad validated the Belgian capital’s place on the
worldwide culture map. Schug recommends checking out the
programme at Le Botanique, a spectacular venue in the former
orangery of the National Botanic Garden of Belgium that hosts
some of the most exciting indie music performances in the city
(botanique.be).
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Eat like a local

The satisfying aroma wafting from a burger joint, the nosetickling spices of an Indian deli, the sweeping cloud of sweetness
rising from a waffle truck... Walking the streets of Brussels can
be really hard if done on an empty stomach. In order to not get
bewildered by the plethora of eateries, we found a local guide
in Andreea Gulacsi, the author of the blog On Food and Wine.
She came to Brussels from Romania 20 years ago to work for an
EU organisation. After making numerous surprising gourmand
discoveries, she felt the need to share them with other expats,
because back in 2005 there were very few Brussels-based blogs
in English.
Gulacsi describes the food scene in Brussels as an abundance of
everything. And with new South American, African, and Lebanese
eateries springing up every month like mushrooms after a rain, it’s
only getting bigger. Locals, however, are quite spoiled, demanding
that foods be ‘real cordon bleu’ – that is, prepared to the highest
standards. This explains why there’s not a lot of international fastfood chains here. In fact, the first Burger King in Brussels opened
its doors just now, in September 2017.
When it comes to food, locals take it as seriously as politics. The
first meal of the day is very French-inspired and typically consists
of a cup of strong coffee and a croissant, pastry, or bread with jam.
At lunch time, the streets of Brussels are full of people hurriedly
eating sandwiches. Quick-delivery systems such as Deliveroo
and Ubereats, which transport meals by bike or scooter from
restaurants around the city, are also gaining popularity.
Around six in the evening, the large windows of the brasseries
display scenes of loosened ties and beer drinking – before heading
home after work, natives tend to stop for an aperitif (beer or
wine and a quick bite to eat) at a bar or the weekly market in
their commune. The Saint Gilles market at the Place van Meenen
on Mondays and the Ixelles market at the Place du Châtelain
on Wednesdays are some of the favourites. For dinner, the
dishes vary, with everything from traditional waterzooi (a stew
made with chicken or fish, cream, and vegetables) to spaghetti
carbonara. The important thing is that the final meal of the day
needs to be warm.
Residents of Brussels enjoy dining out, because there’s such a
diverse selection in terms of both flavour and price categories. At
first Brusselians are cautious and slow to adopt new foods. But
when they do, they become loyal to the new trends.
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We asked Gulacsi to plan a perfect foodie day in Brussels. For
her, the day would start at Le Pain Quotidien, a bakery-restaurant
chain founded in Brussels. Sit by the communal wooden table
and indulge in a simple Brussels-style breakfast made of
organic ingredients.
For something more unconventional, have brunch at the Café
La Pompe situated in a transformed gas station. Belgians know
how to fix a hearty bowl of salad, so why not have some for
lunch? Also try Arcadi Café for salads and delicious quiches. For
lunch in an outstanding interior, head to L’Architecte, a restaurant
that’s hosted by the Faculty of Architecture at the Université Libre
de Bruxelles (ULB). Or do as the locals and have a pistolet (white
bread roll) at the cute Pistolet Original.
If you’re inclined to continue following the customs of the
natives, then have an afternoon beer at Place Flagey, where you’ll
find the legendary beer paradise Café Belga as well as supposedly
one of the best frites trucks in the city. Alternatively, the best
thing on a rainy afternoon is a warm Liège waffle. Like frites,
Gulacsi advises buying waffles from food trucks – then you know
they’re fresh.
Have your own Flemish dining experience at the traditional
Au Stekerlapatte. But for some modern twists, head to the latest
hotspot, Pin Pon, which is a converted fire station with a glass
roof. Or make use of the fact that you’re in a giant melting pot of
different cultures and try something a bit more exotic. Tired of
figuring out which fork to use? No cutlery is needed at KoKoB, an
authentic and elegant Ethiopian restaurant.
And don’t think we forgot about Belgian chocolate. Instead
of buying a Manneken Pis fridge magnet, choose a box of
chocolates as your souvenir. There’s no fancier place to shop for
little bites of cocoa heaven than at one of the many chocolate
shops in the Galeries Saint-Hubert. Opened in 1847, it’s Europe’s
oldest shopping arcade. There are also more than 800 kinds of
Belgian beer – so, plenty of souvenirs to choose from for brew
fans, too. BO
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TRAVELLING GREEN
Green and sustainable travel is not just a
passing trend but a growing lifestyle choice.
We’ve selected a few of Europe’s most
intriguing green ambassadors of the moment,
which confirm how varied and exciting the
future of travel promises to be.

A HOTEL WITH
VEGETABLES AND
HERBS
Hotel Milano Scala, Italy

The Hotel Milano Scala is green both
inside and out. Located in the heart of
the Brera district of Milan, just a few
steps from Via Monte Napoleone, the
Duomo, and the Piazza della Scala,
the hotel is housed in a historical
19th-century Milanese palazzo and is a
good example of how to reconcile the
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boutique concepts of contemporary
hospitality, charm, and sophistication
with sensitivity to environmental issues.
Born and developed out of a concern
for the environment, it’s the first hotel
in Milan to boast ‘zero emissions’ and
is a landmark establishment in terms
of eco-sustainability. Cutting-edge
technologies, including water-to-water
heat pumps, have been installed in the
magnificent building and are entirely
powered by electrical power.

The garden terrace is the latest product
of the hotel’s green philosophy. The
vegetable and herb garden on the 6th floor
supplies the hotel restaurant with fresh
herbs, flowers, fruit, and vegetables. The
restaurant adheres to a ‘100-kilometre
philosophy’ and features organic cuisine
with special vegetarian and vegan menus
for autumn. If certain products are
unavailable from its own garden, they are
purchased only from local organic vendors.
hotelmilanoscala.it
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WINTER ECO ADVENTURE
Whitepod resort, Switzerland

Looking for a winter wonderland eco
adventure? Whitepod in Les Cerniers, an
hour and a half from the Geneva airport,
offers a highly exclusive Alpine experience.
Since its creation in 2004, this high-tech
eco camp aims to prove that hospitality
and environmental conservation can
coexist and provide a unique and positive
experience. Whitepod is committed
to offering a zero-impact wilderness
experience, ensuring that nature and
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wildlife are protected and that the camp
meets the requirements of eco-conscious
and responsibly minded travellers. The
use of energy and water is controlled;
all waste is recycled; ingredients for
meals are purchased locally; the staff
lives nearby, and many walk to work;
motorised transport is limited; and so on.
Situated high in the Swiss Alps, at
an altitude of 1500 metres, Whitepod
guarantees visitors at least a minimum
of alpine activity. The pods – each a
separate hotel room – are located in

a camp approximately a 20-minute
walk from the resort’s reception and
parking area. Upon check-in, you’ll be
given a backpack, a map, a headlamp,
snowshoes, and walking sticks to help
you get to your pod. Make sure you
bring sturdy shoes and mountain-ready
clothing! Also make sure to visit between
the months of December and March to
make the most of the area’s excellent
snow conditions, snowshoe trails, and
seven kilometres of private ski slopes.
whitepod.com

November SPECIAL

GREENER FLYING
airBaltic airline, Latvia

Last year, airBaltic began replacing its
Boeing 737 fleet with new custom-made
Bombardier CS300 aircraft. After adding
twenty CS300s, the airline’s average fleet
age will be just 2.5 years, dramatically
younger than the global average.
The world’s leanest, most economical
aircraft wasn’t created by tweaking – it
was purpose-designed and built from
the ground up. Created with the perfect
balance of proven methods, materials, and
cutting-edge technology, the C Series is
now the most efficient and aerodynamic
commercial aircraft in the skies. That
means new routes and improved flight

frequency. But C Series aircraft are also the
quietest commercial jet in production. By
having a four times smaller noise footprint,
the CS300 can fly to noise-sensitive urban
airports where other aircraft cannot fly.
The earth needs new thinking. The
C Series aircraft has radically reduced
emissions and is the greenest single-aisle
aircraft in its class. Its fuel-burn advantage
translates directly into a 20% reduction
in CO2 emissions – up to 6000 tonnes
each year. And NOx emissions have been
cut to 50%. Another important fact is
that the CS300 flies at an altitude of
around 41,000 feet, while the maximum
altitude for a Boeing 737 Classic is 37,000
feet. The CS300 thus encounters less air

resistance, which leads to greater fuel
economy. It consumes only two litres of
fuel per 100 kilometres per passenger, and
compared to the Boeing 737 Classic its cost
per passenger is 18% lower.
This year airBaltic also introduced
Apple iPads to replace paper manuals
and forms used by the cabin crew. This
modernisation investment will provide
increased operational efficiency and
lead to a considerable decrease in paper
consumption. Back in 2014 the company
introduced iPads to pilots. Over the past
three years, the project has already saved
the company about six million sheets of
paper, equivalent to roughly 350 trees.
airbaltic.com

Bavarian for:

Cloud Storage
Bavaria – Europe’s leading ICT hub and ideal location for digital entrepreneurs.
Companies like Google, IBM and GE understand the importance of innovation through
cross-industry collaboration. They know that Bavaria’s exceptional industrial base and
high export ratio allows for making strides in emerging fields such as the Internet of
Things, cyber-physical systems and machine-to-machine-communication, to name a few.
But beyond that, it is Bavaria’s unique lifestyle and high quality of life that will make you
feel at home instantly.
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www.invest-in-bavaria.com

November SPECIAL

A SUSTAINABLE DINING
EXPERIENCE
Septime restaurant, France

Parisians are saying that Septime has the
best contemporary tasting menu in the
city. But only few get to enjoy it, because
a table at this restaurant needs to be
reserved almost a month in advance. The
practically uncontrollable enthusiasm
for this place, which has only increased
since it opened in 2011, has again been
amplified by the fact that this year – for
already the second time – the modern
French restaurant has won the Sustainable
Restaurant Award from The World’s
50 Best Restaurants list.
For the owners of Septime, Bertrand
Grébaut and Théo Pourriat – who have
been friends since their school days –
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sustainability isn’t just about the sourcing
of ingredients. For them, it encompasses
everything from protecting the
environment to the fair treatment of their
supply-chain workers. Ninety-nine percent
of Septime’s produce is grown in France,
except for the coffee, sugar, vanilla, and
certain citrus fruits. And for every product,
Chef Grébaut can name the specific
farmer or fisherman who brought it to the
restaurant. Septime’s approach to meat
is also strictly sustainable. When using
meat in the restaurant – which is not that
often – Grébaut buys the entire animal
and uses the more unconventional cuts
in terrines and broths or in staff meals.
Vegetables make up about 80 percent of
the menu, going into dishes like roasted
cauliflower, pickled pears, bottarga, and

seaweed butter. Wine is another product
that’s treated seriously – every bottle is
natural, and the restaurant has a firm
anti-pesticide policy. By participating in the
Vendanges Solidaires programme, Septime
also supports vineyards suffering from
frequent poor weather conditions.
Along with the praise it receives for
sustainability, Septime also takes pride
in having earned a Michelin star and a
place at #35 on the above-mentioned
list of The World’s 50 Best Restaurants.
The owners, however, take the greatest
satisfaction in finding a way to be available
to all potential guests. A four-course lunch
menu at Septime costs only 42 euros. In
this sense, too, the restaurant is like none
other in Paris.
septime-charonne.fr BO

November TRAVEL
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The resort options
are almost endless,
and it can be quite
hard to choose
where to spend
your holiday.
Luckily, we’ve
chosen what we
think are the best
resorts this winter
for four different
types of travellers,
so read on to
find your perfect
skiing destination.

© Michael Werlberger

Text by James Taylor
Publicity photos

Kitzbühel is a true skier’s paradise.
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FROM
THE GIRL’S HOLIDAY
St. Moritz, Switzerland

150 years ago, a wager took place between Johannes
Badrutt, the original owner of the Kulm Hotel, and a
group of English visitors who were staying with him
during the summer. He urged them to consider St.
Moritz also as a winter holiday destination, painting
them a picture of the snow-dusted mountain peaks
bathed in sunshine, the white snow contrasting with
the bright, blue skies. Badrutt even promised them
that if they didn’t enjoy their vacation, he would
pay for all of their travel costs. If they did enjoy
themselves, then they were free to stay at the hotel for
as long as they liked. This clinched the deal, and, come
Christmas, the English tourists packed their bags and
headed for St. Moritz.
Ever since those first winter tourists in the Alps,
St. Moritz has been and will remain the most famous
ski resort in the entire world and one of the best
when it comes to winter sports in general. Sitting
in the Engadin Valley, the resort is located in the
Alps of southern Switzerland, close to the Italian
border. Its location in the valley means that not only
does it see 300 days of sunshine a year, but the high
elevation ensures that there’s great snow reliability

during the season, making for some top-notch skiing
and snowboarding on over 350 kilometres of pistes.
St. Moritz has even hosted the Winter Olympics twice.
This spectacular alpine paradise is frequented by
celebrities, royals, and wealthy people from around
the world, and there’s definitely no shortage of
glitz and glamour in St. Moritz. Made up of three
gorgeous towns, it’s dotted with an assortment
of four- and five-star hotels and a rich choice of
shopping, restaurants, and nightlife action. And the
beauty doesn’t end there, because the surroundings
are equally as glamourous. Set around a glimmering
lake and bordered by whimsical forests, you’ll soon
feel as if St. Moritz exists in its own little elegant and
charming world.
Thanks to its popularity with the rich and famous,
all of the big-name fashion boutiques have opened up
stores on the main street in town. Join the designer
fur-clad masses along the Via Serlas and explore
this dazzling array of famous outlets, or delve
into the side streets to find the smaller and
more affordable boutiques. If shopping takes
it out of you, why not relax in style at one of
Fly to
the many spas in the villages? After all, you
Zurich
with airBaltic
are on holiday.
from
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€49

© Daniel Martinek

© Romano Salis

one way

Fly to: Zurich,
Switzerland
Elevation: 1822 m
Great for: Fun allrounder holiday with
shopping, skiing in
beautiful surroundings,
and good après-ski
Ski pass: High season
3-day pass – EUR 192
(adults), EUR 64
(children)

• Pirkumus varat saņemt “Bagāžas glabātuves” birojā,
starptautiskajā lidostā “Rīga”, atlidošanas terminālī E.
Šis pakalojums pieejams tikai lidojumiem uz Eiropas
Savienības dalībvalstīm.
• You can receive your purchase at Riga International airport
“Baggage Storage “office at Arrival terminal E.
Only available for flights within to EU.
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facebook.com/atudutyfree

twitter.com/atudutyfree

instagram.com/atudutyfree

youtube.com/atudutyfree

linkedin.com/company/a.t.u

© bandion.it
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THE LUXURY HONEYMOONERS
Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy

For a luxurious honeymoon like no other, head to
one of the most fashionable and elegant ski resorts
in Italy, Cortina d’Ampezzo. Long gourmet lunches,
afternoon wine tastings, and evening strolls down the
main street are taken much more seriously than skiing
in this stylish Italian alpine village. And while you’ll
be able to treat yourselves to the usual assortment
of four- and five-star hotels, luxurious ski lodges, and
palatial chalets, the real luxury here is the location.
The Dolomites take centre stage, and you’ll constantly
find your eyes drawn to their lofty peaks dusted with
snow and towering over the Italian ski resort. Made
of limestone, the mountains are especially beautiful
if they catch the sunrise or sunset – tinged with soft
hues of pink and red, the mountains really come alive
and lend an air of romantic fantasy to the village.
But don’t let that view distract you from the rest
of the valley, because there’s beauty on all sides
of Cortina. The entire region is impossibly pretty,
with long, forested valleys sloping upwards to the
surrounding mountains, making for some of the most
scenic skiing in the world. 120 kilometres of pistes
are spread across four separate areas easily accessed

from the resort, with a shuttle bus transporting you
to two of them and the other two accessed via lifts.
All have different elevations and terrains, so there’s a
remarkably diverse array of pistes and something for
all levels of skiers.
For the true Cortina experience, though, head to
the heart of the town and the romantic Corso Italia, a
cobbled street lined with boutique shops, restaurants,
and wine bars. The impressive church tower sits in
the middle of it all, looking down and watching
over the crowds stylishly gliding along the Corso,
disappearing inside cosy bars to sip on various
wines, or ducking into the shops to buy luxurious
jewellery and furs. Fit in with the chic village locals
by dressing to the nines and hitting the Corso on
an early evening stroll, known as the passeggiata.
It’s during this time that you’ll notice just how
many locals there actually are here. Italians love
Cortina, but not for its skiing – 70 percent of these
domestic tourists don’t even go near the ski slopes.
Instead, they visit for the magical atmosphere
here. Of course, this also means that the slopes
are never too busy, making for some relaxing and
altogether pleasant skiing in what is an idyllic
Fly to
Verona
honeymoon destination.

with airBaltic

€89

from

© bandion.it

© bandion.it

one way

Fly to: Verona, Italy
Elevation: 1224 m
Great for: A luxurious
getaway in a truly
Italian town, amazing
scenery, and uncrowded
skiing areas
Ski pass: High season
3-day pass – EUR 155
(adults), EUR 109
(children)
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THE FAMILY BREAK
Avoriaz, France

For a family-friendly ski holiday, look no further than
the ski resort of Avoriaz located in the French Alps.
The resort has a great location on the Portes du Soleil
ski circuit, which spans the borders of France and
Switzerland and is the world’s oldest cross-border
skiing destination and the largest lift-connected skiing
region in the world. All of the slopes offer stunning
panoramic views of the surrounding summits, and the
slopes immediately surrounding Avoriaz are some of
the most snow-sure on the whole Portes du Soleil –
there’s guaranteed snow cover here from December
to April, so there’s no chance of the kids being
disappointed by poor conditions.
Portes du Soleil has over 650 kilometres of
connected pistes that are all covered by the one ski
pass, which means you’re spoilt for choice when
it comes to different runs. More slopes in Châtel
(France) and Champéry (Switzerland) are easily
accessible from Avoriaz, but don’t let that tempt you
away from Avoriaz for too long – ski lifts fan out in
every direction from the village and offer something
for all levels of skiers, from the gentle blue and green

slopes for beginners, to the intermediate red slopes,
and all the way to the tantalising black runs complete
with all of the expected twists and turns, challenging
even the most expert skier.
A purpose-built ski resort from the 1960s, Avoriaz
is set atop a sheer granite cliff and famous for its
dark, wooden-clad apartment buildings. The village is
expertly designed, laid out with the accommodation
of families in mind. It’s completely free of motorised
traffic, and no residence in the village is more than
500 metres away from the main shops, restaurants,
and bars. Getting around the village is a breeze, either
by foot, ski, or sled – the pedestrian streets are ski runs
themselves, meaning that the kids can go sledding
right in the heart of the village in complete safety. In
the centre of the resort, and no more than 300 metres
from any residence, is the famous Village des Enfants
childcare centre. With excellent facilities and amazing
ski instructors, it’s a great place to leave the kids for
the day while you go off and enjoy the sunny slopes.
With a wide variety of kid-friendly activities to choose
from as well as easy-going, child-friendly slopes,
you can rest easy knowing that your children will be
entertained and having a great holiday themselves.

Fly to

Geneva

with airBaltic

€49

from
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one way

Fly to: Geneva,
Switzerland
Elevation: 1100 m
Great for: Family
escapes, extensive
access to various levels
of runs
Ski pass: High season
3-day pass – EUR 139
(adults), EUR 104
(children)

© Michael Werlberger
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THE POWDER HOUNDS
Kitzbühel, Austria

An off-piste paradise coupled with one of the best
après-ski scenes in the world – it must be Kitzbühel in
Austria. In 1893, Franz Reisch successfully made the
descent from the Kitzbühel Horn and thus completed
the first-ever alpine ski run in Austria. The rest is
history. Kitzbühel has been attracting adventurous
skiers for more than a century now, and some of the
best skiers in the world have launched their careers on
these slopes. 179 kilometres of pistes are painstakingly
groomed for the winter season, but one of the
best things about the resort is the easily accessed
200 square kilometres of glorious off-piste runs. One
ski pass links the resort to a number of other smaller ski
resorts, including Jochberg, Kirchberg, and Pass Thurn,
and exploring these regions through their off-piste
routes is exciting, adventurous, and incredibly scenic.
A picturesque medieval town, Kitzbühel is
constantly voted the most beautiful ski town in
Europe. A pedestrianised old town sits behind tall
walls, all set against the towering and jagged Wilder
Kaiser Mountains. But don’t let the cute façade of this
city fool you; when it comes to après-ski, Kitzbühel
turns into a completely different beast. Start off slowly

by browsing the shops in the old town, drink some tea
and relax at a few spas, or kick back with some culture
and watch a traditional dance performance. Before
long you’ll be doing a bit of dancing yourself – on the
tabletops. Ski down the valley towards Kirchberg and
stop in at the many bars along the way, or try your luck
with a spot of gambling at the Casino Kitzbühel. DJs
kick off in the early afternoon and continue into the
evening, when you’ll eventually find yourself in one of
the many bars and clubs in town. This is where things
really kick off in Kitzbühel, with music blaring well into
the wee hours of the morning.
One other factor will come into play when
considering Kitzbühel as your skiing holiday resort
of choice: the Hahnenkamm. Taking place every
January, this is the most thrilling and by far the most
demanding downhill race on the entire World Cup
circuit. Sit back and watch as the best skiers from
around the world take part, and enjoy the intense
atmosphere that comes with such a challenging race.
The inundation of skiers and spectators to Kitzbühel
during the race means that it’s even busier than
usual, and that also means that the parties after
the race (and all weekend long) are truly events to
Fly to
Salzburg
remember. Or not. BO

with airBaltic

€89
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from

one way

Fly to: Salzburg,
Austria
Elevation: 762 m
Great for: Serious
off-piste, après-ski,
and the Hahnenkamm
downhill race
Ski pass: High season
3-day pass – EUR 152
(adults), and EUR 76
(children)

November LIVING SPACE
Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Photos courtesy of
SUZAN STORTELDER
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LIVELINESS

COSINESS IN

Liveliness in the
apartment is
maintained by
rearranging the
details. Fuzzy
blankets, embellished
pillows, candles,
books, and other
little ingredients that
make the ambience
more restful are
important, because
the apartment also
functions as a work
space for Stortelder.

A’DAM
Situated right in the centre of

H

ere, on Dam Square in the heart of
Amsterdam, the dark November clouds
make the baroque edifice of the Royal
Palace and the Gothic lines of the Nieuwe
Kerk even more formidable. But not far from them is
what you’d call a classic Dutch house. Once you climb
up the narrow and dark staircase and open the doors
to the top apartment, the brightness inside astonishes.
This is where the light is kept!
This apartment is the home and first project of
Suzan Stortelder, an interior architect and founder
of the interior company Studio KIK. She lives with her
boyfriend, with whom she shares a musical avocation
and has formed a musical duo called Suzan & Freek.
About a year ago, Stortelder saw this place for
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rent online. Considering the location, the price was
moderate, and she decided that such an opportunity
couldn’t be passed up. Besides, no major adjustments
needed to be done. Wooden floors, high ceilings, big
windows – the apartment per se was a gem. ‘I just
made it brighter by painting things that weren’t white,
and cosied it up with some furniture,’ she says.
At 75 square metres, the apartment is considered
big for Amsterdam. Stortelder suspects that it is
actually two buildings connected together, which
makes the space longer and, because of the large
windows, brighter than usual. But it still has the air of
the usual, petite homes of Amsterdam. Sometimes the
crowds of tourists in the city can get a bit tiring, so a
home like this is the perfect place to relax and unwind.

BLACK&WHITE

Amsterdam, the apartment of a young
Dutch couple is bright, cosy, and
as energetic as its residents. Baltic
Outlook takes a tour of a typical yet
exceptional Dutch apartment.

• The black-and-white pictures blend well with the white walls.
The wall decorations are from the Dutch design company IXXI. No
nails or hammers are needed. The company’s products consist of
easily changeable cards and connectors, thus corresponding with
the dynamic credo of the apartment.
The furniture comes from various sources, making the interior
a juxtaposition of costly and affordable. No minimalistic interior
comes without the modest Scandinavian masterminds IKEA.
The white-painted wooden crates were found in a second-hand
shop and can be transformed according to Stortelder’s needs –
they can also serve as a small coffee table, a bookcase, or a box
for knickknacks.
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• Residing on the 5th floor gives Stortelder the luxury of
solitude and people-watching. Although this is one of the
most important spots in the city, it’s relatively quiet. There’s no
traffic or bustling cafés, just muttering by aficionados of Dutch
architecture. Consequently, the long curtains in the apartment
are more just for decoration. There’s no need to shut off the
apartment from curious eyes, because there are none up here.

SOLITUDE

The essence of the interior is
natural – wooden materials,
baskets, neutral colours, lots
of plants. Contrast is provided
by black, metal accents in the
form of lamps, chair frames,
and closet hangers.

NATURAL

• Considering their limited interior spaces,
Amsterdamers fight for every square metre
outdoors to enjoy the few sunny days.
Affluent residents own a boat on a canal,
which operates the same as a yard. But
Stortelder was more creative. She bought
some roof tiles, a table set and plants, and
made a terrace on the roof.

Sweet little corners and angles give the place a special character and flair.
Such details are common in old Dutch houses – because the city is built on
damp ground and the moisture level is always changing, the houses often
become a bit crooked. The white beams, also a typical element of these
houses, function as a furniture-moving system. Because the doorways are
very narrow, when moving into a new apartment, everything goes up by a
rope through the window, thus putting on a show for the neighbours.
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TERRACE

ELEMENTS

• One of the most luxurious elements here
is the black metal chair, a product from
the famous Swiss design company Vitra.
Because dining out in the city is pricey, the
centrepiece of every household is the dinner
table. It’s essential for aperitifs with friends,
gossiping over a coffee, or eating stamppot
with family. BO
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In association with car
buyer’s guide WHATCAR.LV
Publicity photos

the company’s existing products are more
obvious than the differences. Styling is sleek
and there are some nice details, but much
is generic crossover, especially the grey
plastic wheel-arch cladding used as visual
shorthand for an everyday ‘softroader’.
Only the split rear screen, like that of the
Toyota Prius but better executed, stands
out as particularly original, allowing
both the coupe(-ish) roofline and decent
rear headspace.
Inside it’s the same story. The quality
of trim materials has improved by several
notches over those of the ASX or Outlander,
but there is still a large amount of dark
plastic, and lesser-used switchgear has been
shunted into a hard-to-see block between
the steering wheel and the door. Space is
good, both front and rear, although the
driving position feels slightly offset towards
the centre of the car.

DRIVEN:

THE MITSUBISHI
ECLIPSE CROSS

What is it like to drive?

for high-rise family wagons in mind, it’s no surprise
to find the Eclipse Cross is another SUV to add to
Mitsubishi’s long history.
Having been developed before the company was
absorbed into the Nissan-Renault alliance, this could
also be the last car Mitsubishi ever develops by itself.

Design and practicality
Mitsubishi is bringing back an old name for a new
car. The last Eclipse was a coupe designed for
the US market, but the Eclipse Cross is that most
fashionable of things – a mid-sized crossover.

In

space terms it slots between the ASX
and the Outlander and is further proof
of Mitsubishi’s determination to become
an SUV specialist; the Mirage is the only
conventional car left in its European line-up.
Speaking of SUVs, if we asked you to think of an SUV
specialist, we dare say you’d immediately think of Jeep or
Land Rover. What you might not know is that Mitsubishi
beat both of these famous brands to the punch, building
its first 4x4 back in 1936. With this and the current trend
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It sits on the same basic architecture as the larger
Outlander, its 4405 mm overall length meaning
it’s just fractionally longer than a Nissan Qashqai.
Mitsubishi would prefer comparison with the Toyota
C-HR, reckoning the Eclipse Cross’ falling roofline
and connected technology will help it appeal to
younger buyers.
Only one engine will be available from launch, a newly
developed 1.5-litre four-cylinder turbo petrol producing
162 hp. The entry-level version will have front-wheel
drive and a six-speed manual gearbox, plusher iterations
offering a CVT auto and the option of all-wheel drive.
A 2.2-litre diesel version, with standard AWD and a
torque converter eight-speed auto, will be launched later
next year.
Mitsubishi claims the Eclipse Cross is a radical new
direction, but on first impression the similarities to

There’s lots of low-down torque and a
purposeful if subdued exhaust soundtrack
that makes the Eclipse Cross feel eager,
even at trundling speeds. It’s less keen to
rev, refusing to get within 500 rpm of its
marked 6000 rpm redline, but overall it still
feels more enthusiastic than the claimed
9.8-second 0-100 km/h time makes it sound.
The CVT gearbox is not the worst of its
genre, but even with programmed stepped
ratios it still struggles to convince, slurring
between its pretend gears during hard
acceleration. That said, in everyday cruising
mode it is acceptable enough. In fact, it
would be hard to think of a car where the
CVT gearbox could be awarded with “I like”.
Despite the ‘Super All Wheel Control’
sticker on the rear window, the optional
four-wheel-drive system is more about
sensibleness than fun, ensuring flawless
traction but offering little obvious mitigation
to the Eclipse Cross’ understeer-heavy
handling balance; you’ll be unsurprised to
hear this is no Evo 7.

Grip levels are respectable, but the low-geared
steering saps enthusiasm, and only the most
rudimentary feedback gets past its electric assistance.
The ride felt pliant over the few bumps I could find on
the Spanish test route, and cruising refinement is good.

Verdict

On first impression, the Eclipse Cross is a solid allrounder, one that feels impressively well screwed
together and which, we’re promised, will come with
generous standard kit from the entry-level version
upwards. Mitsubishi reckons that it will carve out its
own niche between the ASX and the Outlander. The car
is practical, sensible, and even modestly stylish, and
while specification for the Baltic States isn’t finalised,
we should see plenty of big-car features on plusher
versions – from radar cruise control to a 360-degree
bird’s-eye camera system. Still, we suspect this is one of
those cars that will be bought with the head rather than
the heart. BO
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A delight for gourmets –

Liepāja restaurant week
Liepāja is one of the largest cities in Latvia and is
famous for its active cultural life and food scene.

Fly to

Liepāja

with airBaltic

€15

from

one way

T

here is no lack of gourmets and
foodies in Liepāja, therefore it
comes as no surprise that the first
Liepāja Restaurant Week will be
held there from December 4 to 10. During
this week everybody is invited to enjoy refined
and delicious meals at favourable prices,
participate in gastronomy workshops, attend
lectures, and enjoy musical performances.
Liepāja, commonly known in Latvia
as the city of wind, has a relatively large
variety of restaurants and eateries. During
Restaurant Week, a total of 27 gastronomy
establishments in Liepāja and its
surroundings will welcome food lovers with
menus specially crafted for this event. Many
restaurants in Liepāja have been in business
for nearly a decade, and several of them
also have experience organising pop-upstyle culinary activities. The participating
restaurants have different target groups,
and, accordingly, their menus show great
diversity, including international cuisine from
Central Asia, Japan, Mexico, Italy, France, the
Americas, and Russia.
Besides offering tasty meals, the
participating establishments will also
organise cooking workshops, tastings, and
lectures. Further entertainment will include
a variety of musical performances and a
romantic winter atmosphere in the city by
the sea. At the end of the week Liepāja’s
residents and guests will be invited to
attend the Icelandic Weekend at the Great
Amber Concert Hall – a series of world-class
concerts highlighting bright, new performers
and original, contemporary Nordic music. BO
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Events and Incentives
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RESTAURANTS
AND EATERIES
PARTICIPATING
IN LIEPĀJA
RESTAURANT WEEK:

Learn more about Liepāja
Restaurant Week:
liepaja.travel

Red Sun Buffet; MO; Piano;
Pastnieka māja; Oskars; Tinto; Upe;
Libava; Tex-Mex; Antikvariāts;
Barons Bumbiers; Olive; Bel Cibo;
Medus; Hotel Kolumbs; Oishii Sushi;
Fontaine House of Food; Big7 club
and restaurant; Nīcava (in Nīca);
Romas dārzs; Grilbārs Bruno;
Karosta Prison buffet; Ideju Bode;
BB Wakepark Café; Darbnīca;
Jura staļļi (in Grobiņa);
Spāres (in Kalvene).

Fully hosted buyer programme
3500+ pre-scheduled appointments
Top industry suppliers
Strong focus on education and knowledge
Unrivalled networking opportunities

www.convene.lt

14-15
February
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Redstone Boutique Hotel
Skārņu iela 11, Riga, Latvia
Phone: (+371) 25862667
info@redstone-hotel.com
redstone-hotel.com

Redstone Boutique Hotel
living room

Redstone

Boutique Hotel

Luxury, cosiness, and pleasure
for the five senses in the heart
of Riga’s Old Town

T

Publicity photos

he Redstone Boutique Hotel sits
at the very heart of Riga’s Old
Town. By masterfully combining
maximum comfort with unusual
and striking design solutions, it’s so much
more than just a place to sleep at night. And
the view from the hotel is picturesque, with
the rare opportunity to observe the most
beautiful scenery of Riga’s Old Town. The
higher up you go, the more the beautiful city
skyline reveals itself.
When it comes to the interior of the
Redstone Boutique Hotel, the focus is
on maximum functionality elegantly
infused with elements of luxury. The hotel
rightfully bears the distinction ‘boutique’,
because it caters to each individual guest
by paying attention to details such as
orthopaedic pillows.
Guests who have stayed at the Redstone
Boutique Hotel once long to return again
and again, and one of the many reasons is
the wonderful breakfast provided by the
St. Petrus restaurant, which is served to
guests in their own rooms. The rooms, for
their part, are of varying size, from 20 square
metres all the way to 60-square-metre
apartments. The hotel occupies the 3rd to
the 6th floor of the building and has 11 rooms,
all of which fall into one of the following
categories: Superior, Deluxe, and Royal Suite.
The colour palette differs on each of the four
floors. The rooms are modern and spacious,
and all are equipped with state-of-the-art
technology and a lounge area to rest and
relax after a long day. Each room also has its
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Redstone Boutique
Hotel bedroom

roof, which can be
booked for special
occasions and can host
between eight and
ten guests. In addition
to the two separate
spaces for rooftop
entertainment, there
are master cooking
classes on offer, run
by the executive
chef of the St. Petrus
restaurant, Maksims
Redstone Boutique Hotel living room
Cekots. For guests
own aura – some are perfect for newlyweds,
wishing to organise larger celebrations, the
others are more suited to families. Guests
second floor of the restaurant can host up
should not worry about the hotel’s location;
to 40 guests for a fine-dining banquet or
even though it’s in the heart of Old Riga,
70 guests for a cocktail event.
the soundproofing is so good that when
As already mentioned, St. Petrus, the
you close the windows, the weekend revelry
well-loved restaurant on the first and
remains outside. Moreover, all rooms offer
second floor of the building, provides
a magnificent view across Skārņu iela or of
breakfast for guests staying at the Redstone
St. Peter’s Church. The reception desk and
Boutique Hotel. The restaurant is, of course,
concierge services are available for guests’
also available as the first choice for a
convenience 24 hours a day.
luxurious dinner close to home after a long
It’s not just the rooms at the Redstone
day in the city. Gourmands will especially
Boutique Hotel that cater to each and every
appreciate the new autumn menu, which
need of their guests (and it’s true, many of the is based on the best traditions of authentic
elements of design and comfort in the rooms
Latvian cuisine with New Nordic Food
can be tailor-made according to the wishes
accents. The autumn menu highlights root
of the guests!). So does the outstanding
vegetables and squashes as well as seafood
roof terrace. There is also a VIP hall on the
and crayfish. BO
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Muusu terase –
an oasis in the centre
of Riga
Photos by
ĢIRTS OZOLIŅŠ
(Picture Agency)

Muusu terase, the little sister of the award-

Chef Kaspars Jansons (on the left)
and sous chef Juris Latišenoks

The restaurant Muusu terase has the ability to
delight everyone who enjoys good food and a
cosy atmosphere. And it has a fantastic location –
the yacht club on the banks of the Daugava River,
only a few steps away from the city centre.
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winning restaurant Muusu in the heart of Riga’s Old
Town, is ready to serve up a pleasant surprise for any
guest to our fair city. Not only does it offer the best
location for viewing beautiful sunrises and sunsets, but
during the summer season it also has a stylish outdoor
terrace, which, in keeping with its surroundings, is
fashioned from a shipping container.
There are pleasant surprises in the kitchen as well,
because one of Latvia’s best chefs – Kaspars Jansons,
the chef at Muusu – has now also become the chef at
Muusu terase. His ambition is in line with those of the
rest of the Muusu terase team, including sous-chef Juris
Latišenoks, which is to become the most popular
lifestyle restaurant in Latvia by offering customers meals
made only from the most delicious ingredients of the
highest quality.
Muusu terase is part of one of the most noteworthy
restaurant chains in Riga, which also includes such
well-known restaurants as Steiku Haoss, KID*, and,
of course, Muusu. Each of these places, however,
has a very different message and stands out with its
unique character.
The interior at Muusu terase was created by Anna
Butele, an internationally recognised Latvian designer.

She has chosen saturated blues and greens, creating
an eclectic atmosphere that merges visually with the
nearby Daugava River and the yachts in the harbour. The
restaurant enchants guests with its ambience and ability
to adapt to Latvia’s seasons. If in summer a carefree,
outdoorsy mood reigns here, which is enhanced by the
natural coal grill set up inside the container, then in the
colder months of the year the interior of the restaurant
completely changes and delights guests with the aroma
of candles, a crackling fireplace, and, of course, the coal
grill and smokehouse in the kitchen. In the daytime,
Isabella and Ferdinand, Muusu terase’s inseparable pair
of parrots, also add to the joyful atmosphere and give
the place a little taste of the tropics.
Chefs Jansons and Latišenoks imagine the restaurant
as an oasis for a calm meal in the midst of a hurried
workday (the lunch special served on weekdays from
noon until 16.00 offers a refined selection of several
dishes for a friendly price) and a beautiful place to relax
with the whole family while enjoying a Sunday brunch.
The restaurant can seat up to 80 people in its two
rooms, one of which can be booked for private parties
and banquets.
The winter menu is now available at Muusu terase. It
includes both meat and fish dishes as well as vegetarian
meals. ‘The menu at our restaurant changes four times
a year, according to the seasons. In the winter we pay
particular attention to the many local fishes, because
almost everything we serve is made in the coal oven. I
suggest trying the hot-smoked catfish fillet from our
hors d’oeuvres menu. Meat lovers will appreciate the
main dish of duck breast in juniper-quince syrup. We’ve
also thought to provide a large selection of vegetarian
and vegan foods both on our regular menu and at our
weekly Sunday brunches,’ says Jansons. He invites every
guest to taste the restaurant’s homemade bread, which
is made from the best grains and baked in the coal oven.
The Muusu terase team has also spared a thought for
dessert-lovers. While it’s true that here you won’t find
the usual, boring standards like classic cheese cake or
tiramisu, Jansons has included plenty of exciting and
mouth-watering creations in his dessert menu, such as
peppermint-blackberry soup with fresh cream and white
chocolate with meringue.
Muusu terase is also special in that it offers a regular
programme of various events appealing to gourmands.
It organises a variety of gourmet dinners, wine and beer
tastings, and other memorable events.
Many guests to the restaurant highly value its
extensive drinks menu, especially the alcoholic and
non-alcoholic cocktails, including hot cocktails. The
experts at Muusu terase have paired wines with all of
the foods on the menu, and restaurant manager Mārtiņš
Bērziņš, as well as the well-trained staff, are available to
recommend a drink to complement your meal. Regular
guests already know that Muusu terase, which feels like a
small tropical oasis in the centre of the city, is a relaxing
refuge during Latvia’s damp and chilly weather. BO

Eksporta iela 1A, Andrejosta, Riga, Latvia
Open: Mon–Thu 12.00–22.00
Fri–Sat 12:00–23.00, Sun 11.00–16.00
terase@muusu.lv, muusu.lv
facebook.com/muusuterase
instagram.com/muusuterase
twitter.com/muusuterase
Juniper-quince syrup
glazed duck breast,
vanilla-bean mashed
parsnips, black
currants, broth
reduction

Colourful carrots
sous-vide, whipped
goat’s-milk cheese
with yogurt, ripened
cow’s-milk cheese,
smoked almonds

Hot-smoked Wels catfish
fillet, spinach
purée, quinoa,
free-range
egg yolk,
fresh
celery
stalks
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Meddo Restaurant –

greatness of flavour hides in simplicity

Meddo’s chef, Vadim Belov,

Meddo Restaurant recently opened its doors
in the picturesque Quiet Centre of Riga.
It’s a place where quality and simplicity
meet refinement, and classic flavours join
contemporary European cuisine.
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Andreja Pumpura iela 6, Riga, Latvia
Open: Mon–Sun 11.00–23.00
Tel: +371 27273755
Facebook.com/restorāns Meddo

says that the main focus in his
restaurant is on cuisine, which he
describes as mostly contemporary
European with a particular accent on
French, Italian, and Spanish classics.
The restaurant’s team praises
Belov’s kitchen for something
that seems almost a forgotten
art today – really knowing how to
prepare classics in the best sense of
the word. Guests at Meddo admire
the chef’s tender, perfectly cooked
Scottish Black Gold ribeye steak,
forest-mushroom risotto, Caesar
salad with corn-fed chicken, and
other consistent favourites.
‘I want to demonstrate a certain
attitude towards things that already
exist. I prepare traditional and very
familiar food in a very simple style.
Quality and greatness of flavour
hides in simplicity. My main goal is
to provide gastronomical enjoyment
for our guests,’ says Belov.
Undeniably, the head chef at
a restaurant is the person who
brings a certain attitude to the
establishment’s foods as well as
creates accents that enhance their
uniqueness. Belov studied at the
world-renowned Leiths School
of Food and Wine and also under
British chef Jamie Oliver. He has also
spent several years working at a
number of world-class restaurants
in London. When he returned
to Latvia, he worked under Chef
Mārtiņš Rītiņš at Vincents, Latvia’s
number-one ranked restaurant,
where he met his current team, who
are as competent as he is. Because
they already have experience
working together, the kitchen
becomes so much more harmonious.
The main menu at Meddo includes
about 40 different dishes, all highly
appreciated by its loyal clients.
Belov emphasises the high quality
of the ingredients, and he says that
it is precisely this combination of
high-quality produce and his own
imagination that lets him approach
cooking as an art...and the prepared
meal as a work of art.
Product selection at Meddo is
based, first of all, on quality. For

example, the scallops are delivered
fresh from the coasts of Scotland,
where they are harvested directly
from the sea by divers instead of
being farmed. All of the greens,
vegetables, and edible flowers at
Meddo have been personally selected
by Belov from Latvian farmers. From
the current restaurant menu, he
recommends the rabbit ballotine
with prosciutto and grilled Asianstyle tuna fillet. Another favourite
among guests is the French classic
of sea bass en papillote served with
vegetables, herb butter, and white
wine. And from the dessert menu,
the most popular is the chocolate
fondant, which at first may not seem
like anything out of the ordinary.
But as you break the outer layer of
Belgian dark chocolate, the white
chocolate flows out, combining
with natural vanilla ice cream that
literally sparkles in your mouth.
It’s a splendid experience for your
sweet tooth.
‘People come here to enjoy
themselves. Not just the food, but
also the peaceful atmosphere and
the quality of service,’ notices Belov,
who can almost always be found at
the restaurant and loves to greet the
guests personally.
A glass of good wine will also
help to enjoy the atmosphere.
Choose from Meddo’s extensive
wine list, which features wines from
France and Italy but also select
wines from the New World as well
as a great choice of champagne and
gin. If you need a recommendation,
the well-trained staff will be happy
to suggest a drink to complement
your meal.
In a city like Riga, the Meddo
Restaurant can definitely be
described as ‘large’, with seating for
up to 70 guests in its comfortable,
home-like dining room. So, after
you’ve strolled through the Quiet
Centre and along some of Riga’s
most beautiful streets, stop
by Meddo to see the city from
a slightly different perspective
and – as the restaurant’s guests
say – indulge in a most pleasing
gastronomical experience. BO

Chef Vadim Belov
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Address: Jauniela 16, Riga, Latvia
Open: Mon–Sun 12.00–24.00
Telephone: +371 67220171
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Are you game?
Plunge into the spectacular flavours of
1221’s new wild game menu

W

ith the coldest season fast approaching, Roberts
Smilga, the renowned chef of the 1221 restaurant,
has created something to warm hearts and excite
the taste buds to no end.
Roberts Smilga has for years been a most faithful and
dedicated promoter of high-quality game and does not hide
the fact that this is his favourite type of meat to work with. He
already has a number of annual bestsellers on the menu at 1221.
These have been carefully perfected and are even requested by
once-a-year visitors to Riga the moment they set foot on Latvian
soil. Thus, these dishes are here to stay.
Among the established starters on the 1221 menu is the hotsmoked beaver with cedar nuts and pineapple vinaigrette as well
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as the venison fillet carpaccio with passionfruit vinaigrette, cedar nuts, and Parmesan
cheese – both as perfect as they are simple,
and full of striking contrasts that allow
the unique types of meats to shine. These
two dishes are complemented by another
dish that impresses with its modesty –
dumplings – but offers a breathtaking
execution: truffle-oil-marinated dumplings
filled with venison and foie gras, served with
cranberry sauce.
Of the three exquisite newcomers to
the wild game menu, roe-deer back roast
marinated in citrus fruit and served with a
foie gras brioche and marinated melon is a
wonderful addition to the starters section.
With his seasonal menu, Smilga reveals the
full spectrum of what various kinds of game
can be transformed into. For example, for
those who fancy soup for starters, there is
an elk goulash with wild mushrooms.
But before we move on to the superstar
mains, let us comment on the head chef’s
long-time love affair with his favourite
class of meats (in fact, his favourite class
of ingredient!). As one would expect from
a genuine master of his trade, Smilga is
reluctant to give a straightforward reason
as to why game excels against the backdrop
of meats that have undergone centuries of
domestication and genetic selection. ‘Those
who know game, know how specific the
taste is, how unique it is,’ he says. ‘Game
offers a much wider array of opportunities –
different things to do with the meat and
ways to create meals.’
But that’s not all. Smilga appreciates
that, much more than any other meats,
game allows him to play with his favourite
combination – the marriage of salty and
sweet. ‘Game is the one type of meat
that really welcomes the addition of
sweetness,’ he explains. ‘And this, in turn,
gives me a much wider range for expression,
both in the products I can use and the
flavour combinations.’
This allows a chef to both create anew
and give a nod to old traditions. For
example, birds are customarily served with
the likes of apples and pears. It seems
obvious, for example, to prepare apple
stuffing for a duck, while Smilga says he
would be hard-pressed to serve apples
along with a pork roast. However, dishes
other than game do benefit from Smilga’s
fondness for bringing sweet and salty

flavours together. He admits that he tries
to apply this method in his menu as much
as possible. However, the game menu
combines all of Smilga’s passions – and
that certainly makes for a mouth-watering
experience! What’s more, apart from the
French pigeon, all of the game at 1221 is
locally sourced, something that Smilga
insists on.
In addition to the pigeon breast (served
with fried mozzarella and glazed cherry
‘Casco de la Cruz’), another famous veteran
on the menu is the venison back steak
served with glazed chestnuts, pearl onions,
saffron pear, and black-currant sauce. The
two exquisite newcomers on the mains
menu are the hare’s back with a cocoa bean,
peach, and pecan glaze, served with fried
polenta, and the elk fillet steak served with
sweet potato cream and cranberry, pear, and
red-onion confit.
The arrival of the three newcomers to
1221’s game menu is a process that deserves
its own story. The simplicity, beauty, and
clarity of these dishes, as well as the
long-established ones, cannot be achieved
quickly. Smilga works for about a month

Combinations have
to be well-considered.
It’s like that painting
by Malevich,
Black Square
on each separate dish – and for much of
that time the work takes place exclusively
inside his own head. ‘I go to sleep with a
dish in my mind,’ he laughs. ‘I wake up with
it. I mull it over until I consciously try to get
rid of it, to forget about it for a while. Then
I come back to it. That’s how the first two
weeks go by. Then I feel like I have some
kind of impression, some outline of an idea
as to what flavours should be added to the
particular type of game. And then I start
experimenting in real life. Sometimes I have
to start over many times, again and again,
but slowly the full picture emerges on the
piece of meat, so to speak…’
Smilga says that eventually there comes
a moment when he simply knows – he gets
a gut feeling that this is it, there’s no going
further, the dish is complete, and nothing
should be changed about it. That’s when he
can move on to the next dish.
Based on how elaborate the creative
process is, one can imagine that Smilga
certainly has his own ideas about the
rights and wrongs of what can go together
in the world of ingredients and what

certainly cannot. But, once again, he turns a
potentially very technical conversation into
what can only be described as art. ‘There
are no objective truths here,’ he states.
‘One cannot say that the problem lies in
the wrong ingredients being put together,
no. It is simply the fact that when I myself
visit a restaurant and have a meal, I can
immediately tell if the chef has put some
thought, creativity, and effort into the dish,
into the combinations, into the harmony
of it, or if they’ve simply spent five minutes
putting things together and serving it in a
visually appealing way. It’s a feeling of –
maybe the food is not always the most
successful dish, but if someone has really

put a lot of thought into it…you can tell.’
Smilga continues: ‘Combinations have
to be well-considered. It’s like that painting
by Malevich, Black Square. There are people
who ridicule it, they find it preposterous and
trivial, but this attitude is exactly what I find
trivial. When you look at this work of art,
when you really embrace it and feel it, you
can tell how much thought, time, effort, and
direction the artist put into it.
It is the beauty, the simplicity, the
harmony, and the delicious contrast
between salty and sweet – and the way it
fits the season perfectly – that makes the
new game menu a striking and long-awaited
addition to the 1221’s specials. BO
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active and permit them to appreciate a greater diversity
of dishes during their meal.
When creating a menu for Entresol, there are several
things that Zommers always keeps in mind: seasonality,
quality, and authenticity in the restaurant’s choice of
local produce. This is why he himself carefully selects
the best producers and suppliers for the ingredients that
will later be served to restaurant guests. For Zommers,
growth is also a marker for quality. This may be because
his menus can change up to eight times per year as he
experiments in the kitchen. ‘For me, it’s important that
our guests not only feel well fed, but that they also have
a gourmet experience. That’s why we don’t simply fulfil

HAPPY HOURS
SAY THE CODE ARRIVALS

AND GET FIRST TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

Baked cottage-cheese dumplings
with hemp seeds, quail egg yolk, and
autumn chanterelles / EUR 11

SPOT KAFE, JAUNIELA 19

12:00 TO 19:00

Grilled duck breast with caramelised
carrots, pak choi, and cherry sauce /
EUR 14.50

ENTRESOL
The first ‘knapas’ restaurant in Latvia

The

Open:
Mon–Sun 12.00–23.00
Address:
Elizabetes iela 22, Riga
Tel: +371 20122220
entresol.lv
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Entresol restaurant is
innovative, just like owner
and head chef Raimonds
Zommers – one of Latvia’s
best-known and most talented chefs. He has not only
created a unique concept restaurant, but is always
thinking up something new, such as menus with
mirror writing.
Entresol combines the best traditions of French cuisine
with the Spanish tapas concept, resulting in the unique,
Latvian-born fusion concept knapas. Enthusiasm, a
sense of responsibility, and a great love of food has
earned Entresol a high-ranking position in the Best New
Restaurant category for Latvia’s top restaurants in 2016
and in the White Guide Nordic, the Scandinavian/Baltic
equivalent of the Michelin guide.
Zommers is an innovator at heart. This can be seen
not only in the dishes he serves but also in his creative
innovations. He was the one who thought up the word
knapas – a combination of the Latvian knapi (‘hardly,
scarcely, barely’) and the Spanish tapas – to highlight the
restaurant’s emphasis on small starters prepared using
local, seasonal ingredients. According to Zommers,
eating tiny, tasty treats helps restaurant guests focus on
each serving, while ensuring that their taste buds remain

expectations but also surprise our guests with special
additions that aren’t on the menu,’ says the chef.
Zommers is constantly searching for new flavours
by acquainting himself with old recipes and trying
to revive and transform them according to his own
understanding of contemporary tastes. On this autumn’s
menu at Entresol you’ll also find typically Latvian flavour
combinations based on almost 100% Latvian products
presented in ever new variations. The chef makes
particular mention of two meals: the ancient-recipe rye
sandwich with lard cracklings, onions, and cucumber;
and the ostrich ravioli with mushroom broth, green
onions, and egg pearls. But the menu also includes more
exotic flavours that are as yet unknown in other Latvian
restaurants, including ostrich soup and pheasant, which is
currently one of the biggest trends around the world. ‘Our
team is like treasure hunters. We search for, and also find,
the very best products to offer our guests. High quality is
our benchmark and our number-one goal,’ says Zommers.
The interior at Entresol is aesthetic but not
ostentatious in its classical simplicity, inviting guests to
focus instead on enjoying an elegant and refined meal.
Zommers and his team provide catering services as
well, if you fancy a fine birthday dinner at home or an
outstanding meal at a corporate event. BO
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Costa del Sol, close to Malaga

New destinations for
summer 2018

airBaltic receives Regional
Airline of the Year award

Next summer airBaltic will open some very exciting new
direct flight routes from Riga. Flights to the picturesque
Polish port city Gdansk will start on March 27 and run
three times a week. The Portuguese capital Lisbon will
be reachable twice a week starting March 27. Malaga,
the famous Andalusian vacation spot, will be flown to
twice a week beginning March 28. Split, the popular
holiday resort on the Adriatic Sea, will operate twice
a week from May 21. And Bordeaux, the ultimate
destination for wine lovers, will see the first flights from
Riga on June 3, operating twice a week.
Book your tickets in advance at airbaltic.com to get
the best price: Gdansk from EUR 29 , Bordeaux
from EUR 79 , Split from EUR 89 , and Malaga and
Lisbon from EUR 99 one way.

airBaltic has just been named the 2017 CAPA Regional
Airline of the Year. CAPA aviation awards are regarded
as the pre-eminent awards for strategic excellence
in aviation. The CAPA Regional Airline of the Year
distinction is awarded to the regional airline that has
been the biggest standout strategically, has established
itself as a leader, and has demonstrated innovation in
the regional aviation sector.
In 2016 airBaltic completed a multi-year restructuring,
increased passenger numbers for the first time in five
years, secured a capital increase and a private investor,
and became the launch customer for the Bombardier
CS300. It is the biggest airline operating out of the Baltic
region, with hubs in Tallinn and Vilnius in addition to its
main hub in Riga.

To get the best flight deals, look for
prices with cherries on airbaltic.com!

All flight prices mentioned in this magazine apply for one-way Basic tickets from Riga, Vilnius, or Tallinn that are booked
in advance at www.airbaltic.com. Prices are subject to availability and not available for all flights or days. A transaction fee
in the amount of up to EUR 5.99 may be applied to the booking depending on the selected method of payment. Special
conditions apply. Prices can be changed unilateraly by airBaltic.
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Where to
catch the sun
this winter
This winter it’s easier than ever to
escape the cold weather and take a
sunny vacation with a non-stop flight
from Riga!
airBaltic flights to Abu Dhabi in
the United Arab Emirates operate
four times per week. Enjoy the perfect
weather all year round, the sandy
beaches, the water amusement parks,
and the great shopping. Be one of the
first to visit the new Louvre Museum
in Abu Dhabi opening in November of
this year. Or visit Dubai, which is just a
90-minute drive away from Abu Dhabi.
In the winter you can also fly to
Tel Aviv in Israel three times per
week with airBaltic. Located on the
Mediterranean Sea, the city has a
pleasant climate the whole year
round and offers exciting culture,
entertainment, and nightlife. If you
want really hot beach weather, rent a
car or take a bus and head to the sunny
Red Sea resort of Eilat, which is around
four hours’ drive from Tel Aviv.
Book your flight to Abu Dhabi
starting from EUR 129 one way and
to Tel Aviv from EUR 75 one way at
airbaltic.com.

Abu Dhabi

10

FAQs
ABOUT
BAGGAGE

No matter what your question about flying is,
you can ask us via Facebook or Twitter and
airBaltic’s dedicated social media team will
be happy to answer it! Here we share the most
frequently asked questions about baggage.
What happens if my
hand baggage is bigger
than allowed?

I have a small laptop bag
that I would like to take
with me on board together
with my hand baggage. Is
that allowed?

Yes. Each passenger can
take on board one cabin bag
with maximum dimensions
20x40x55 cm (two bags for
Business class passengers) and
one personal item (10x40x30
cm). Just make sure that the
total weight of both cabin bags
does not exceed 8 kg.

If your cabin bag exceeds the
weight or size limitation, you
will need to check it in at the
gate for a fee of EUR 60. If
you are unsure whether your
bag is the correct size, check
it at the Bag Drop desk before
going through security or,
to be on the very safe side,
add it as a checked bag (at a
reduced online fee) when
booking your ticket.

Is checked baggage included
in my ticket?

The checked baggage allowance
varies depending on the ticket
type you have reserved. But you
can always add more bags to your
booking for a fee (maximum five
bags per passenger).
Ticket
type

1 bag,
20 kg

What should I do if my
baggage is missing?
Liepaja

Ski season is approaching, so we’re reopening flights
to some of Europe’s top skiing destinations again
this winter.
Plan your next ski trip to Poprad in the Tatra
Mountains with airBaltic flights on Saturdays starting
from December 16 or to Verona and Salzburg on
Saturdays starting from December 23. The year-round
destinations of Geneva, Zurich, Munich, Milan, Vienna,
and Tbilisi guarantee a jolt of adrenaline in the snowwhite skiing resorts of the Alps and Caucasus Mountains.
Book your skiing holidays early to get the best
one-way flight deals at airbaltic.com. Remember
to add skis at the time of booking your ticket for an
exclusive online price of EUR 34.99.
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Flights to Liepāja continue over the winter
airBaltic will continue domestic flights between Riga and the Latvian coastal city
of Liepāja throughout the winter three times per week.
Liepāja, the third largest city in Latvia, is located on the Baltic Sea coast
and is popular not only during summer as one of the top holiday resorts in
Latvia. It is a great culture tourism destination throughout the whole year, with
many concerts taking place in the newly opened Lielais Dzintars concert hall.
Liepāja also has a long tradition of theatre as well as lots of trendy cafés and a
vibrant nightlife.
For those seeking non-traditional entertainment, make sure to check out the
Karosta district of Liepāja. Nowadays, the former naval base of the Russian tsar
offers many thrilling attractions, such as prison excursions, abandoned forts,
and underground tunnels.
Book your tickets starting from EUR 15 one way at airbaltic.com. There
are also great connections to and from Liepāja within the whole airBaltic
network of over 60 destinations.

I will need to bring more
bags with me. What
is the best way to add
them to my booking and
transport them?

The smartest way is to add
checked baggage at the moment
when you book your flight ticket
on the airBaltic website, because
only then is the exclusive online
price available (from EUR 19.99
per bag one way). You can also
add baggage later online or
at the airport, but the price
will be higher.

Yes. You can add sports
equipment while booking
your ticket on the airBaltic
website for EUR 34.99 per
piece one way or anytime
later at a higher price.
Business class passengers
can take one piece of sports
equipment free of charge.
Sports equipment includes
skis, snowboard, bicycle,
golf equipment, diving gear,
ice-hockey equipment, surf
equipment, and fishing
equipment. If the weight
exceeds 20 kg, an additional
heavy baggage charge will
be applied at the airport. The
maximum weight for sports
equipment is 32 kg.

Business Premium Basic

Baggage 2 bags,
allowance 20 kg
each

Time to plan your
skiing holidays

Can I take my bicycle
with me?

I’m travelling with a child.
Can I take the stroller
with me?

Yes. If the reservation includes
an infant or a child, one fully
collapsible pram or stroller,
carrycot, or infant car seat
can be transported free of
charge. In addition, if you are
travelling with an infant (a
child under two years of age
without a separate seat), you
can take 10 kg of checked
baggage. This amount can be
combined with your standard
baggage allowance.

I’m taking two airBaltic
flights and transiting via
Riga. Will I have to pay
twice for checked baggage?
No. The checked baggage fee
applies only once per whole
direction. The only exception is
if your stopover in Riga exceeds
24 hours, then the baggage
fee will be applied to each
flight separately.

€

Over 99% of all bags are safely
delivered to our passengers.
In the very rare case that your
baggage does not appear
on the baggage carousel,
you should immediately
report it to the Lost and
Found office in the airport
arrivals sector. The majority
of delayed bags are delivered
safely to the passenger’s
home or hotel within a short
period of time. While we are
searching for your baggage,
you can purchase hygiene
essentials and submit the
receipts to our Customer
Relations department
for reimbursement.

Can I pack a bottle of
water and toiletries inside
my hand luggage?
European Union aviation
security rules state that you
are only allowed to take small
quantities of liquids in your
hand luggage. These liquids
(such as a bottle of perfume,
toothpaste, face cream, eye
drops, etc.) must be placed
in a see-through plastic bag,
which you can get at the
airport if you don’t have one.
Make sure each individual
piece does not exceed a
capacity of 100 ml, otherwise
you will have to leave it at
the airport. The safest way
is to put all your liquids in a
suitcase and check it in, in
which case you can take as
many liquids as you wish.

If your itinerary includes connecting flights to other airlines, different baggage rules and restrictions may apply.

Can I bring my python
inside my backpack? It’s
friendly and will not cause
any trouble.

No. airBaltic doesn’t accept
reptiles and rodents for
transportation in the passenger
cabin. Only small dogs and
cats are allowed in the cabin.
They must be in a special
crate that fits under the seat
in front of you, and the fee
for travelling with a pet is
EUR 60 one way. Other animal
species and larger animals can
be transported in the cargo
hold. You can reserve animal
transportation via the airBaltic
ticket office or call centre.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

BEHIND THE SCENES

before and after a flight, too.
What the passengers see is
only one part of our work.

Senior Cabin Crew member,
Line trainer
Madara Brigzne

Text by LIENE PĀLĒNA
Photos by ĢIRTS OZOLIŅŠ
(Picture Agency)

THE BEST FLIGHT EVER!
Madara Brigzne, who has worked as a flight attendant at airBaltic for ten years, is
convinced that being a flight attendant is much more than a job at which the greatest
satisfaction comes from passengers who leave the airplane saying, ‘This was the best
flight!’ Here she tells us what goes on behind the scenes at her job.
What does it really mean to be a
flight attendant?
A flight attendant is a person who takes care
of the passengers after they’ve gotten on the
airplane. We need to gain the passengers’ trust,
because people get on board with all sorts of
thoughts and emotions in their heads: worry, fear,
joy. But we, on the other hand, are going to work.
And it’s a job we love. We want to show every
passenger that today is a great day to fly! So,
being a flight attendant sometimes means being
a kind of psychologist, understanding what each
passenger needs on that particular flight.
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Some people dream of becoming a flight
attendant. What do you think they should
know about the job?
Mainly the irregular work schedule. Some
mornings you have to get up at three in the
morning to work an early flight. And sometimes
you have to work nights. Of course, you get
used to it after a while. But you need to be really
flexible and be able to adapt to circumstances in
order to work as a flight attendant. The job is a
lot different than how it’s portrayed by Leonardo
DiCaprio in the film Catch Me If You Can. A flight
attendant actually has lots of responsibilities

What kind of personal
qualities does a flight
attendant need?
First of all, they need to
really want to do this work.
Second, they need to be
able to tolerate a high level
of stress. Third, they need
to love both their job and
people, because passengers
and also colleagues can
be very different. Good
communication skills are
vitally important. There
are things you can only
learn from experience, for
example, which passenger
you can joke around with and
with which one you should
be very reserved. Punctuality
is also important – you need
to show up at work on time,
dressed in a perfectly pressed
uniform, because flight
attendants represent not
only themselves but also the
whole airline. But one of the
most important qualities for
a flight attendant to have is
the ability to independently
make decisions, especially in
stressful situations.
I always tell new flight
attendants that they have to
love this job. Just liking it is
too little. Because passengers
are very different. Some of
them are very scared, some
are very intolerant, some
need to always argue to get
their way. But at moments
like that flight attendants
must understand that they
need to use a smile in order
to achieve the opposite.
They need to come to work
with so much energy that
at the end of the flight the
passengers say goodbye by
exclaiming, ‘This was the
best flight ever!’

Is it possible to combine work as a flight
attendant with, say, going to school?
There are many flight attendants who combine
this work with going to school. I did so myself.
But each individual’s desire and motivation will
determine how easy it is to do that.
You’re also a line trainer for potential flight
attendants. What’s the process for becoming
trained as a flight attendant?
Thursdays at the airBaltic office are Open days,
when anyone can come and submit their CV, get
a first-hand understanding of the cabin crew
profession, and begin the recruitment process,
which ends with an individual interview. If
the first recruitment step is passed, then they
undergo a medical test which shows whether
the applicant can work in such conditions or
not. If the person passes the medical test, then
theoretical training begins. After passing the

You have to love this
job. Just liking it is
too little
theoretical test, there are a few more tests that
determine whether the person knows how to use
the gained knowledge in various situations. After
passing all of these, then the new employee
begins practical training on real flights with his
or her line trainer. This consists of four flights,
after which there’s a test flight, during which
the trainee is evaluated. Then there’s another
theoretical exam. If the person is motivated,
the whole process from that first interview to
becoming certified as a flight attendant takes
two to three months.
How did you begin your own career at
airBaltic? Can flight attendants advance
in the company?
I’ve been a flight attendant for ten years, and
I can say that I truly love my job. The greatest

satisfaction comes from receiving thank yous
and smiles from passengers. When I applied
for a job as a flight attendant, there were lots
of potential candidates, lots of competition for
the positions. After several years as a senior
flight attendant, I understood that I wanted
something more, so I became a line trainer,
who trains and follows the work of new flight
attendants on training flights. I’ve been doing
that now for four years. Flight attendants
definitely have opportunities to advance in their
careers; there are even flight attendants who
have become pilots. But I enjoy the bustle and
activity in the cabin, so I know that’s the place
for me. We can also gain experience by working
at our partner airlines – I spent two months
working at Air Berlin and one month at Thomas
Cook Airlines Belgium.
What do you enjoy doing when you’re not
at work?
Although I fly a lot on a daily basis, I also enjoy
travelling in my time off. I gain inner peace
and recharge my internal batteries by walking
along the seashore and also by doing sports.
Sports are very important for flight attendants,
because they need to stay in shape both
physically and mentally.
Speaking of activity in the cabin, surely there’s
been some moment on a plane that you’ll
never forget, no?
I’d like to say that each flight is an experience. Of
course, passengers try to get to know the flight
attendants, so we often have big collections
of business cards and telephone numbers, and
sometimes even marriage proposals (laughs).
One time a Georgian passenger wanted to offer
my parents one hundred lambs for my hand in
marriage. Good thing my parents weren’t on
that flight! But it’s also nice to meet celebrities
from Latvia and elsewhere. We meet presidents,
famous musicians, and athletes as a part of our
daily job. And sometimes they also ask that one
question we hear most often: ‘Where are we?’ To
which we jokingly answer, ‘On an airplane’. BO

10 THINGS YOU SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT BEING
A FLIGHT ATTENDANT
1/ Many flight attendants have
previously trained and worked in
different professions. There are
former teachers, lawyers, nurses,
managers, policemen, and others
working as flight attendants.
2/ Experience may not be
enough – you have to show
personality, resilience, great
communication skills, and
personal motivation.
3/ Flight attendants should
always pay attention to
passengers as they board the
plane, because it reveals a lot
about how someone will behave
on a flight.
4/ Multitasking is one of the
many skills a member of the
cabin crew should have.
5/ You need to be courteous and
polite with all fliers, especially
when dealing with difficult
passengers.
6/ Birthdays, anniversaries,
New Year’s Eve, or just a regular
weekend? It’s quite possible
you’ll have to celebrate these
occasions in the sky.
7/ First aid, CPR training, and
basic survival techniques will be
covered in your training.
8/ Wonder why cabin crew
always look immaculate? That’s
because we’re disciplined – skirt
hemlines are just above the knee,
lipstick has to be a certain shade,
nails must always be manicured.
9/ When you leave the airport
at the end of the day, your job is
done – you don’t take your work
home with you.
10/ You’ll have the most fun
in your life. As cabin crew, we
experience different cultures and
cuisines and make new friends
from all walks of life.

CREW

CREW HOT SPOTS

PILOTS OUT OF
THEIR OFFICE
Baltic Outlook introduces you to some of
the most important people at airBaltic –
its flight crew members, who have some
of the most interesting hobbies.
Text by ILZE POLE
Photos by GATIS ROZENFELDS
(Picture Agency) and courtesy of
ȘERBAN HORIA CARAPANCEA

P

Șerban Horia Carapancea (37),
first officer of Boeing 737 aircraft,
from Sweden

© schluck@heavymetal.lu

A handmade electric
guitar that Șerban’s
friend, a carpenter named
Christofer Risberg, crafted
for him about seven years
ago and which travelled
from Stockholm specially
for this photo session.
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laying guitar was not
just a hobby for Șerban;
it was his former
profession. For over
ten years he was a member
of Blowsight, a Swedish rock
band. However, becoming a
guitar player was not quite
his childhood dream. As you
can imagine, his dream was to
become a pilot. He applied to
flying school, Hasslögymnasiet,
but he was not accepted.
Nevertheless, the school offered
him another opportunity – to
study as a flight technician – and
he graduated as a mechanic.
After serving in the Swedish Air
Force, he got a job at Volvo Aero,
servicing and maintaining jet
engines for about three years.
Șerban has played guitar since
he was 13 years old. ‘It was my
hobby, and I started playing with
other guys as soon as I could – I
can’t even remember how many
bands at the same time. We had
a lot of fun!’
One of the bands became
quite serious around 2003. ‘We
had good material, we had good
people in our band and some
good connections,’ he says.
‘We toured Sweden for about
five years, playing as much as
we could.’
After winning a competition
with about 17,000 contestants,
Blowsight won a record deal
with Sony and released a single.
A couple of years later they
got signed by a German label,
releasing three albums, touring
and performing in Europe and
the USA, and even once playing
as a supporting act for the
Scorpions. Blowsight played
American rock metal, and its style
was compared to that of bands
like Nickelback and Metallica. It
had fans following them on tour
and getting tattoos of the band’s
logo. They heard heart-breaking
stories about fans suffering from
depression and the only thing
helping them to keep going was
the lyrics of Blowsight’s songs.

But the more Șerban got
involved with music, the more
he began to understand what
goes on behind the scenes and
what was needed to become
successful and make a living out
of it. ‘I was 23 when I started
playing in Blowsight, and at
that time you don’t really care
about making money; as long
as you survived, it was fine,’
he says. ‘But once I got closer
to 30 and realised that I’m still
barely surviving, I started to think
differently. At one point I had
to reconsider what I want and
where my life is heading. So I
quit the band and returned to my
childhood dream.’
Șerban’s first step was to obtain
a private pilot’s licence (PPL) to
see what it’s like to be a pilot.
‘I realised it was totally for me!
Later, as a coincidence, an old
friend of my dad’s got a brochure
in his mail saying something like
“everything you need to become
a Boeing 737 pilot”. I started
looking at prices for each course
separately, and I realised I could
do it gradually, taking course by
course. It would take longer, but
I could work, save money for
my education, and study. That’s
how I managed to go all the way.
From the very beginning it felt
easy, like doors opening for me
one after another. It was nothing
like struggling with the band. I am
very motivated by nature, and if
I’m up to something, nothing will
stop me. The studies were hard,
but I managed to pull through, all
the time working full time selling
car parts.’
Șerban did his type rating at
airBaltic and got a chance to
show the company what he
had. And he did have something,
because he got picked by the
company and offered a job
almost a year ago.
‘I feel very comfortable on the
flight deck, and it definitely feels
like a dream come true. Once in
a while I catch myself smiling for
no reason,’ Șerban says. BO

Text by ILZE POLE
Photos courtesy of LIENE MUDROVA, VALĒRIJA
FEDOTOVA, and IVETA AKONE

Let’s take a look at where our flight
attendants love to travel and at the fascinating
hobbies and talents that they have!

1

1/ Flight attendant
LIENE MUDROVA has
worked for airBaltic
for almost five years
now, and during this
time she’s gained a
lot of good friends at
the company.
2/ Liene has two
hobbies: trail running
and mountain biking.
She started to run more
seriously two years
ago, when she and her
sister took part in the
Stirnu buks forest trail
running competition
for the first time. Liene
has also run three half
marathons. She thinks
that the most important
thing in running is to
step outside your own
comfort zone.
3/ Liene on Rhodes
with her sister Zane,
who is also her best
travel partner. When
Liene was in college,
she spent her summers
in Greece and feels
like she could call that
country her second
home. She is fascinated
by Greek culture,
cuisine, the lifestyle, and
the people themselves.
4/ Senior cabin crew
member VALĒRIJA
FEDOTOVA began
working at airBaltic in
the summer of 2008,
and it’s a job she had
dreamt about since
childhood. She likes that
the work environment
is very dynamic, and
that every day brings
new experiences
and emotions.
5/ Valērija began with
canoe slalom at the
age of 15, and five
years later she also
took up rafting. She is
now a rafting instructor
and has participated
in the sport in Turkey,
New Zealand, Israel,
and Mexico.

9
2

3

SNAPSHOTS
FROM THE LIVES
OF OUR FLIGHT
ATTENDANTS

Want to become
an airBaltic
flight attendant?
Join the team at
recruite.airbaltic.com!
4

5
6/ Valērija on Mount
Etna in Sicily a year ago
with her partner. She has
an education in French
philology and also became
an aircraft technical
maintenance mechanical
engineer two years ago.

6

7

7/ Next summer flight
attendant IVETA AKONE
will celebrate her 10th
anniversary working for
airBaltic. Back then, she
was looking online for a
job for the first – and now
it seems the only – time in
her life.
8/ Iveta also sews. More
precisely, she sews seat
covers for restored
motorcycles. She began
the endeavour four years
ago and, although starting
out was very difficult, she
remained enthusiastic
and has been quite
successful. Iveta also
renovates houses!

8

9

9/ Iveta’s other ‘office’.
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PINS

PINS

JOIN airBaltic’s LOYALTY
PROGRAM €
PINS is the airBaltic frequent flyer loyalty program. It uses
the loyalty currency PINS, which you can collect and spend in
various ways.
You can collect PINS while flying with airBaltic, shopping at
airports, staying in hotels, renting cars, eating out, using the
airBaltic Payment Card or the PINS MasterCard, and more. It is also
possible to collect PINS by doing your everyday shopping, with
more than 700 local, global, and online partners represented.
Spend PINS on airBaltic flights, cinema tickets, electronics, gift
cards from local retailers, and many other rewards from a great
selection of products available at the PINS Rewards Shop.

Levels and benefits
Those who travel regularly with airBaltic are entitled to receive
a wide array of extra privileges as members of our PINS frequent
flyer program.
The more you fly with airBaltic, the higher your membership
level and the greater the privileges. Executive and VIP levels are
reserved for the most loyal airBaltic customers and ensure various
benefits, which include a free baggage allowance, priority check-in,
reserved seats, and much more to make travelling more pleasant.
The youngest members, starting from age two, receive a special
airBaltic PINS Young Pilot card, which also allows children to
collect PINS.
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Collect with airBaltic
 3 PINS for each EUR spent on a
Business Class ticket
 2 PINS for each EUR spent on an Economy
Class ticket
 1 PINS for each EUR spent on a Basic Class ticket

Spend on airBaltic
 Exchange your PINS for flights from just
4 200 PINS;
 Upgrade your ticket to Business Class from
just 8 000 PINS.

Join now
Join the program right away – just ask a flight
attendant for your PINS card. Register your card
online after the flight at register.pinsforme.com
and get 10 bonus PINS.
Download the PINS mobile app and get more!
Download from the App store or get it on
Google Play!
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PARTNERS
Israel

DISCOVER NEW
EXOTIC PLACES
VIA ABU DHABI

FLEET

Photos by iStock
Mediterranean Sea

Amman

Jordan

Cairo

Libya

Kuwait

Saudi
Arabia

Egypt

Red
Sea

Abu Dhabi
Muscat

Qatar

Riyadh
Yemen

U. A. E.

Oman

India

Arabian Sea

Bay of Bengal

Colombo

Africa

NEW

Hyderabad

Manila

Thailand

Bangkok

Cambodia

Philippines

Number of seats
Max take-off weight
Max payload
Length
Wing span
Cruising speed
Commercial range
Fuel consumption

Sri Lanka

Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur

From October 29 airBaltic will start new
flights from Riga to Abu Dhabi in the
United Arab Emirates, four times per week.

Jakarta

Thanks to this new flight connection, you can now also
easily reach many other destinations via Abu Dhabi in South Africa
cooperation with Etihad Airways.
Johannesburg

Mozambique

Book your flight to Abu Dhabi and beyond at airBaltic.com!

Madagascar

airBaltic

Engine

A u s t r a l i a

Great
Australian
Bight

Bombardier CS300

Sydney
Melbourne

145
67.6 metric tons
16.7 metric tons
38.7 m
35.1 m
870 km/h
4575 km
2200 l/h
PW 1521G

Boeing 737–500/300
Number of seats
Max take–off weight
Max payload
Length
Wing span
Cruising speed
Commercial range
Fuel consumption

YL-BBX

Engine

120/142/144
58/63 metric tons
13,5/14,2 metric tons
29,79/32,18 m
28,9/31,22 m
800 km/h
3500 km
3000 l/h
CFM56-3/CFM56-3C-1

Bombardier Q400
NextGen
Middle East & Africa
Charming, buzzing, and full of life, Cairo is home to one of the Seven
Wonders of the World and a glorious place to explore the Egyptian
pyramids and mosques. The serene port city Muscat reflects
tradition on every corner with remarkable mosques, excellent
seafood and the breathtaking Hajar mountains. Enjoy a cup of Arabic
coffee surrounded by the remnants of ancient civilisations in one of
the oldest inhabited cities in the world, Amman. You’ll be amazed
by the grand skyscrapers in Riyadh, the Saudi Arabian capital, and
inspired by a refreshing cultural encounter with Johannesburg, an
urban paradise in the heart of sub-Saharan Africa.

Asia
The Asian megalopolises of Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, and
Manila never cease to astonish with the truly diverse experiences
and staggering contrasts they offer. Grand temples, floating
markets, and exciting nightlife are essential parts of the vibrant
mix in Bangkok. Travel to Kuala Lumpur to see the Petronas
Twin Towers, the world’s tallest twin skyscrapers, and enjoy the
gastronomic delights on the vivid streets of Malaysia’s capital. A trip
to Jakarta can be full of surprises, because the Indonesian city brings
together the diversity from the nation’s 17,000 islands, while Manila
is an ideal place for urbanites.

Number of seats
Max take-off weight
Max payload
Length
Wing span
Cruising speed
Commercial range
Fuel consumption
Engine

76
29.6 metric tons
8.6 metric tons
32.83 m
28.42
660 km/h
2084 km
1074 l/h
P&W 150A

Use of portable electronic devices

BOARDING

TAXI BEFORE
TAKE-OFF

TAKE-OFF

CRUISE

APPROACH
AND LANDING

TAXI AFTER
LANDING

Connectivity
GSM,
Bluetooth,
Flight Mode

India & Sri Lanka
Dive into the world of vibrant hues and spectacular Indian
architecture, and spice up your holidays in the traditional bazaars
of Hyderabad, also known as the City of Pearls. Located off the
southern coast of India, Sri Lanka is a true gem of nature filled with
majestic beaches, tea plantations, ancient temples, and nature
parks. Start your trip to Sri Lanka in Colombo, a place where the
ocean waves meet the city lights.
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Australia
No matter the season, Sydney is one of the most beloved tourist
destinations. When in Sydney, swim along the breathtaking
beaches, visit the Sydney Opera House, or take a stroll down
by Sydney Harbour. Australia’s cultural and sporting capital,
Melbourne, sure lives up to its reputation and is a spoton match for those in search of an artsy and cosmopolitan
holiday destination.

Handheld
devices
e. g. tablets,
e-readers and
mobile phones

No calls

Heavy devices
e. g. laptops and
notebooks

Shall be stowed in overhead bin or under the front seat inside an appropriate bag.
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Transfer Centre

FLIGHT SCHEDULE IN NOVEMBER

Flight No

From

To

Flights to RIGA
Days

Departure Arrival

ABU DHABI (Intl-) - United Arab Emirates
BT 797

RIX

AUH 1-3-5-7

Flight No

BT 617

RIX

AMS 1234567 07:35 09:00

BT 619

RIX

AMS 12345-7 16:25 17:50

BARCELONA

Flights from Riga
To

Days

Departure

Arrival

Flight No

From

Days

Departure Arrival

Flight No

From

To

Days

Departure

Arrival

PRAGUE

BT 479

RIX

PRG 12-456- 07:10 08:15

BT 480

PRG RIX 12-456- 08:40 11:45

BT 483

RIX

PRG 1-3-5-7

BT 484

PRG RIX 1-3-5-7

BT 618

AMS RIX 1234567 10:20 13:35

ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino

BT 620

AMS RIX 12345-7 18:55 22:10

AUH RIX 12-4-6-

09:45 14:00

BT 633

RIX

FCO 1-3-5--

18:05 19:10
13:40 15:45

STOCKHOLM Arlanda

BARCELONA

19:35 22:40

ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino
BT 634

FCO RIX 1-3-5--

BT 681

RIX

BCN ----5--

07:30 9:55

BT 682

BCN RIX ----5--

10:45 15:00

BT 101

RIX

ARN 1234567 07:45 08:00

BT 102

ARN RIX 1234567 08:45 11:00

RIX

BCN -2-4-6-

07:40 10:25

BT 682

BCN RIX -2-4-6-

12:20 17:00

BT 105

RIX

ARN 12345-- 12:05 12:20

BT 106

ARN RIX 12345-- 12:50 15:00

BT 683

RIX

BCN ------7

13:50 16:35

BT 684

BCN RIX ------7

17:20 22:00

BT 105

RIX

ARN -----67

12:25 12:40

BT 108

ARN RIX -----67

BT 107

RIX

ARN 12345-- 14:50 15:05

BT 108

ARN RIX 12345-- 15:35 17:45

BERLIN Tegel

15:20 17:30

BT 211

RIX

TXL

1234567 07:35 08:20

BT 212

TXL RIX 1234567 08:55 11:35

BT 109

RIX

ARN 12345-7 18:30 18:45

BT 110

ARN RIX 12345-7 19:45 22:00

BT 213

RIX

TXL

12345-7 18:15 19:00

BT 214

TXL RIX 12345-7 19:40 22:20

BT 109

RIX

ARN -----6-

BT 110

ARN RIX -----6-

BILLUND
BT 147

RIX

BLL

1-345-7

12:25 13:30

BRUSSELS
BT 601

RIX

BRU 12345-- 07:25 08:55

19:30 19:45

ST-PETERSBURG

BILLUND

20:15 22:30

RIX

LED

123456- 07:50 10:10

BT 447

LED RIX 123456- 06:10 06:30

BRUSSELS

BT 448

RIX

LED

----5-7

12:20 14:40

BT 443

LED RIX 1234567 11:00 11:20

BT 602

BRU RIX 12345-- 09:40 13:05

BT 444

RIX

LED

12345-7 18:30 20:50

BT 449

LED RIX ----5-7

BT 445

LED RIX 12345-7 21:40 22:00

BLL RIX 1-345-7

14:35 17:30

BT 607

RIX

BRU -----6-

12:15 14:15

BT 608

BRU RIX -----6-

14:45 18:30

BT 444

RIX

LED

-----6-

RIX

BRU 12345-7 16:20 18:20

BT 604

BRU RIX 12345-7 18:50 22:35

BT 446

RIX

LED

12345-7 23:20 01:40+1

BT 311

RIX

TLL

123456- 07:20 8:10

BT 362

TLL RIX 123456- 05:50 06:40

COPENHAGEN

BT 313

RIX

TLL

12345-7 12:15 13:05

BT 312

TLL RIX 1234567 10:30 11:20

BT 132

BT 315

RIX

TLL

-----6-

BT 314

TLL RIX 12345-- 13:30 14:20

BT 491

RIX

12:30 13:55

COPENHAGEN
BT 131

RIX

TALLINN

BUDAPEST
BUD 1--4-6-

CPH 1234567 07:30 08:10

BT 492

19:40 22:00

BUD RIX 1--4-6-

14:20 17:40

CPH RIX 1234567 08:50 11:25

14:50 15:40

BT 135

RIX

CPH 1234567 12:35 13:15

BT 136

CPH RIX 1234567 14:55 17:30

BT 315

RIX

TLL

12345-- 15:30 16:20

BT 314

TLL RIX ------7

RIX

CPH 12345-7 18:25 19:05

BT 140

CPH RIX 12345-7 19:40 22:15

BT 317

RIX

TLL

12345-7 18:20 19:10

BT 316

TLL RIX 123456- 16:45 17:35

BT 317

RIX

TLL

-----6-

BT 318

TLL RIX 12345-7 21:25 22:15

BT 361

RIX

TLL

12345-7 23:10 23:59

BT 235

RIX

DUSSELDORF
DUS 1-3-5-7

12:10 13:50

FRANKFURT
BT 245

RIX

FRA 12345-7 16:25 18:10

GENEVA

BT 236

DUS RIX 1-3-5-7

14:15 17:45

FRANKFURT

TAMPERE Pirkkala

BT 246

BT 357

FRA RIX 12345-7 18:50 22:25

BT 647

RIX

GVA -----6-

05:50 07:40

BT 648

GVA RIX -----6-

08:35 12:15

BT 647

RIX

GVA -2-4---

15:30 17:20

BT 648

GVA RIX -2-4---

18:20 22:00

Nov 4

GOTHENBURG Landvetter
BT 121

RIX

GOT 1-3-5-7

Nov 4

GOTHENBURG Landvetter
12:35 13:15

HAMBURG

BT 122

GOT RIX 1-3-5-7

14:45 17:20

HAMBURG

BT 251

RIX

HAM 12-4-6-

07:10 08:15

BT 252

HAM RIX 12-4-6-

08:40 11:35

BT 253

RIX

HAM 1-345-7

18:05 19:10

BT 254

HAM RIX 1-345-7

19:40 22:35

RIX

HEL 123456- 07:40 08:45

HEL RIX

05:35 06:40

HELSINKI
BT 301

HELSINKI
BT 326

326

BT 303

RIX

HEL 12345-7 12:20 13:25

BT 302

HEL RIX

302

10:15 11:20

BT 305

RIX

HEL 123456- 14:55 16:00

BT 304

HEL RIX

304

13:55 15:00

BT 307

RIX

HEL 12345-7 18:30 19:35

BT 306

HEL RIX

306

16:30 17:35

BT 308

HEL RIX

308

21:05 22:10

BT 307

RIX

HEL -----6-

BT 325

RIX

HEL 12345-7 23:10 00:15+1

19:35 20:40

KIEV
BT 400

KIEV
RIX

KBP 123456- 07:20 09:10

BT 401

KBP RIX 123456- 09:40 11:35

BT 402

RIX

KBP 12345-7 12:50 14:40

BT 403

KBP RIX 12345-7 15:10 17:05

BT 404

RIX

KBP 12345-7 18:15 20:05

BT 405

KBP RIX 12345-7 20:35 22:30

LARNACA
BT 657

LARNACA
RIX

LCA

-----6-

18:20 22:10

RIX

LPX

--3-5-7

23:25 00:05+1 BT 020

LIEPĀJA
BT 019

BT 658

LCA RIX ------7

12:25 16:25

LPX RIX 1--4-6-

05:45 06:25

LIEPĀJA

LONDON Gatwick

RIX

LONDON Gatwick

BT 724

RIX

TBS ----5-7

BT 771

RIX

TLV

-----6-

14:50 19:10

RIX

TLV

-2-4---

23:30 03:50+1

RIX

TKU 1-345-7

TURKU

VIE

1-34-6-

07:10 08:35

BT 432

VIE RIX 1-34-6-

VIE

12345-7 16:45 18:10

BT 434

VIE RIX 12345-7 18:50 22:10

BT 341

RIX

VNO 123456- 07:20 08:10

BT 350

VNO RIX 123456- 05:50 06:40

BT 343

RIX

VNO 12345-7 12:15 13:05

BT 342

VNO RIX 1234567 10:30 11:20

VILNIUS

BT 345

RIX

VNO -----6-

14:50 15:40

BT 344

VNO RIX 12345-- 13:30 14:20

BT 345

RIX

VNO 12345-- 15:30 16:20

BT 344

VNO RIX ------7

BT 347

RIX

VNO 12345-7 18:20 19:10

BT 346

VNO RIX 123456- 16:45 17:35

RIX

VNO -----6-

BT 348

VNO RIX 12345-7 21:25 22:15

BT 349

RIX

VNO 12345-7 23:10 23:59

BT 461

RIX

WAW 123456- 07:45 08:10

BT 462

WAW RIX 123456- 09:00 11:25

BT 467

RIX

WAW 12345-7 18:20 18:45

BT 468

WAW RIX 12345-7 19:55 22:20

RIX

ZRH 1234567 12:15 13:35

ZURICH

Flight No

BT 653

RIX

LGW -23-5-7

15:50 16:45

BT 654

LGW RIX -23-5-7

17:30 22:15

BT 412

BT 630

MXP RIX ------7

12:05 15:50

RIX

MSQ 1-3-5-7

12:35 14:45

BT 413

MSQ RIX 1-3-5-7

MOSCOW Sheremetyevo

MOSCOW Sheremetyevo

BT 424

BT 427

RIX

SVO 123456- 07:30 10:00

15:20 15:30

SVO RIX 123456- 05:45 6:30

BT 428

RIX

SVO -----6-

12:30 15:10

BT 425

SVO RIX ------7

BT 428

RIX

SVO 12345-7 12:50 15:30

BT 425

SVO RIX 123456- 10:45 11:25

10:25 11:10

BT 422

RIX

SVO 12345-7 18:25 20:55

BT 429

SVO RIX -----6-

BT 422

RIX

SVO -----6-

BT 429

SVO RIX 12345-7 16:25 17:10

BT 426

RIX

SVO 12345-7 23:20 02:00+1 BT 423

SVO RIX 12345-7 21:40 22:20

20:10 22:50

MUNICH

16:00 16:45

From

To

Departure Arrival

ZRH RIX 1234567 14:15 17:30

Flight No

From

To

Days

Departure

Arrival

AMSTERDAM

BT 621

TLL

AMS -2-----

06:05 7:45

BT 622

AMS TLL -2-----

TLL

AMS 1-34567 07:20 9:00

BT 622

AMS TLL 1-34567 10:20 13:40

BERLIN Tegel
TLL

-2-4--7

14:15 15:10

PARIS Charles de Gaulles
TLL

CDG 1-3-5--

BT 202

TXL TLL -2-4--7

15:40 18:30

PARIS Charles de Gaulles
15:45 17:55

VIENNA
BT 207

09:15 12:35

BERLIN Tegel
TXL

BT 690

CDG TLL 1-3-5--

18:40 22:45

VIE TLL ---4--7

20:55 00:20+1
08:35 10:00

VIENNA
TLL

VIE

---4--7

19:05 20:25

VILNIUS

BT 208
VILNIUS

BT 332

TLL

VNO 1234---

08:40 10:00

BT 331

VNO TLL 1234---

BT 336

TLL

VNO 12345-- 19:40 21:00

BT 335

VNO TLL 12345-- 19:35 21:00

Flights from Vilnius

MUNICH

BT 642

BT 621

BT 689

RIX

MUC 1234---

07:15 08:55

BT 222

MUC RIX 1234---

09:35 13:10

Flight No

BT 225

RIX

MUC -----6-

12:20 14:00

BT 226

MUC RIX -----6-

14:40 18:10

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM

BT 223

RIX

MUC 1-345-7

16:25 18:05

BT 224

MUC RIX 1-345-7

18:45 22:20

BT 609

BT 610

BT 151

RIX

OSL 123456- 07:40 08:35

BT 152

OSL RIX 123456- 09:10 12:00

BT 215

VNO TXL

1-3-5--

20:00 20:40

BT 216

TXL VNO 1-3-5--

21:10 23:45

BT 159

RIX

OSL ----5-7

BT 160

OSL RIX ----5-7

BT 215

VNO TXL

------7

21:35 22:15

BT 216

TXL VNO ------7

22:45 01:20+1

BT 153

RIX

OSL 12345-7 18:10 19:05

BT 154

OSL RIX 12345-7 19:35 22:25

MUC VNO 1-3-5--

16:20 19:20

PALANGA

14:30 17:20

PALANGA

BT 033A RIX

PLQ -----6-

BT 033

PLQ 12345-7 23:25 00:10+1 BT 032

RIX

19:45 20:30

BT 032

To

Days

Departure Arrival

VNO AMS 1234567 07:40 09:20

BERLIN Tegel

OSLO
12:25 13:20

From

Flights to Vilnius

BT 221

OSLO

From

To

Days

Departure

Arrival

AMS VNO 1234567 10:20 13:40

MUNICH
VNO MUC 1-3-5--

PLQ RIX 123456- 05:50 06:35

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

PLQ RIX ------7

BT 701

10:45 11:30

Flight No

BERLIN Tegel

MUNICH
BT 227

14:35 15:45

BT 228

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

VNO CDG -2-4-67

14:50 16:40

BT 702

CDG VNO -2-4-67

17:25 21:05
08:40 10:00

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

PARIS Charles de Gaulle

TALLINN

BT 691

RIX

CDG 123456- 07:15 09:10

BT 692

CDG RIX 123456- 10:10 13:55

BT 331

VNO TLL

1234---

08:35 10:00

BT 332

TLL VNO 1234---

BT 693

RIX

CDG 1-3-5-7

BT 694

CDG RIX 1-3-5-7

BT 335

VNO TLL

12345-- 19:35 21:00

BT 336

TLL VNO 12345-- 19:40 21:00

16:10 18:05

18:50 22:35

Gates

Flights to Tallinn
Days

AMSTERDAM

BT 201

2ND FLOOR

ZURICH

Flights from Tallinn

MINSK

Gates

Arrival

WARSAW

09:25 14:10

09:35 11:20

19:45 20:35

WARSAW

11:00 15:45

MXP ------7

Gates

14:20 15:10

BT 347

LGW RIX -2---6-

RIX

09:40 13:00

VILNIUS

LGW RIX 1--4---

BT 629

TKU RIX 12-456- 05:30 06:35

RIX

BT 652

MINSK

06:40 11:15

RIX

BT 652

10:15 14:00

TLV RIX --3-5-7

BT 433

09:10 10:00

MXP RIX 1-3-56-

05:10 06:30

BT 431

LGW 1--4---

BT 630

TBS RIX 1----6-

VIENNA

RIX

MILAN Malpensa

BT 772

23:20 00:30+1 BT 360

VIENNA

BT 651

07:50 09:35

TMP RIX 12-456- 05:35 06:40

TURKU

07:50 08:40

MXP 1-3-56-

14:20 15:10

TEL AVIV

LGW -2---6-

RIX

23:15 04:25+1 BT 725

BT 771

BT 641

Transfer Centre

TBILISI

RIX

BT 629

23:15 00:35+1 BT 358

TEL AVIV

BT 359

Please take into account the following average
transit times:
• From Non-Schengen passport and security control
1st floor to Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
• From Security control 2nd floor to:
Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
Non-Schengen departure gates – 22 minutes.

TAMPERE Pirkkala

TMP 1-345-7

BT 651

MILAN Malpensa

19:35 20:25

TBILISI

GENEVA

Gates

TALLINN

BT 139

DUSSELDORF

Gates

15:10 15:30

BT 603

BUDAPEST

Security control

ST-PETERSBURG

BT 442

BT 148

airBaltic’s home base, the Riga
International Airport is modern and
comfortable, with many shops and cafés.
At the same time it is very compact, so
Gates
transferring from one flight to another
can be easily done on foot.

17:50 22:00

STOCKHOLM Arlanda

BT 681

BERLIN Tegel

WELCOME TO RIGA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Flights to Riga
To

PRAGUE

AMSTERDAM

23:35 07:25+1 BT 798

AMSTERDAM

From

ABU DHABI (Intl-) - United Arab Emirates

TALLINN

The given information is subject to amendments and cancellations taken unilaterally by airBaltic.

Flights from RIGA

AIRPORT

0 FLOOR
Arrival

C Gates

Public Zone
Non-Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival
Arrival

Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Non-Schengen passport
and security control

Gates

Information Office

Self-Check-In Kiosk

Information Point

First Aid

Elevator

Business Lounge

Pharmacy

Elevator & Stairs

Currency Exchange

WC

Stairs

Car Rental

Smoking Area

Public Zone

Arrival Service

Baggage Claim

Passport Control

Non-Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Café and Restaurant

Baggage Storage

Security Control

Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Shop
Gates
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1ST FLOOR

Post Office

Information Office

Self-Check-In Kiosk

Shop

Information Point

First Aid

Post Office

Elevator

Business Lounge

Pharmacy
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Arrival

Kara Sea
ROUTEMAP

ROUTEMAP

Barents Sea

Jan Mayen

isey
Yen

airBaltic direct flights
* Seasonal flights
** Charter flights in
cooperation with Tez Tour
airBaltic code-share partner flights
airBaltic interline partner flights

Norwegian Sea
Sweden
Ob
'

 irBaltic
a
codeshare partners

Iceland

R u s s i a
Finland
Faroe Islands

Norway

Shetland
Islands

Ob'

Baltic Sea
Estonia

North Sea

Denmark

Latvia

Volga

Lithuania

U. K.

Netherlands
Ireland

Belarus
Germany

Dn

iep

er

Vo

Ukraine

Czech. Rep.

lga

h

ys

Lux.

Slovakia

France

K a z a k h s t a n

Austria
Hungary

Liech.

Switz.

Slovenia
San Marino

Croatia
Bosnia
& Herz.

And.

be

Kos.

Black Sea

Serbia

Bulgaria

Caspian Sea
Armenia

Albania

Azerbaijan

Turkmenistan

Sardinia

Greece

Sicily

Azores

Tunisia

Turkey

Tajikistan

C h i n a

Syria

Malta

Cyprus

Crete

Mediterranean Sea

Madeira Islands

Euph

rates

Iran

Lebanon

Iraq

Israel

Afghanistan

Tig

ris

Jordan

Kuwait

le
Ni

Algeria

Nepal

Pakistan

Libya

Canary Islands

Western
Sahara
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(Occupied by Morocco)

Egypt
Red Sea

Mali

Saudi
Arabia

Qatar

Indus

Morocco

Mauritania

Kyrgyzstan

Uzbekistan

Georgia

Mac.

Spain

L. Balkhash

Danu

Mont.

Italy

Corsica

Aral
Sea

Moldova

Romania

Monaco

Portugal

Irt

Poland

Bel.

Ga

ng

India
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U. A. E.

Oman

Bhutan

es

Bangladesh

IN NUMBERS
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MEALS & PLATES
PAGE 129

SANDWICHES
PAGE 131

SNACKS & SWEETS
PAGE 132

DRINKS
PAGE 136

€9

€8
€12

€11

Roast beef salad with hard
cheese, potatoes and
horseradish dressing
OR
OR

€6

68

Rostbifa salāti ar cieto sieru, kartupeļiem
un mārrutku mērci
Салат с ростбифом, твёрдым сыром,
картофелем и соусом из хрена

€12

€11

Chef’s special piquant soup
with chicken, noodles
and vegetables

50

€13,

€10

64

OR

€4.50

OR ar vistu,
OR
Šefpavāra
īpašā pikantā zupa

nūdelēm un dārzeņiem
Особый пикантный суп шеф-повара
с курицей, лапшой и овощами

€12

€10

OR

OR

50

€5.

€5

OR

OR

OR

OR

Croissant with
ham, cheese and
pickled cucumbers
71

€6

€5

OR

€5

Kruasāns ar cūkgaļas šķiņķi, sieru
un marinētiem gurķiem
Круасан с ветчиной, сыром
и маринованными огурцами

OR

50
€9.

€12

€8

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
€11
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.
OR

OR

OR

OR

Salad and soup available on flights above 1h 30m
Salāti un zupa ir pieejami lidojumos virs 1h 30m
Салат и суп доступны на полетах свыше 1ч 30м

€12
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1

OR

OR

€
€6

€8

Sweet & sour chicken with rice

65

€5

OR

Tapas: olives, breadsticks,
cheese, ham and mini fuet sausages
80

Tapas: olīvas, maizes standziņas, siers, šķiņķis un mini fuet desiņas
Тапас: оливки, хлебные палочки, сыр, ветчина и колбаски фуэт мини

Vista ar dārzeņiem saldskābā mērcē ar rīsiem
Курица с овощами в кисло-сладком соусе с рисом

€12

€11
50
€13,

€10

OR

Lasagne Bolognese
in a herby tomato sauce
with minced
meat
OR
OR
and Bechamel sauce

€10

66

€5.

€5

OR

€8

Lazanja ar Boloņas mērci – malta liellopa gaļa tomātu mērcē,
pārlieta ar Bešamel mērci
Лазанья Болоньезе в соусе из томатов с молотой говядиной
и соусом Бешамель

€6

€5
69

50

OR

€12

Hot and tasty chicken
and cheese panini

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

50

€8,

€8

OR

OR

€12

Snack platter
of hard and soft
cheese with olives
72

€10

€6

Uzkodu plate ar cietajiem,
mīkstajiem sieriem un olīvām
Плата закусок:
твердые и мягкие сыры, оливки

€9

€12

€11

€8
OR

OR

OR

OR

€12

€11

50

€8,

€8

OR

€12

€10

OR

OR

Scandinavian style
salmon sandwich

€6

70

Laša sviestmaize skandināvu gaumē
Сэндвич с лососем по-скандинавски

OR

Batchelors
Cup a Soup chicken soup

79
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OR

OR

OR

€6

Karsta un garšīga vistas un siera karstmaize
Вкусный горячий панини с курицей и сыром

€7

€3

Vistas zupa
Куриный суп

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и какие аллергены они содержат.

€12

€10
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€12

€11

€8
OR

OR

OR

OR

€12

€11

50

€8,

€8

OR

OR

OR

Pringles
Original or Sour Cream & Onion
potato chips, 40 G

€12

49 / 50

€10

€12

€10

Sun Valley
finest quality salted peanuts, 50 G
51

OR

€2.50

Kartupeļu čipsi – oriģinālie vai
ar krējuma un sīpolu garšu
Картофельные чипсы – оригинальные или
со вкусом сметаны и лука

€2.50

Sālīti zemesrieksti
Соленый арахис

Oloves
natural green pitted olives
with basil and garlic, 30 G
75

€2.50

Olīvas ar baziliku un ķiplokiem
Оливки с базиликом и чесноком

Noo Cepeškungs
Parmesan Snack cigar sausages, 85 G
62

€3

Cigārdesiņas ar Parmas sieru
Колбаски с сыром пармезан

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.
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Herkuless
oatmeal porridge with sweet cream,
raspberries and blackberries, 15 CL
58

€3

The Beginnings
Black Currant cookies, 80 G
23

Auzu biezputra ar saldo krējumu, avenēm un kazenēm
Овсяная каша со сливками, малиной и ежевикой

Upeņu cepumi
Печенье из чёрной смородины

Twix ‘Xtra
chocolate bar

Laima
Classic marzipan bar
in dark chocolate, 45 G

57

€2.50

Šokolādes batoniņš
Шоколадный батончик

Mantinga
milk chocolate drop muffin
78

59

€3.50
Taste from Latvia

€2.50

Klasiskais marcipāns tumšajā šokolādē
Классический марципан в тёмном шоколаде Taste from Latvia

€3

Kēkss ar piena šokolādes gabaliņiem
Кекс с кусочками молочного шоколада

50

OR

€5.

€5

OR

OR

OR
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BalticWater
natural mineral water,
lightly mineralised, 33 CL
28 / 27

Moët & Chandon
champagne (France),

€2.50

20 CL, 12%
11

Produced exclusively for airBaltic by Venden,
comes from Gauja National Park in Latvia.
Still / Sparkling
Dabīgais minerālūdens ar zemu mineralizācijas pakāpi.
To īpaši airBaltic lidojumiem ražo Venden no
Gaujas nacionālajā parkā iegūta ūdens.
Negāzēts / Gāzēts
Натуральная минеральная вода с низкой
степенью минерализации. Эксклюзивное
производство Venden для airBaltic, добывается в
Национальном парке “Гауя” в Латвии.
Вода без газа / С газом

€21

Šampanietis (Francija)
Шампанское (Франция)

Bottega Gold
Proseco Brut (Italy),
20 CL, 11%
9

€6

Dzirkstošais vīns (Itālija)
Игристое вино (Италия)

Tymbark juice, 30 CL
Apple / Tomato / Orange
24 / 25 / 26

€3

Sula – ābolu / tomātu / apelsīnu
Сок – яблочный / томатный / апельсиновый

D’Éolie Reserve Sauvignon
white wine (France), 18.7 CL, 12%
12

€6

Baltvīns (Francija) / Белое вино (Франция)

Schweppes, 33 CL
29

Coca-Cola /
Coca-Cola Zero, 33 CL

D’Éolie Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
red wine (France), 18.7 CL, 12.5%

€3

13

Sarkanvīns (Francija) / Красное вино (Франция)

€3

20 / 22

Riga Black Balsam, 4 CL, 45% or
Riga Black Balsam Currant, 4 CL, 30%
14 / 8

Coffee or teaBlack / Green / Mint
33 / 31 / 32 / 34

€3

Kafija vai tēja – melnā / zaļā / piparmētru
Кофе или чай – чёрный / зеленый / мятный
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€6

Vinnis honey, 20 G
73

Medus
Мед

€0.

50

Cappuccino or
hot chocolate
36 / 30

€3

Kapučīno vai karstā šokolāde
Капучино или горячий шоколад
Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и какие аллергены они содержат.

Traditional Latvian herbal bitter
Rīgas Melnais Balzams vai
Rīgas Melnais Balzams upeņu
Рижский Чёрный Бальзам или
Рижский Чёрный Бальзам смородиновый
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€6

Johnnie Walker whisky, 5 CL, 40%
Stolichnaya® Premium vodka, 5 CL, 40%
Bombay Sapphire dry gin, 5 CL, 40%
Camus cognac, 3 CL, 40%
17 / 15 / 7 / 18

Viskijs / Виски
Degvīns / Водка

ices
Best pr ed
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n
a
r
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€6

Džins / Джин
Konjaks / Коньяк
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€

Autumn

Whisky & Cola
Viskijs & Cola / Виски & Кола

Staburags Gaišais
50 CL, 5.1%
10

€6

Lager beer brewed according to traditional
Latvian recipes and made of highest quality
ingredients.
Pēc tradicionālām latviešu receptēm darīts
gaišais alus, kas tapis izmantojot augstākā
labuma sastāvdaļas.
Светлое пиво созданное по традиционным
латвийским рецептам, используя
ингредиенты высочайшего качества.
Taste from Latvia
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Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.
Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и какие аллергены они содержат.
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

Skeleton Gold Automatic WATCH FOR MEN

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

High-quality skeleton watch with visible movement through the extra-hardened mineral glass. IP-plated in rose-gold colour.
Augstas kvalitātes automātisks pulkstenis ar mehānismu, kas redzams caur īpaši izturīgu minerālstiklu. Pārklāts ar rozā zeltu.
Высококачественные часы, покрытые розовой позолотой c прозрачным циферблатом из стекла особой прочности.

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

90

€189

Automatic movement with
self-winding system, winds
itself by the movement of
your wrist.
Automātiskie pulksteņi tiek
uzvilkti, tos valkājot.

WATC H E S

Автоматические часы
заводятся от движений
запястьем.

Automatic WATCH FOR MEN
Elegant multifunctional watch with high-quality automatic movement. Battery-free to use.
Elegants augstas kvalitātes laikrādis ar automātisko uzvilkšanu. Baterija nav nepieciešama.
Элегантные часы с многофункциональным автоматическим механизмом. Батарейки не требуются.
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TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

186

€199

Glam & Soul WATCH FOR WOMEN
Three-hand watch with rotating sun on rose gold coloured bezel, sparkling crystal.
Sieviešu pulkstenis ar rotējošu sauli. Trīs rādītāji, rozā zelta krāsas ietvars un mirdzoši kristāli.
Женские часы с вращающимся солнцем в циферблате, кристаллами и напылением из розового золота.

164

€225
€249
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

Ambassador WATCH FOR MEN
The black dial with date display is in stylish contrast to the black, crocodile-embossed leather strap.
Vīriešu pulkstenis. Melnā ciparnīca ar datuma funkciju kontrastē ar melnu ādas siksniņu krokodilādas rakstā.
Мужские часы. Чёрный циферблат с указателем даты великолепно контрастирует с чёрным кожаным ремешком.
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124

€165
€195

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

Paris WATCH FOR MEN
Stylish watch with sporty touches of orange colour, featuring large skeleton aluminium hands, week days and multi-eye dial.
Sportisks vīriešu pulkstenis ar lieliem alumīnija rādītājiem, izceltām stundu un minūšu iedaļām un nedēļas dienu radītājiem.
Стильные мужские часы cо спортивным акцентом. Алюминиевые стрелки и многофункциональный циферблат.

92

€139
€165
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

Luxury Sport WATCH FOR WOMEN

85

A luxury sport watch with gold plated mesh bracelet. Gold plated case and multi-eye dial with the iconic red, white and blue accents.
Luksusa klases sporta pulkstenis ar apzeltītu korpusu, vairākām ciparnīcām, brendam raksturīgiem akcentiem un pītu apzeltītu siksniņu.
Роскошные спортивные часы с позолоченным корпусом и многофункциональным циферблатом на сетчатом браслете.

STRAP MATERIAL

LEATHER

Casual Sport WATCH FOR MEN
An eye-catching vintage timepiece with details inspired by aviation. Coloured aluminium pusher, multi-eye dial and preppy design.
Pievilcīgs klasiskā stila laikrādis ar aviācijas iedvesmotiem elementiem. Krāsaina galviņa, vairākas ciparnīcas un “Preppy” dizains.
Эффектные часы в стиле «Preppy» с авиационными элементами. Цветная коронка, многофункциональный циферблат.
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184

€169
€199

€159
€189

STRAP LENGTH

20 СМ

Cool Core FOR HIM
Bold and masculine black cord bracelet. Combine it with a watch and be sure to be the centre of attention.
Pīta aproce - drosmīgs un vīrišķīgs aksesuārs. Valkājiet to kopā ar pulksteni, un noteikti būsiet uzmanības centrā.
Шнурованный браслет – смелый и мужественный аксессуар. Сочетайте его с часами и всегда будете в центре внимания.

87

€39
€49
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

Winston Regal Cognac WATCH FOR MEN
Elegant combination of a cognac leather strap with a dark metal dial on a brushed metal case. Belgian brand.
Vīriešu pulkstenis. Gaiši brūna ādas siksniņa ar tumšu metāla ciparnīcu un matēta metāla ietvaru. Beļģu zīmols.
Мужские часы. Комбинация металлического циферблата в матовом корпусе с кожаным ремешком коньячного цвета.

Red Rev WATCH FOR MEN
Sporty watch whose design is inspired by the layered structure of a race car’s monocoque.
Sporta pulkstenis vīriešiem, kura dizainu iedvesmojusi sacīkšu auto kārtainā virsbūves struktūra.
Мужские спортивные часы, стиль которых отражает дизайн бескаркасного гоночного автомобиля.
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151

€95
€115

Colors of Happiness UNISEX WATCH
An innovative design - transparent discs continuously create new colour segments, showing the time precisely.
Inovatīvais pulksteņu dizains - caurspīdīgi diski nepārtraukti veido jaunus krāsu segmentus un precīzi rāda laiku.
Инновационный дизайн часов - прозрачные диски указывают время и постоянно создают новые цветовые сочетания.

122

€89

95

€149
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

Smart Pilot WATCH FOR MEN

travel retail exclusive

The watch has 3-hand analogue movement, rotating world-time bezel and Bluetooth connection with smartphone.
Pulkstenim ir 3 analogie laika rādītāji, rotējoša pasaules laika ciparnīca un savienojamība ar viedtālruni caur Bluetooth.
Часы с индикатором мирового времени и аналоговым механизмом обладают Bluetooth синхронизацией со смартфоном.

JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

97

€199

PENDANT LENGTH

42-47 CM

Gents World Time Pilot WATCH

travel retail exclusive

Watch with chronograph, propeller themed second counter, calendar, hour indicators and rotating inner world time bezel.
Pulkstenis ar hronogrāfu, propellera formas sekunžu rādītāju, kalendāru, stundu indikatoru un iekšējo pasaules laika ciparnīcu.
Часы с хронографом, секундомером в виде пропеллера, календарём и вращающимся индикатором мирового времени.
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119

€149

Set Tease, BLACK

travel retail exclusive

Rhodium plated pendant and earrings set. Silky black 8 mm handmade pearls adorned with sparkling crystals.
Auskari un kulons ar rodija pārklājumu. Roku darinātas zīdaini melnas 8 mm pērles izgreznotas ar mirdzošiem kristāliem.
Набор из подвески с родиевым покрытием и серёг. Чёрные 8 мм жемчужины ручной работы украшены кристаллами.

98

€89
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JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

“I Love You” Bracelet and Earring Set

travel retail exclusive

Morse code encrypts the word LOVE in gold plated bracelet finished with cubic zirconia. Two pairs of earrings complete this set.
Rokassprādze ar zelta pārklājumu un cirkonija kristāliem, kas Morzes kodā veido vārdu LOVE. Komplektu papildina divi auskaru pāri.
Кубические цирконы и позолоченные элементы создают слово LOVE на азбуке Морзе. Две пары серёг завершают образ.

84

€65

PENDANT LENGTH

40-45 CM
BRACELET LENGTH

21 CM

Rose Gold Ice Cube Set
The cubic zirconia sparkles on the pendant, bracelet and hoop earrings, with rose gold plated chain finish.
Kubiskas formas cirkoniji, iestrādāti kulonā, rokassprādzē un auskaros, ķēdīte ar rozā zelta pārklājumu.
Цирконы кубической формы сверкают на подвеске, браслете и серьгах, а завершает образ позолоченная цепочка.
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travel retail exclusive

131

€85

8 piece Rose Gold Earring Set
This pretty earring set features 8 fun styles in rose gold tone with accents of shimmering crystals and smooth pearls.
Komplektā ietilpst 8 stilu auskari rozā zelta tonī ar mirdzošiem kristāliem un gludām pērlēm.
Набор из 8 пар серёг с мерцающими кристаллами и жемчугом, в обрамлении с золотым напылением.

travel retail exclusive

91

€27
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JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

Dedication to H.C. Andersen.
BRACELET LENGTH

19 CM

Iona Pearl Bracelet

tOP 5 Bestseller

Multi size bracelet with 10 and 14 mm black & white
organic Majorcan pearls, magnetic hematite stones and
sterling silver.
Universāla izmēra rokassprādze ar melnām un baltām
Maljorkas pērlēm (10, 14mm) un hematīta akmeņiem
ar sudrabu.
Браслет с органическим жемчугом (10, 14 мм)
чёрного и белого цветов с гематитами и серебром.
Универсальный размер.

Duo Earrings Set

4 IN 1

€39

Bestseller

Sterling silver earrings with 7 and 12 mm organic Majorcan
pearls in black & white, reversible design, 4 wearing options.
Sudraba auskari ar melnām un baltām Maljorkas pērlēm
(7 un 12 mm). Abpusējs dizains, 4 valkāšanas veidi!
Серебряные серьги с чёрным и белым органическим
жемчугом (7 и 12 мм). Двусторонний дизайн, 4 варианта
комбинаций серёжек.
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100

101

€49

Travel Fairy Tales Bangles, 2 PCS.

travel retail exclusive

Hand painted enamel rose gold coloured bangles with engraved quote: “To Travel Is To Live”. Fit to all sizes.
Ar rokām krāsota emaljas rokassprādze rozā zelta krāsā, kurā iegravēts “Ceļot nozīmē dzīvot”. Der visiem izmēriem.
Покрытые розовым золотом и эмалью браслеты с фразой: “Путешествовать – значит жить”. Универсальный размер.

€119

STRAP LENGTH

BRACELET LENGTH

20 СМ

Willow Watch
and Bracelet Set
Set of “Boho” style watch and braided leather bracelet.
Boho stila pulkstenis un pītas ādas aproču komplekts.
Набор из часов в стиле “Boho” и кожаного браслета.

129

17-18.5 CM

121

€15

Glitter Buckle Bangle,

travel retail exclusive

ROSE GOLD

Gold plating and shimmering glitter bracelet.
Rokassprādze pārklāta ar zeltu un mirdzošiem spīdumiem.
Браслет, покрытый позолотой и блёстками.

139

€28
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FRAGRANCES
Parfimērija / Парфюмерия

Wanted EDT FOR MEN, 50 ML
A woody, fresh and spicy eau de toilette with an addictive trail: Lemon – Cardamom – Vetiver. In an elegant and daring bottle.
Tualetes ūdens vīriešiem. Svaigs, pikants koksnes aromāts ar citrona, kardamona un vetivērija notīm. Elegants, izaicinošs flakons.
Свежая, древесно – пикантная туалетная вода для мужчин, с нотами цитруса, кардамона и ветивера в элегантном флаконе.
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88

€50

FRAGRANCES
Parfimērija / Парфюмерия

For Men Azure EDT, 100 ML
Energizing and fresh, with woody spice finish, this fragrance is inspired by a convertible sports car.
Atsvaidzinošs tualetes ūdens ar pikantu koksnes aromātu, kas radīts, iedvesmojoties no sporta kabrioletiem.
Свежий, древесно-пряный аромат для мужчин, создан вдохновляясь формами спортивного кабриолета.

travel retail exclusive

157

€64
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FRAGRANCES
Parfimērija / Парфюмерия

Signorina Travel Kit FOR WOMEN, 4 X 5 ML
Travel exclusive miniature kit: Signorina Misteriosa, Signorina Eleganza, Signorina EDP and the brand new Signorina In Fiore.
Ekskluzīvu aromātu komplekts: Signorina Misteriosa, Signorina Eleganza, Signorina EDP un jauns Signorina In Fiore.
Эксклюзивный набор ароматов: Signorina Misteriosa, Signorina Eleganza, Signorina EDP, и новинка Signorina In Fiore.
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travel retail exclusive

81

€44

FRAGRANCES
Parfimērija / Парфюмерия

White Tea EDT FOR WOMEN, 100 ML
This new fragrance harmoniously blends Mandarin, Sea Breeze Accord, White Tea Extract, Turkish Rose and Madras Wood.
Tualetes ūdens sievietēm. Jaunajā aromātā harmoniski savijas mandarīnu, jūras vēsmu, baltās tējas, turku rožu un koksnes notis.
Новый аромат для женщин с нотами итальянского мандарина, морского бриза, белого чая, мускуса и мадрасского дерева.

bestseller

104

€38
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BEAUTY
Skaistumam / Для красоты

Black Opium EDP FOR WOMEN, 50 ML
The first coffee floral Black Opium, where the electrifying energy of black coffee meets the assertive femininity of white flowers.
Pirmais Black Opium sieviešu aromāts, kura unikālajā kompozīcijā apvienotas enerģiskās melnās kafijas un balto ziedu notis.
Black Opium - первый аромат для женщин, с энергичными кофейными нотами и нежными нотами белых цветов.

Prestige Miniature Set FOR WOMEN, 2 X 5 ML, 2 X 3.5 ML, 7 ML, 7.5 ML
Set of six fragrances for women presented by Lancôme , Cacharel, Paloma Picasso and Ralph Lauren.
Sešu aromātu kolekcija sievietēm no Lancôme , Cacharel, Paloma Picasso un Ralph Lauren.
Коллекция из шести ароматов для женщин от Lancôme , Cacharel, Paloma Picasso и Ralph Lauren.
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118

€72

bestseller

111

€40
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FRAGRANCES
Parfimērija / Парфюмерия

Infinite Seduction Eye Set

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Mascara, black kajal pencil and two-phase make-up remover for eyes and lips.
Skropstu tuša, melns Kajal acu zīmulis un divfāžu acu un lūpu kosmētikas noņēmējs.
Тушь для ресниц, чёрный карандаш kajal и средство для снятия косметики для глаз и губ.

Face Magic Drops, 30 ML
Self-tanning concentrate with ultra-rapid effect.
Paštonējošs koncentrāts, iedarbojas ārkārtīgi ātri.
Ультрабыстрый концентрированный автозагар.

123

€23

Pure Actives Duo, 2 x 30 ML

120

€21

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

A set to hydrate skin and reduce wrinkles.
Komplekts ādas mitrināšanai un grumbiņu samazināšanai.
Набор увлажняющий кожу и разглаживающий морщины.

126

€64
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BEAUTY

Skaistumam / Для красоты

Bubble Mask Bio-Detox, 5 PCS.
Bamboo charcoal, oxygen-detoxifying, instant mask.
Bambusa ogles un skābekļa attīroša maska.
Очищающая маска на основе бамбукового угля.

106

€45

Lipocils Expert®, 10 ML

127

Increases growth, darkens the colour and curls the lashes.
Paātrina skropstu augšanu, padara tās tumšākas un izliektākas.
Ускоряет рост, делает цвет темнее и завивает ресницы.

€36

BEAUTY
Skaistumam / Для красоты

Instant Radiance
Eye Patches, 4 PAIRS

156

Eye contour treatment against the signs of ageing.
Acu kopšanas līdzeklis pret novecošanas pazīmēm.
Омолаживающие патчи для зоны вокруг глаз.

€35

Instant Light Lip
Perfector Collection, 2 PCS.

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Lip perfector that nourishes, repairs and protects lips.
Lūpu spīdumu komplekts, kas baro, atjauno un pasargā lūpas.
Этот блеск разглаживает, питает и восстанавливает губы.

140

€27

“Dream Dots really work - and are
almost imperceptible, so you can
wear them at your desk
(we’ve been known to).” - VOGUE

Visible Difference Refining Moisture Cream Complex, 100 ML

tOP 4 bestseller

Rich, emollient, protective, it cushions the skin with moisture and provides an occlusive barrier to prevent moisture loss.
Bagātīgs, maigs, aizsargājošs krēms kas mitrina un mīkstina ādu, kā arī nodrošina pārklājumu, kas novērš mitruma zudumu.
Насыщенный, смягчающий и увлажняющий крем. Обеспечивает окклюзионный барьер, предотвращающий потерю влаги.
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185

€20

Spot Treatment Patches, 24 PCS.
Antiacne patches target spots using no harsh ingredients.
Unikāls plāksteris pret pinnēm. 24gb.
Компресс для лечения акне. 24 шт.

134

€12

Purifying Mud Mask, 100 ML
Clay facial mask deeply cleanses and purifies the skin.
Māla sejas maska, kas dziļi attīra ādu.
Глиняная маска, глубоко очищающая кожу.

99

€38
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BEAUTY

Skaistumam / Для красоты

BEAUTY
Skaistumam / Для красоты

RECOMMENDED
BY TOP BEAUTY EXPERTS
Transformulas = Transform Yourself
Driven by an ambition to give options and choices, without resorting to the knife or needle, Rosi
launched Transformulas’ range of anti-ageing products. Formulations can take years to develop, to
perfect groundbreaking formulations that deliver results the moment they hit the skin.

A BRITISH COMPANY

Transformulas = Pārveido sevi
Rozija izveidoja pretnovecošanas līdzekļu klāstu Transformulas, lai sniegtu alternatīvu tiem,
kas nevēlas veikt plastiskās operācijas vai injekcijas. Daudzu gadu darbā ir radīts un attīstīts šis
revolucionārais produkts, kas sniedz rezultātu mirklī, kad skar ādu.
Transformulas = Преобрази себя
Рози создала Transformulas - линию косметических средств, замедляющих старение и
предоставляющих альтернативу для тех, кто не готов идти на операцию или делать уколы.
На разработку этих новаторских и высокоэффективных формул ушли многие годы.

ROSI CHAPMAN,
FOUNDER OF TRANSFORMULAS

INSTANT EYE
LIFTING EFFECT
VISIBLE RESULTS

Day Gloss & Night Care Lip Balm Set

141

Day gloss nude provides instant boost effect, while night care lip balm enables complete rejuvenation of the lips overnight.
Lūpu spīdums dienai acumirklī padara lūpas pilnīgākas, savukārt lūpu kopšanas balzams naktij pilnībā atjaunina lūpas.
Дневной блеск мгновенного действия придаёт губам объем, а ночной бальзам обладает омолаживающим эффектом.

Victoria Beckham’s
favourite as stated by
Heat magazine

EyeLifting Gel, 10 ML

€69

112

Known as an “eyelift in a tube”, EyeLifting Gel smooths fine lines and improves elasticity, giving instantaneous results.
Pazīstams arī kā “tūbiņa plakstiņu korekcijai”. Nogludina krunciņas un uzlabo plakstiņu elastību, nodrošina tūlītēju efektu.
Гель, разглаживающий морщинки и улучшающий эластичность века. Моментальный эффект.

€27

WITH REGULAR USE,
LIPS ARE MAXIMISED
(UP TO 40% BIGGER)

SWISS SMILE – A COMBINATION
OF LUXURY, AESTHETICS AND
TIMELESS DESIGN

LipVolume, 10 ML
This award winning product boosts natural collagen and creates a more contoured, wrinkle-free and defined lip.
Šis ir ļoti populārs līdzeklis, kas, stimulējot kolagēnu, padara lūpas izteiksmīgākas un izlīdzina krunciņas.
Этот гель стимулирует выработку коллагена, очерчивая контур губ и убирая морщины.
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83

€27

Whitening Toothpaste & Toothbrush

Snow White Toothpaste & Toothbrush Set, 75 ML

- Perfect effect of whitening

tOP 2 bestseller

A toothpaste that removes persistent stains and makes your teeth shine, and a soft toothbrush with micro cleaning particles.
Zobu pasta, kas notīra pigmentāciju un nodrošina zobu dabīgo mirdzumu, kā arī īpaši efektīva, mīksta zobu birste.
В набор входит зубная паста с повышенным отбеливающим эффектом и мягкая зубная щётка.

108

€52
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BEAUTY

Skaistumam / Для красоты

BEAUTY
Skaistumam / Для красоты

WE WANT YOU TO
FEEL GREAT!

X

2

2

X

X

attachments

2

2 speed
levels

3
including
batteries

Nail Care Set

including
batteries

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Automatic nail filing polish and shine device.
Nagu vīlēšanas, izlīdzināšanas un pulēšanas rīks.
Электрическая пилка для ногтей со сменными насадками.

107

€33

WRIST SIZE

Natural anti-aging

13.5 – 23 CM

Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor
Automatic blood pressure and heart rate wrist monitor.
Automātisks asinsspiediena un sirdsdarbības mērītājs.
Прибор для измерения давления и частоты пульса.

42

€55

Wrinkle & scar
reduction

Skin lifting effect

Longlasting results

Micro Needle Roller

Easy, fast & safe
to use

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

A skin perfecting tool that smoothens fine lines, stimulates cell functioning and regeneration, and firms up the skin texture.
Rīks ādas uzlabošanai, efektīvi izlīdzina smalkās krunciņas, stimulē šūnu darbību un padara ādu tvirtāku.
Прибор по уходу за кожей эффективно борется с мелкими морщинками и повышает выработку коллагена в коже.

155

€49
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POWER EFFECT

Stunning radiance –
ﬂawless complexion!
With Beurer

FaceCare
Facial Cleansing Brush
Automatic brush for daily facial care and cleansing.
Elektriskā birstīte sejas ādas ikdienas kopšanai un tīrīšanai.
Электрическая щёточка для ухода за кожей лица.
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oscillatingrotating

water
proof

including
batteries

2 speed
levels

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

86

€34

Heated Eyelash Curler
Create beautiful natural-looking curly eyelashes! Use before mascara is applied. Battery included. Ready to use.
Elektronisks skropstu atliecējs. Lietojiet pirms skropstu tušas uzklāšanas. Komplektā ietilpst baterija – gatavs lietošanai.
Электронная щёточка для завивки ресниц. Применять перед нанесением макияжа. В набор входит батарейка.

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

82

€39
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ACCESSORIES
Aksesuāri / Аксессуары

ACCESSORIES
Aksesuāri / Аксессуары

ONE BRAND: A WORLD OF OIL - INFUSED BEAUTY

Moroccanoil.com

SIZES
Large: 25 x 18 x 1.5 cm
Medium: 21 x 15 x 1.5 cm
Small: 17 x 12 x 1.5 cm

BEFORE

AFTER

Three Ares Leather Bag Set

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Stylish bags in three sizes and modern colour combinations. Made from high quality leather and complementary lining.
Trīs dažāda izmēra somiņu komplekts. Augstākās kvalitātes ādas somiņas ar oderi sezonas karstākajās krāsas.
Набор из трёх сумочек из высококачественной кожи, выполненных в самых актуальных оттенках сезона c подкладкой.

1

2

3

178

€129

Traveler set, 50 ML + 25 ML
Treatment that makes hair manageable and nourished.
Līdzeklis, kas padara matus gludus un viegli kopjamus.
Масло для волос, придающее им гладкость и блеск.

113

€36

Satin Hair Brush

132

Hair brush with ion action. Batteries included.
Ķemme ar jonizācijas funkciju. Baterijas komplektā.
Расчёска с функцией ионизации. Батарейки в комплекте.

€51
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HOW TO USE:

MISER

WATER RESISTANT

Classic HD Take2
Set of two refillable 5 ml perfume sprays to take with you both – day and night favourite perfumes.
Komplektā ietilpst divi 5 ml izsmidzinātāji, kas ļauj paņemt līdzi gan dienas, gan vakara iecienītākos aromātus.
Комплект из двух атомайзеров по 5 мл каждый позволит взять с собой любимые дневной и вечерний ароматы.
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tOP 3 bestseller

177

€28

Compact Styler
An innovative hairbrush suitable for any hair type.
Inovatīva matu birste piemērota visiem matu tipiem.
Инновационная расчёска для всех типов волос.

128

€16

Colour Rapide Kit, BROWN

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

A powder which covers grey hair roots and eye brows.
Pūderis, kas noklāj sirmu matu saknes, der arī uzacīm.
Пудра для окрашивания седых волос и бровей.

138

€25
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ACCESSORIES
Aksesuāri / Аксессуары
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ACCESSORIES
Aksesuāri / Аксессуары

3

EASY STEPS
TO MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS
* For wearing intensity please refer to the instruction.

WEIGHT: 70 G. SIZE 11 X 7.4 X 2.1 CM

Aluminium Wallet, SILVER

bestseller

This light and strong wallet provides super-fast access and optimum protection against electronic data theft.
Viegls, drošs un izturīgs, nodrošina ērtu piekļuvi maka saturam. Aizsargā pret elektronisko datu zādzībām.
Легкий, прочный и надёжный бумажник с быстрым доступом к содержимому. Защищает от кражи электронных данных.

105

€29

Healthy Socks

110

The ultimate cure against painful feet - the innovative socks relax your tired feet in a very short time. Also ideal for nail polishing!
Labākās zāles sāpošām kājām – inovatīvās zeķes palīdz nogurušām kājām atslābināties īsā laika sprīdī. Izmantojiet arī pedikīram!
Лучшее средство от боли в ногах! Инновационные носки помогут расслабить уставшие ноги. Также подходят для педикюра!

€49

8 PENCILS - DIFFERENT
SEEDS&COLORS
1 COLORING BOOK

NEW COKE AIRMAIL TIN
WEIGHT: 78 G. SIZE: 10.8 X 7.2 X 2 CM

Quilted Auminium Wallet, ROSE GOLD
Elegant and strong wallet provides super-fast access and optimum protection against electronic data theft.
Elegants, drošs un izturīgs, nodrošina ērtu piekļuvi maka saturam. Aizsargā pret elektronisko datu zādzībām.
Элегантный и прочный кошелёк с быстрым доступом к содержимому. Защищает от кражи электронных данных.
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trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

133

€38

Plant Your Pencil Set

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

World’s only sustainable pencil that grows into a plant.
Pasaules pirmais zīmulis, kas izaugs par augu.
Карандаши, которые вырастают в растение.

89

€20

Coca-Cola® Lip SmackerTM

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Collectable tin box includes six flavoured Lip Smackers.
Košajā kolekcijas kārbā ir seši aromatizēti lūpu balzami.
Шесть ароматизированных бальзамов для губ.

114

€14
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GADGETS
Ierīces / Гаджеты

GADGETS
Ierīces / Гаджеты
FEATURES
• High quality sound 20-20000 Hz
• Size: 4 cm, height 3 cm, weight 55 g
• Battery: 400 mAh (up to 10 h)

FEATURES

• Bluetooth headset function
• Micro-USB charging cable,
strap for carrying with a bag /
backpack included in the set

GPS/LBS tracking
Notification when the watch leaves pre-set geo zone
SOS function with dedicated button
Frequency: GSM 900 / 1800
SIM card: micro SIM with voice and GPRS (2G) internet
Battery 600 mAh
IPX5 splash protection
Built-in speaker, microphone, accelerometer
Compatible with iOS 7.0 and later, Android 4.0 and later

• Two NanoBeats can be paired
via Bluetooth to create a stereo effect
• Signal-to-noise ratio: 80 dB.
Enough to sound a small room

Wireless

FixiTime Kids Watch-Phone, BLACK WITH GPS/WI-FI TRACKING
Kids’ smartwatch/mobile phone with GPS/LBS tracker and SOS function. For children 4 to 12 years old.
Viedpulkstenis/mobilais tālrunis ar GPS/LBS izsekotāju un SOS funkciju. Bērniem vecumā no 4 līdz 12 gadiem.
Наручные часы с функцией смартфона, определением местоположения и SOS кнопкой. Для детей от 4 до 12 лет.

147

€93

MicroUSB

Strap for carrying

*One speaker in package. | Viens skaļrunis iepakojumā. | В упаковке одна колонка.

NanoBeat

145

Compact Bluetooth speaker with loud, quality sound.
Kompakts Bluetooth skaļrunis ar skaļu, kvalitatīvu skaņu.
Компактная Bluetooth-колонка c качественным звучанием.

€20
FEATURES
• 2500 mAh
• For micro USB devices
and iPhone / iPod
• Weight 60 g
• The Lightning adapter
hidden in the case
• Built-in microUSB cable

FEATURES
• Memory size 32 GB

FEATURES
• Bluetooth sync with
smartphones (iOS, Android)
• GSM 2G with microSIM
for own calls, SMS and
Magic Voice function
• Copy up to 1000 contacts
from smartphone; slot for
microSD up to 32 GB
• MP3 player, FM radio,
voice recorder with phone
calls recording function

• Ultra-compact folding metal case
• Store and playback music, movies, audiobooks from Elari SmartDrive
• Headphone jack,
microUSB port for charging/
data transfer

• Compatible with Android, iOS 7/8/9/10, all Windows and Mac OS versions

• Battery life – up to 4 days in
standby mode, up to 4 hours
of talk timе

• Reliable and intuitive iOS App: Elari SmartDrive

• Headphones with a
microphone and a neck cord
included in the set

32GB

• Bluetooth call recorder

NanoPhone C, BLACK
Multifunctial world lightest cell phone with smartphone synchronization and Bluetooth headset function.
Daudzfunkcionāls, vieglākais mobilais telefons pasaulē ar viedtālruņa sinhronizāciju un zvanu saņemšanu caur Bluetooth.
Самый лёгкий в мире мобильный телефон с функциями синхронизации и звонками через Bluetooth.
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• View documents (PDF, DOC, HTML, XLS, PPT, TXT, RTF) and exchange
with other apps

153

€49

SmartDrive, 32GB
Memory flash card for mobile devices with multimedia features.
Atmiņas karte mobilajām ierīcēm ar multivides iespējām.

154

€59

Многофункциональная карта памяти для мобильных устройств.

PowerCard, BLACK

bestseller

136

Rechargeable power bank, suitable for all microUSB devices.
Uzlādējama baterija. Der jebkurai microUSB ierīcei.
Внешний аккумулятор. Совместим с microUSB устройствами.

€25
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GADGETS
Ierīces / Гаджеты

FORKIDS
Bērniem / Для детей

FEATURES
• Macro Lens for close up shots

CLIP
OPENS
~2 CM WIDE

• Tele lens to magnify shots
• Fish eye lens for
180° angle shots
• Smartphone /
Tablets Compatible
• Wide-angle lens
for long range shots

FEATURES
• Blackberry and Apple
mini-jack 3.5 mm
compatible
• Hands-free
• Integrated Control
• Microphone included

Set of 4 lenses

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Lens set for advanced photo shooting with smartphone.
Lēcu komplekts kvalitatīvākai fotografēšanai ar viedtālruni.
Набор линз для улучшения фотосъёмки смартфоном.

BOOMPODS

125

€35

Hands-free system

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Earphones + Microphone + Remote Control
Austiņas + mikrofons + vadības pults.
Наушники + микрофон + пульт управления.

41

€24

Elastic Lacing System, NEON RAINBOW LACES
Elastic lacing system that fits all shoe sizes.
Elastīgu auklu sistēma. Der visiem apavu izmēriem.
Эластичные шнурки. Подходят ко всем размерам обуви.

148

€17

Story Cubes

142

Storytelling game cubes – make a story from the images.
Stāstīšanas spēles kauliņi – izveidojiet stāstu no attēliem.
Игральные кубики с картинками для создания рассказов.

€12

FEATURES

TM

• Dimensions: 12.5 x 57 x 7.7 mm
• Weight: 5 g
• Public key infrastructure

music . anywhere . everywhere

• Digital signature
• E-identification
• E-government
• E-banking and e-payment
• E-healthcare
• E-commerce
etc.

FEATURES
• Rubber protected
• 1 splitter for 4
• Compact and durable

THE WORLD’S SMALLEST SMART CARD READER

MultiPod Audio Splitter
Compact audio splitter. Share sound for up to 4 headphones.
Kompakts audio sadalītājs līdz pat četriem austiņu pāriem.
Компактный аудио-разветвитель на 4 пары наушников.
172 | AIRBALTIC.COM

135

€11

Card Reader
Smallest ID smart card reader. USB connection.
Mazākais elektronisko ID karšu USB lasītājs.
Самый маленький USB считыватель ID-карт.

39

€20

Frozen LCD Watch

trAVel retAIl eXClUsIVe

Girls LCD watch with cute crystals around the dial.
Meiteņu LCD pulkstenis ar kristāliem rotātu ciparnīcu.
Детские часы с LCD-экраном, украшенные кристаллами.

103

€15

Lightsaber Toothbrush, DARTH VADER/YODA
Toothbrushes in Star Wars movie style.
Zobu birstes “Zvaigžņu Kari” filmas stilā.
Зубные щётки в стиле х/ф “Звёздные Войны”.

146/144

€9
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LATVIANSOUVENIRS
Latvijas suvenīri / Латвийские сувениры

TRAVELSOUVENIRS
Ceļojuma suvenīri / Сувениры для путешествий

3
2

Teddy bear

1

1

Teddy pilot is an excellent companion for all your
pleasant travels ahead.
Lācis pilots būs lielisks pavadonis visos jūsu
nākamajos lidojumos.
Мишка-пилот будет отличным компаньоном в
ваших следующих путешествиях.

1

€18

2

USB Flash Drive

Key Chain “Milda”

1

Image of the Latvian 1 Euro coin.
Atslēgu piekariņš “Milda”. Latvijas 1 Eiro monētas attēls.
Брелок “Милда”. С тиснением латвийской монеты в 1EUR.

Scarf With Lining

46

€5
2

Thin round scarf in “Lielvārde” belt pattern.
Plāna apaļšalle ar Lielvārdes jostas rakstu.
Тонкий круглый шарф с узором лиелвардского пояса.

47

€19

Pin “I

Latvia”

3

A heart-shaped pin in Latvian flag colours.
Sirds formas nozīmīte Latvijas karoga krāsās.
Значок - сердечко, в цветах латвийского флага.

“Sakta”
Ethnographic pin used in Latvian folk costumes.
Etnogrāfiska piespraude no latviešu tautastērpiem.
Брошь – элемент латвийских национальных костюмов.

2

8 GB USB aircraft shape metallic flash drive.
8 GB USB metāliska zibatmiņa lidmašīnas formā.
8 Гб флэш-память USB в форме самолёта из металла.

4

€3
4

48

A Gift Voucher which valid for flights with airBaltic till
March 1, 2018.
Dāvanu karte, kas derīga airBaltic lidojumiem līdz
2018. gada 1. martam.
Подарочная карта действительная для полётов
airBaltic до 1 марта 2018 года.

3

€6

Low Cost
International
SIM Card
0.00 €

0.00 €/min

No monthly or additional fees
Nekādu regulāro maksājumu
Без абонентской платы
или иных расходов

Free incoming
calls in 150 countries
Bezmaksas ienākošie
zvani 150 valstīs
Бесплатные входящие
звонки в 150 странах

43

€22

Autumn – Winter Beanie
Merino wool knitted beanie for him and her.
Merino vilnas adīta cepure viņai un viņam.
Вязанная шапка для неё и для него из шерсти мериноса.

For more information ask cabin crew.
Vairāk informācijas jautājiet apkalpei.
Подробную информацию спрашивайте у стюардов.

€50

airBalticcard Mobile SIM принимает звонки150 странах бесплатно, а тарифы
на интернет и на разговоры во многих странах дешевле местных расценок.

from

from

Outgoing calls
from 150 countries
Izejošie zvani
no 150 valstīm
Исходящие звонки
из 150 стран

Mobile internet in 140 countries
Mobilais internets 140 valstīs
Мобильный интернет
в 140 странах

0.02 €/min

0.005 €/MB

Starta komplekts ar € 10 kredītu
Стартовый комплект с кредитом € 10

€24

143

airBalticcard Mobile SIM pieņem bezmaksas zvanus 150 valstīs, bet interneta tarifi
un zvani vairākās valstīs ir ar zemākām izmaksām nekā vietējie tarifi.

Starting package
with €10 credit
64

3

With airBalticcard Mobile you surf the Internet and make
outgoing calls in most countries cheaper than local rates
and receive incoming calls in 150 countries for free.

Atjaunošanas karte ar € 20 kredītu
Карта пополнения с кредитом € 20

Merino wool baby slippers knitted in Lielvārde belt pattern.
Merino vilnas čībiņas, adītas Lielvārdes jostas rakstā.
Шерстяные детские тапочки с узором лиелвардского пояса.

€14

Gift Voucher in an exquisite envelope

Recharge voucher

Baby Slippers

149

45

Made in Latvia
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102

96

€20
94

€20

Order a meal
for your
next flight!

airBalticMeal Pre-Order system –
one of the best airline service
innovations
Try out our meal pre-order system
that allows you to customise
your ideal in-flight meal once
your flight has been booked. You
can create your own meal set by
putting your preferred meal on a
virtual tray and adding a starter,
dessert and drinks of your choice at
www.airbalticmeal.com.

Latvian-style Chicken Breasts

HOUSE RULES
We accept the following payment cards:

Apmaksai tiek pieņemtas šādas maksājumu kartes:

Мы принимаем следующие платежные карты:

We accept payment for purchases only by cards with an
embedded chip. We are unable to process payments made by
cards with a magnetic stripe.
For payment card purchases exceeding EUR 70, ID must be
provided. A purchase with a single card may not exceed
EUR 250 and total payment by cards per one customer
may not exceed EUR 500.
Cash payments are accepted only in EUR.
All prices include VAT where applicable.
For each purchase made on airBaltic flights the cabin crew
will provide you a receipt.
All pictures of products and packaging are for illustrative
purposes only and may differ from the real product.
Ask the cabin crew about the meal availability on your flight
today and for the ingredients of a given product or what
allergens it contains.

Norēķiniem ar maksājumu kartēm pieņemam tikai kartes ar
čipu. Darījumi ar magnētisko joslu kartēm netiek nodrošināti.
Ja maksājums ar maksājumu karti pārsniedz 70 EUR,
jāuzrāda personu apliecinošs dokuments.Pirkums ar vienu
maksājumu karti nedrīkst pārsniegt 250 EUR, kopējā pirkumu
summa ar maksājumu kartēm no vienas personas nedrīkst
pārsniegt 500 EUR.
Skaidras naudas maksājumus pieņemam tikai EUR valūtā.
Visas cenas norādītas ar atbilstoši piemērojamo PVN.
Par katru pirkumu airBaltic stjuarti izsniegs jums čeku vai
stingrās uzskaites kvīti.
Produktu un iepakojumu attēli norādīti tikai informatīvā
nolūkā un var atšķirties no reālā produkta.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par maltītes pieejamību jūsu reisā, kā arī
par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.

Для оплаты товаров принимаем только карты с чипом.
Карты с магнитной полосой не обслуживаются.
Для покупок на сумму свыше EUR 70 с помощью
платежной карты требуется удостоверение личности.
Сумма покупки, оплаченной одной картой, не может
превышать EUR 250. Общая сумма покупок платежными
картами одной персоны не может превышать EUR 500.
Мы принимаем наличные платежи только в EUR валюте.
Все цены указаны с учетом НДС, если применимо.
На покупки, сделанные во время рейсов, бортпроводники
обязаны предоставлять чеки.
Все изображения продуктов и упаковок служат только
для иллюстрации.
О наличии продуктов на борту Вашего рейса,
а также об их составе и наличии аллергенов,
спрашивайте у бортпроводников.

When purchasing a flight ticket, you have accepted the
airBaltic Terms of Passenger Carriage, which state that it is
not permissible on board airBaltic aircraft to use narcotics,
consume alcoholic beverages that you have brought on
board, smoke any type of cigarette including electronic
cigarettes. Passengers must obey acknowledged standards
of polite behaviour. Should we have any reason to believe that
your behaviour does not comply with these rules, we will take
any and all necessary action to stop such behaviour.

Iegādājoties aviobiļeti, Jūs esat piekritis airBaltic pasažieru
pārvadāšanas noteikumiem, kas paredz, ka airBaltic
lidmašīnās nav atļauts lietot narkotikas, līdzpaņemtos
alkoholiskos dzērienus un smēķēt t.s. elektroniskās
cigaretes, kā arī ir jāievēro vispārpieņemtās pieklājīgas
uzvedības normas. Ja būs pamats uzskatīt, ka Jūsu
uzvedība neatbilst noteikumiem, veiksim nepieciešamās
darbības, lai šādu uzvedību novērstu.

Приобретая авиабилет, Вы соглашаетесь с условиями
перевозки пассажиров airBaltic, предусматривающие, что
в самолетах airBaltic запрещено употреблять наркотики,
алкогольные напитки, кроме приобретенных во время
полета, и курить, в том числе электронные сигареты,
а так же необходимо придерживаться общепринятых норм
поведения. Если Ваше поведение будет расценено, как не
отвечающее данным условиям, мы можем применить меры,
необходимые для предотвращения подобного поведения.

It is prohibited to sell alcoholic beverages to persons under
18 years of age.

Alkoholiskos dzērienus aizliegts pārdot personām, kuras
ir jaunākas par 18 gadiem.

Продажа алкогольных напитков лицам моложе 18 лет
запрещена.

Please note that all items are subject to availability.

Ņemiet vērā, ka preču daudzums var būt ierobežots.

Просим учесть, что количество имеющихся в ассортименте
товаров ограничено.

FOR ALLERGIC PASSENGERS
Passengers having food allergies must assume responsibility
for this risk. We will not assume any liability for allergic
reactions to the foods consumed or contacted on board.
If you have specific food requirements, you can choose and
pre-order food for your flight at www.airbalticmeal.com

PASAŽIERIEM AR ALERĢISKĀM REAKCIJĀM
Esiet piesardzīgi, ja jums ir alerģija pret kādu no pārtikas
produktiem. Mēs neuzņemamies atbildību par alerģisku
reakciju no pārtikas produktiem, ko esat patērējuši vai ar ko
esat nonākuši saskarsmē lidmašīnā.
Ja jums ir īpašas prasības attiecībā uz pārtiku, varat izvēlēties
un pasūtīt maltīti pirms lidojuma vietnē www.airbalticmeal.com

ПАССАЖИРАМ С ПИЩЕВОЙ АЛЛЕРГИЕЙ
Будьте осторожны, если у Вас аллергия на какие-либо
пищевые продукты. Мы не несем ответственности за
негативные последствия из-за приема пищевых продуктов
или контакта с предметами во время приема пищи на
борту.
Если у Вас есть особенные потребности насчет питания,
заказывайте блюда перед полётом на www.airbalticmeal.com

For any suggestions on our product selection, please write to / Ja jums ir ieteikumi vai komentāri par piedāvāto preču klāstu, lūdzam tos sūtīt uz e-pastu / Если у Вас есть предложения по выбору продуктов, пишите нам

info@airo.lv

